Ephesians 6:10-12 “10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. 11 Put on the whole armour of GOD, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”
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Preface

These prayers have been written according to personal opinions and convictions, which are gathered from many counseling sessions and our interpretation of the Word of GOD, the Bible.

In no way have these prayers been written to discriminate against any persons, churches, organizations, and/or political parties. We ask therefore that you handle this book in the same manner.

What does it mean to renounce something?

To renounce means to speak of one’s self. If something has been renounced it has been rejected, cut off, or the individual is refusing to follow or obey. Other words that fit with the subject of renunciations include refuse, repudiate, and resist. It is a joy to realize that by the act of our repentance, we can appropriate the finished work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus). His shed Blood reverses all curses.

Scripture says:

Proverbs 28:13 “He who covers his transgressions will not prosper, but whoever confesses and forsakes his sins will obtain mercy.”

We have seen the effect in so many people’s lives of confessing, repenting, and turning away from the idolatry and demonic covenants that have permeated their very existence, unbeknown to them. The fact that this exists is truly an evil demonic plot against the Body of Messiah.

2 Corinthians 4:2 “We have renounced disgraceful ways (secret thoughts, feelings, desires and underhandedness, the methods and arts that men hide through shame); we refuse to deal craftily (to practice trickery and cunning) or to adulterate or handle dishonestly the Word of GOD, but we state the truth openly (clearly and candidly). And so we commend ourselves in the sight and presence of GOD to every man’s conscience.”

Y’shua (Jesus) calls us to be actively engaged seeking freedom and wholeness, no matter what our life experiences.

GOD’s Word gives us a promise:

Isaiah 54:17 “But no weapon that is formed against you shall prosper, and every tongue that shall rise against you in judgment you shall show to be in the wrong. This [peace, righteousness, security, triumph over opposition] is the heritage of the servants of the LORD [those in whom the ideal Servant of the LORD is reproduced]; this is the righteousness or the vindication which they obtain from Me [this is that which I impart to them as their justification], says the LORD.”
Guidelines for using the prayers of renunciation …

The Book of James highlights very clearly for us that there is a two-fold step in order to be released from all bondages.

James 4:7 “7 So be subject to GOD. Resist the devil [stand firm against him], and he will flee from you.”

The two-legged renunciation of occultic involvement is:

1. **Confession of involvement.**

To confess involvement, the prayer is read out loud, preferably with one or more witnesses present, as well as with a trained counselor. The reason for this is so that the individual will have a memorial of remembrance of the renunciation prayer. These prayers are similar to proclamations … as such we encourage you to declare them boldly and in faith, covered by the Blood of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus).

James 5:16 “16 Confess to one another therefore your faults (your slips, your false steps, your offenses, your sins) and pray [also] for one another, that you may be healed and restored [to a spiritual tone of mind and heart]. The earnest (heartfelt, continued) prayer of a righteous man makes tremendous power available [dynamic in its working].”

Only half of the renunciation process has been completed at this stage. The next part is very important. This is where the counselor is essential.

2. **Warfare … resist the enemy.**

The counselor now comes in agreement with the individual and conducts spiritual warfare against the kingdom of darkness as the Holy Spirit leads to deal with each one of the elements that is contained in the prayer.

In writing these prayers, we have tried to highlight or bold certain key words — such as the powers of darkness involved and the effects of involvement — that we feel are important, and which need to be specially addressed.

The powers are rebuked, bound, uprooted from the bloodline, and commanded to become a footstool to the Messiah Y’shua (Jesus). Remember to also cut the individual loose from the man-made laws and institutions of the organization/s involved.

These prayers are however only a guideline.

If there are concepts or sections that the Holy Spirit highlights for you as you pray, then we encourage you to address these, and ask the Holy Spirit to direct you on how to bring the breakthrough.
Remember, He is our Perfect Teacher and Counselor!

**Psalm 110:1** “THE LORD (GOD) says to my Lord (the Messiah), Sit at My right hand, until I make Your adversaries Your footstool. [Matt. 26:64; Acts 2:34; 1 Cor. 15:25; Col. 3:1; Heb. 12:2.]”

**Hebrews 1:13, 10:13** “13 Besides, to which of the angels has He ever said, Sit at My right hand [associated with Me in My royal dignity] till I make your enemies a stool for your feet? [Ps. 110:1.] 13 Then to wait until His enemies should be made a stool beneath His feet. [Ps. 110:1.]”

### 3. Restoration with the Kingdom of GOD.

Finally, the individual must choose to submit under the Law of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus).

**Galatians 3:10** “10 And all who depend on the Law [who are seeking to be justified by obedience to the Law of rituals] are under a curse and doomed to disappointment and destruction, for it is written in the Scriptures, Cursed (accursed, devoted to destruction, doomed to eternal punishment) be everyone who does not continue to abide (live and remain) by all the precepts and commands written in the Book of the Law and to practice them.”

In conclusion, we leave you with the blessing commanded by the FATHER … May He be your Shield, your Light, and Shalom (Peace). May He grant you the victory in all things, that you may learn of His Ways, and SH’MA¹ (hear and do).

**Blessings!**

¹ For additional study, please see the article “Sh’ma — A Hebraic Concept That Everyone Can Embrace” written by William G. Bullock, Sr., available from the website.
Introduction ...
Dear Reader,

There is a great deal of information/research presented here, along with the prayers. You may find the information very detailed – we have chosen to be comprehensive, to ensure that all areas can be addressed.

It is so important that EVERYONE become aware of the “gaps in the fences” that have been caused by the actions of their forefathers, which have opened to doors creating the legal ground for the enemy to be at work in our lives, and that we all have a responsibility to take back the ground that is legally yours. We may know of the actions of our forefathers, but it is equally true that we will not necessarily know everything. We are called to respond to the leading of the Holy Spirit to address any open doors we are unaware of.

Hosea 4:6 “6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because you [the priestly nation] have rejected knowledge, I will also reject you that you shall be no priest to Me; seeing you have forgotten the law of your God, I will also forget your children.”

We include so much detail in this prayer because ignorance is not an excuse. The enemy will USE any chance he can get to oppress us.

On a national level, Germany’s leadership – especially during the time of Hitler and the Third Reich – took active part in MANY occult practices, being involved in Kundalini, Asian religions, etc. – in an attempt to gain power through secret knowledge and fear.

These actions, in direct opposition to the WORD of GOD, brought national iniquity upon the German people.

It was for this very reason that almost one thousand prayer warriors and intercessors came together to STAND IN UNITY in corporate prayer on 6 June 2013 to repent of the national guilt. At the same time, it is equally important that each and every person in their individual capacity, pray through these points, with a heart of repentance in order to set up Godly Boundary’s in their own lives, and that of their families.

By these individual actions we also ensure at a corporate level, that the German nation is being cleansed, and are preparing to be the Bride of Christ!

Just as we take care of our physical health – we need to take care of our spiritual health.

The information on Hitler and the occult roots of the Third Reich may be a surprise to some.
At the same time we will see a strong correlation with the activities of the New World Order. We encourage everyone to do your own research on this – in order to understand the importance of addressing these openings in our lives.

However, as we discuss in these prayers, doors have been opened throughout the history of the German people – which is why it is important to go back through the history of the generations, to identify the wrong action in our families in the past. (Please also be sure to work through the Kundalini, Buddhism, and Hinduism prayers available in German as these lessons are inter-related to this prayer.)

We ask that you carefully work through this book with a heart of PRAYER. Enter into the fullness of the Covenant and proclaim that as a Son of Abraham you stand under the Precious Blood of Jesus, and will be led by the Holy Spirit. Pray that your inner barricades and blockages (many times we don’t even know about them!), are taken away by the Holy Spirit – give Him the freedom to cleanse you, and for you to take what is the TRUTH.

Even if you think that some or even most of this is not relevant to you, we encourage you to humble yourself, and let the Holy Spirit uncover secrets, in order to heal. The Holy Spirit knows what is relevant for you, and though you may not understand, my recommendation is always to rather pray through all of this, and not to miss anything. Take your time, don’t run through the prayer – pray with your understanding and the Holy Spirit leading – and if possible, pray with at least one other person.

Perhaps unbeknown to many Germans – there is quite a bit of Jewish ancestry among the German peoples – the research shows that there is at least 12% Jewish ancestry in the German peoples. In addition to this, there is also the Jewish ancestry of the people our German forefathers intermarried with – interestingly, the Celtic people also had Jewish ancestry. (Published in the newspaper of Süddeutsche a couple of years ago; Switzerland is very specific in this).

Doors have not only been opened by our forefathers – but also by our own personal choices through the exposure to TV, media, magazines, entertainment, etc. The agenda in pop culture is used to desensitize us to the occult – and much of this works on the subconscious level.

There is so much ignorance and carelessness amongst people today – even in the Church! Many Christians don’t believe in dealing with generational curses – they hold onto Romans 8:28, that all things will just work out, and the Blood of Jesus covers us. This is foolishness! The same Apostle warns us in 1 Corinthians 10:21, not to drink from the same cup of the LORD and of satan. Having this attitude that all is covered by the Blood and I can not be affected by the sins of the forefathers again is ignorance in how generational curses work, and what is involved in the process of sanctification.
Because of the lack of Biblical Truth, the Church has become lazy and opened Herself up to New Age and esoteric influences – organizing programs with these themes for the congregants!

Paul says – “I am the biggest sinner of all”. Ignorance and pride have caused a lot of damage to the Body of Christ … however, it is time – urgently – to bow our knees and heads, and seek the LORD for new knowledge/revelation, and to return to the Truth of the Scriptures.

It is absolutely a REQUIREMENT that the Bride of Christ is dressed in a wedding gown that is spotless and clean [Holy]. We therefore need to address the iniquity of both our forefathers, and our own personal lives in order to renew our wedding gown. It is now the time to rise up and begin to cleanse the spiritual realm!

In our own strength, we cannot identify the exact mix of iniquity [forefathers] and idolatry [own choices] in our bloodlines – however, the Holy Spirit is our Perfect Counsellor and leads us into all TRUTH. Please ask Him to lead you in this – again, we encourage you to humble yourself and read the information with an open heart, seeking Truth.

Through the open doors of our generations and personal choices, and the carelessness of this generation, and its constant exposure to the un-Godly themes/agendas of the enemy – we are being systematically weakened, lulled to sleep, and even programmed.

We are NO longer vigilant/alert and are very slowly being deceived, because we do not study Gods WORD diligently –

There is an animal which has all these characteristics of attack [TO SLOWLY DECEIVE] … the SNAKE!

We are adamantly warned in Scripture against “falling asleep” and being taken unawares –

Wake up!
Stand up!
Be vigilant!
And seek the healing and freedom we have in Jesus Christ, in order to walk more fully in His Kingdom!

I wish all readers a lot of fun and joy and deep revelation. Please let your wineskin be RENEWED so that you can HOLD the new wine.

Annemaria Malkusch
P.S. From time to time, I was supported in doing the translation work by two ladies. I want to thank them here. A lot of other translators are urgently needed for all the other English scripts and books of Amanda Buys to be translated into German. The Body of Christ is in urgent need of all this information. Why invent a new wheel if we already have an excellent one? If this call appeals to you, don’t hesitate to contact me (Annemaria Malkusch), and I will coordinate this with you. Thank you.
Declaration² of CONFIDENCE in GOD’s Protection

No weapon that is formed against us shall prosper and every tongue, which rises against us in judgment, we do condemn. This is our heritage as servants of the LORD, and our righteousness is from You, O LORD of Hosts. If there are those who have been speaking or praying against us, or seeking harm or evil to us, or who have rejected us, we forgive them and, having forgiven them, we bless them in the Name of the LORD.

Matthew 5:43-45 “43 You have heard that it was said, You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy; 44 But I tell you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 To show that you are the children of your FATHER Who is in heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the wicked and on the good, and makes the rain fall upon the upright and the wrongdoers [alike].”

Romans 12:14 “14 Bless those who persecute you [who are cruel in their attitude toward you]; bless and do not curse them.”

Now we declare, O LORD, that You and You alone are our GOD, and besides You there is no other — a just GOD and Saviour, the FATHER, the Son and the Spirit — and we worship You!

We submit ourselves afresh to You this day in unreserved obedience. Having submitted to You, LORD, we do as Your Word directs. We resist the devil — all his pressures, his attacks, and his deceptions, every instrument or agent he would seek to use against us. We do not submit! We resist him, drive him from us and exclude him from us in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus). Specifically, we reject and repel infirmity, pain, infection, inflammation, malignancies, allergies, viruses and every form of witchcraft.

Finally, LORD, we thank You that through the sacrifice of Y’shua (Jesus) on the cross, we have passed out from under the curse and entered into the blessing of Abraham, whom You blessed in all things — exaltation, health, reproduction, prosperity, victory and GOD’s Favour.

Galatians 3:13-14 “13 Christ purchased our freedom [redeeming us] from the curse (doom) of the Law [and its condemnation] by [Himself] becoming a curse for us, for it is written [in the Scriptures], Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree (is crucified); 14 To the end that through [their receiving] Christ Jesus, the blessing [promised] to Abraham might come upon the Gentiles, so that we through faith might [all] receive [the realization of] the promise of the [Holy] Spirit.”

AMEN!

² Written by Derek and Ruth Prince
Sealing-Off Prayer BEFORE Deliverance

Dear Heavenly FATHER, we come to You in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth. We thank You that You are GOD Almighty and that You are The Great I AM.

We thank You that You have given us the Holy Spirit to be the Counsellor, Standby, Advocate, Teacher, the Deliverer.

We thank You for Your Presence and for Your Deliverance Anointing — it is the Anointing that will break the yoke.

Come and fill us with Your Spirit, Compassion, Love, Discernment, Word of Knowledge, Wisdom, Interpretation, and Insight.

We as Your children choose to crucify the flesh so that nothing from ourselves will be transferred here. We clothe ourselves with Your Priestly Garments to fulfill the calling You have upon our lives. Open our spiritual eyes and ears FATHER.

Thank You FATHER, that You have given us all the power over the enemy and that nothing shall in any way harm us.

Luke 10:19 “19 Behold! I have given you authority and power to trample upon serpents and scorpions, and [physical and mental strength and ability] over all the power that the enemy [possesses]; and nothing shall in any way harm you.”

We forbid any interference with the work of the Holy Spirit.

FATHER, we come against any communication lines (according to Ephesians 6:12) between, the powers, world-rulers, principalities, spiritual hosts, and demonic hosts in the air, earth, heavenlies, and under the earth. We close off all entrances and exits, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

______________________________

3 Y’shua (Hebrew) is Jesus’ real name, which means “Salvation”. We have no problem with the name “Jesus” — it is merely the Greek transliteration of “Y’shua”. Jesus is the name most of us grew up with. Remember though, Y’shua was a Jew, of the Tribe of Judah, not a Greek. It’s sort of like this ... when you come to know someone’s real name, you want to use it, hence the use of Y’shua instead of Jesus. Another powerful reason to use Y’shua is that every time you say His Name, you are proclaiming “Salvation”. You will also note in some places, we have used the real Name of the FATHER, YHVH. The Name is made up of the Hebrew letters, Yod-Hey-Vav-Hey, and is most commonly pronounced “Yahweh” or “Jehovah”. Again, we have chosen to use this, as YHVH is the FATHER’s Name.
We ask that all spiritual cameras and recorders be smashed in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). We come against any witches, witch doctors, magicians, and wizards in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). We cut off all communication with satan himself and close the doors in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We forbid any spirit from the outside to enter this place for whatever reason, and we forbid any evil spirit to be sent to any other place or person as a result of what happens here.

We now forbid any reinforcement of power from the side of satan in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). FATHER, we ask for confusion into the enemy’s camp.

FATHER we ask You to set up Your warring angels in this room and arrest any human spirit, dead human spirit, spirit guide, familiar spirit … and remove them to become the footstool of our King Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We bind every evil spirit in this place and forbid any violence, manifestations, and tormenting in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We refuse any meditation circles — isolate any power of demonic forces from each other in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We forbid and bind any hypnosis and self-hypnosis, meditation, physic powers in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth. We isolate the powers one from another in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We cleanse the four elements — water, air, fire, and earth — with the Blood of Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We ask You, FATHER, to cover all mirrors with Your Blood and seal off the gateways in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We come against any spells, rituals, incantations, hexes, sacrifices, curses, or altars raised up against us and the person.

Thank You that You blow out all candles which may have been lit in rituals against us in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). Thank You that all curses are reversed into blessings.

FATHER, we ask that You seal off this room with Your Precious Blood, that You will hide us in the Spirit and declare this room as holy ground.

FATHER, we ask You to send Your ministering angels to come and minister to us in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) according to:
**Hebrews 1:14** “14 Are not the angels all ministering spirits (servants) sent out in the service [of GOD for the assistance] of those who are to inherit salvation?”

We surrender to You, Holy Spirit of GOD, because we know that it is not by might, nor by power, but by Your Spirit (Zechariah 4:6) says the FATHER!

We ask that You cover our loved ones and we place all circumstances under Your Control and Protection (our finances, marriages, relationships, ministries). We now bind satan’s kingdom here on earth just as it is bound in heaven.

We ask You FATHER to prepare the heavenly courtroom and that all the demons and familiar spirits come and take their places.

We ask You FATHER to be the Judge, Y’shua (Jesus) the Advocate, and the Holy Spirit the Witness.

Thank You for Your Word:

**Revelation 12:11** “11 And they have overcome (conquered) him by means of the blood of the Lamb and by the utterance of their testimony, for they did not love and cling to life even when faced with death [holding their lives cheap till they had to die for their witnessing].”

… we have overcome the enemy by the Blood of the Lamb and the word of our testimony!

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus),

**AMEN!**
Germanic roots ...
Heavenly FATHER, I bow in worship and praise before You. I ask for the protection of the Blood of Jesus. I surrender myself to Your Lordship completely and unreservedly in every area of my life.

I address myself only to the True and Living GOD and I refuse any involvement with Satan and his demons. In particular I want to renounce all **Germanic gods and deities** that my ancestors worshipped, which I confess as the sin of idolatry and for which I humbly ask forgiveness. I renounce the gods:

- ODIN/WODEN/WOTAN
- THOR/DONAR
- FREYA/FRIGG
- VOLLA/FULLA
- BALDER/BALDR
- SAXNOT/SEAXNET
- TIW/TYR/ZIU
- BETHANE
- KAVSIR
- FREY
- SIF
- LOKI
- FREYJA
- THRYM
- JORD
- MAGNI
- MODI
- PHOL
- SINGTHGAT
- ERDA
- HEL
- VOLSUNG
- SIGMUND
- MIMI
- SIGI
- RERIR
- SIGURD
- NETHUS
I also renounce all Guardian Spirits such as Desir and Fylgjur (dead female ancestors who received worship) and I also confess the sin of ancestral worship.

I also renounce the worship of elves and dwarfs and all the fairy tales my forefathers read to the next generation introducing them to an occultic world of magic and demonic fantasy.

I renounce the worship of Regnator Omnium Deus and the familiar spirits Valkyries – battle spirits who accompanied Woten (blood thirsty female spirits who went to choose the slain – also known as Alaisiagae). I renounce the legends of Mittgard, the Edda, Ragnarok and other Nordic sagas.

I destroy any/all covenants and proquid pacts made with these deities, and I break down their altars, and dash in pieces their pillars. I hew down their graven images in the spiritual realm, and I destroy their names under the heavens, with the Holy Fire of GOD Almighty!

I break the power of these covenants and rituals, as well as any/all generational sin and bondage, which may be oppressing myself, my children, and my grandchildren. FATHER, I nail these to the cross according to:

**Colossians 2:14** "14 Having cancelled and blotted out and wiped away the handwriting of the note (bond) with its legal decrees and demands which was in force and stood against us (hostile to us). This [note with its regulations, decrees, and demands] He set aside and cleared completely out of our way by nailing it to [His] cross."

I command all gatekeepers and familiar spirits to leave my presence right now, in the Name of Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth. I also cut myself loose from all territorial spirits in the Name of Y'shua [Jesus].

I renounce any and all involvement with Volkisch organizations and German neo-pagan cults such as:

---

4 Märchen, plural Märchen, folktale characterized by elements of magic or the supernatural, such as the endowment of a mortal character with magical powers or special knowledge; variations expose the hero to supernatural beings or objects. The German term Märchen, used universally by folklorists, also embraces tall tales and humorous anecdotes; although it is often translated as “fairy tale,” the fairy is not a requisite motif. Märchen usually begin with a formula such as “once upon a time,” setting the story in an indefinite time and place. Their usual theme is the triumph over difficulty, with or without supernatural aid.
• The **Germanen Order** (the counter-part of Freemasonry);
• The **Wotan Society**;
• The **Thule Society**;
• The **Order of the New Templars**;
• The **Nordungen Fraternity**;
• The Germanic belief fellowship;
• The **Wandervogel Youth Movement** all of whom were fiercely anti-Semitic – at the same time anti-YHVH and anti-Messiah.

I ask forgiveness FATHER, for dismissing the Old Testament as “Jewish” folklore and as contemptible nonsense - for rejecting Christianity in favour of a wholly Germanic religion, from which all Hebraic elements were eliminated.

I sever all ties with the **Germanen Order** all initiations into the **esoteric secret Armanen Order**:

I renounce:
• the sacred flame;
• The horned Helmut of Wotan;
• The white robe;
• The blindfold;
• The pilgrim's mantle and holy spear of Wotan;
• As well as the crossing of the Knights' Swords and all the occultic symbolism it displayed.

I cancel the effects of the words: “... what separates the **Aryans** from the Hebrews is our **Ario-Germanic** concept of the world and life …”

I renounce the effect of these words upon my descendants and myself, and declare in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] that I serve the GOD, YHVH, of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ... and that through Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I am a child of Abraham and have been engrafted into the Covenant and Olive Tree. I hereby identify my Hebrew Roots and declare that Messiah Y’shua was Jewish (of the Tribe of Judah), and not an Aryan.

**The swastika.**

I renounce all the teachings of theosophy5 propagating the Aryan doctrines and the religion of the **swastika** – received from "ascended masters" whom I believe to be none other than fallen angels.

____________________
5 For more information on theosophy, Alice Bailey, and David Icke, see the documentary “David Icke Debunked”, [http://davidickedebunked.com/](http://davidickedebunked.com/)
I cancel the solemn oaths taken where membership required pure Aryan blood, and I cancel all rituals at infant baptism, confirmation, funerals and marriages at these pagans altars.

In particular, I destroy and walk away from the altar of Wotan.

I renounce infant baptism (that of pure water from a German spring) and confirmation and recognize only the believer's baptism (mikvah) and the baptism of the Holy Spirit according to the Word of GOD.

I renounce the term "German Godliness", as well all religious concepts of blood, race and Germanic values. Furthermore, I renounce the term “moral rebirth in the German spirit”.

**Festivals celebrated at the equinoxes and solstices.**

I sever all ties with the all neo-pagan Germanic cults as well as all the festivals celebrated at the equinoxes and solstices namely:

- **Ostre** (Easter) (Eostre Feast held in favour of the Anglo-Saxon goddess);
- **High May**, the Feast of the May Queen, May Bride and Partner - rooted in worship of the earth goddess;
- **The Jul** (Yuletide – Baal’s birthday – 25th of December);
- Ascension day (substituted and the date determined by Rome)
- Good Friday (substituted and the date determined by Rome).

I renounce all Eugenic theories of **racial mysticism** and **racial hygiene**:

- The doctrine of **Ariosophie** (the superiority of the blond race and its eternal battle with inferior races),

---

6 **Germanic mysticism** or **Germanic occultism** describes the several phases of mysticism originating in, and practiced primarily in, Germany and surrounding German speaking countries and areas. These begin with Armanism and Ariosophy, ideological systems of an esoteric nature, pioneered by Guido von List and Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels respectively, in Austria between 1890 and 1930. The term 'Ariosophy', meaning wisdom concerning the Aryans, was first coined by Lanz von Liebenfels in 1915 and became the label for his doctrine in the 1920s. Various schools of Esotericism in Germany and Austria have existed. More recently have been various modern (post-1945) systems of runic magic.
• The doctrine of Phrenology.
• I renounce the teachings of:
  • The New Templars breviary,
  • The biblio-mystikon, and
• The initiation of the Holy Grail.

I also renounce the teachings of foundations of the 20th Century.

**Runic magic.**

I renounce the divination rites of the runes, all forms of runic occultism; the "futhark" runic alphabet (which was the heart of these religious cults), as well as the magic power of the runic law – and all connections between the secrets of the Runes and the Germanic gods.

I further reject the **protective magical and medicinal qualities** of the runic **rings**. I ask for forgiveness **FATHER**, for whoring after false gods and I renounce the spirits of divination, whoredoms and error.

I bind and rebuke **all familiar spirits** in the Name of Jesus, and destroy their works and cancel their fruit, namely adultery, spiritual darkness, all forms of addictions and spiritual prostitution.

I renounce the teachings of the "**heilige runenmacht**" (holy rune power), aryan wisdom – runic lore and links with astrology, cabala as well as all forms of runic gymnastics. I cut myself loose from the mind control powers transmitted through the "**hagel rune**" – in particular, I renounce and sever myself from the "**sig**" or "**ss**" rune – the emblem of **Himmler's Schutzstaffel or the Nazi SS**. I renounce the religion of the swastika – the symbol of the life-giving sun and the ancient runic equivalent of the "**g**" rune – also known as **Thor's hammer**.

---

7 Phrenology (from Greek: φρήν, phrēn, "mind"; and λόγος, logos, "knowledge") is a pseudoscience primarily focused on measurements of the human skull, based on the concept that the brain is the organ of the mind, and that certain brain areas have localized, specific functions or modules.[1] The distinguishing feature of phrenology is the idea that the sizes of brain areas were meaningful and could be inferred by examining the skull of an individual. Following the materialist notions of mental functions originating in the brain, phrenologists believed that human conduct could best be understood in neurological rather than philosophical or religious terms.
The SS organization.

I cancel all spirit and soul ties with the SS Organization – the initiations into the religion of blood, soil and fire of the Third Reich.

I sever myself from all blood covenants made at the SS pagan altars – I renounce all the rituals, marriages and all baptisms and child naming ceremonies performed at these pagan altars.

I renounce all salutations to Hitler and the Nazi party as well as all loyalties sworn and suicide pacts and agreements entered into by my ancestors at these altars.

I cut myself loose from the spirit of death, hell and the grave. I cancel the fruit of demonic spirits of Abbadon and Apollyon oppressing my family and me.

I renounce the priestly role of the “Armanen” and the religious practices of all the children of the sun religion.

I renounce the teachings and sacred books of the Armanen.

I declare that through the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I am redeemed, made Righteous, and Set-apart unto the FATHER.

I am a Royal Priest of the Most High GOD.

AMEN!

8 Please Prayer of Renunciation of Death, Hell and the Grave
Prayers of renunciation for Nazism ...
FATHER, I acknowledge there is only One True and Living GOD, YHVH, Who exists as the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

I acknowledge Messiah Y’shua [Christ Jesus] as the Son of the Living GOD, the Word that became flesh and dwelt among us. Y’shua [Jesus], You are worthy to receive glory, honour, and power for You have created all things and in You, all things have their being.

FATHER, You have proved Your Love for me by sending Your Son to die for me.

When I accepted You, Y’shua [Jesus], as my KING and Saviour, I was saved by Your Grace. This was a gift from You and not the result of any works on my part. I acknowledge that all my sins are forgiven in Messiah Y’shua [Christ Jesus].

All charges that were against me were nailed to the cross and cancelled; therefore the devil has nothing with which to accuse me. You have redeemed me from the kingdom of darkness and transferred me to Your Kingdom. Now I am in right standing with GOD.

With You, Messiah Y’shua [Jesus], I can do all things. I thank You LORD that when I was saved, the Holy Spirit came to live within me. I thank You, FATHER, that I am conformed into Your Image and Likeness. Y’shua [Jesus], You came to set the captives free, those bound by sin or occultic powers. I declare that it is GOD’s Truth that will set me free.

Y’shua [Jesus], You have all authority in Heaven and on earth. You have conquered and disarmed all evil principalities and powers and triumphed over them at the cross. Now I am seated with You in heavenly places.

Y’shua [Jesus], You have all authority over satan and every one of his demons – they are subjected to You. I stand strong in You, KING Y’shua [Jesus], and resist satan and all his evil schemes. I am covered and protected by Your Precious Blood. Your spiritual weapons are mighty to tear down all the strongholds of the enemy in my life.

2 Corinthians 10:4 “4 For the weapons of our warfare are not physical [weapons of flesh and blood], but they are mighty before GOD for the overthrow and destruction of strongholds,”

Y’shua [Jesus], I bind and rebuke all evil spirits and powers of darkness that would seek to interfere with this time of prayer.

I renounce all counterfeit gifts and works of satan in my life. I take my position in Messiah Y’shua [Christ Jesus] and declare that You, Y’shua [Jesus], are my KING and my Saviour.
I look only to You, Y’shua [Jesus], as my Deliverer and Healer. You know my specific needs and concerns. I claim Your Word, which says, "All who call upon the Name of the LORD shall be set free." KING Y’shua [Jesus], I now call on Your Holy Name to rescue me and set me free.

FATHER, I come before You on behalf of myself and my ancestors and I ask that You will forgive us for all known and unknown sins and sins not repented of in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I pray for forgiveness for all sinful and occultic practices and idolatry of seeking knowledge, healing, comfort, identity, anointing, or powers from any occult, psychic or secret source.

I confess any areas of unbelief as well as the sin of prayerlessness, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth, I break the demonic seals over me and my family … I bind the sealing demons assigned to keep the Nazi religious structures in place, and dismantle and destroy the altars and covenants made with satan by myself or my forefathers, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce my submission to the spirit of Adolf Hitler and his “religion of blood”, as well as his party, the NSDAP.

I pray that You will forgive me and my ancestors for every membership to the NSDAP and its organizations, and I cut myself and my family loose from these organizations, in Jesus Name.

I stand in the gap for any of my ancestors who held a position in the NSDAP [block leader, SA town group leader, leader in the Hitler Youth, SS Storm leader or any specific position], namely, _____________________.

I pray for forgiveness for participating in hall battles, destruction of Jewish property, robbery, spreading of Nazi thought patterns, establishment of Nazi rulership, use of forced labour, oaths and murder attacks. KING Y’shua [Jesus], I bring this guilt to Your Cross and I cut myself and my family loose from every covenant with Adolph Hitler and the power of Nazism.

I pray for forgiveness that I and/or my ancestors have lifted our right arm in greeting with the words "Hail Hitler" and that we thereby blessed and worshipped Hitler.

I renounce the bonding with Hitler as a high priest, as king, as prophet, as healer, as leader, as “messiah”, as well as his “anointing”. I cut these ties in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].
I renounce the song we sang: “Adolph Hitler is our Saviour, our hero, he is the noblest being in the whole wide world, for Hitler we live, for Hitler we die, our Hitler is our Lord.” I declare You FATHER are the LORD of Lords and the KING of Kings.

I renounce the Nazi spirit that worked through Hitler and that was transferred to me, and render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce Hitler’s slogan "I want to see in the eyes of the youth again the gleam of the beast of prey", and render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the creed of the sacred blood ritual "it is great to fight for our country and even to die for our country".

I cut myself and my family loose from the oath sworn by the soldiers and their total obedience to Adolph Hitler.

I and my ancestors cut ties with the oath of the Hitler Youth, "I give my blood and life to the one who leads us all", and I renounce the Horst Wessels song sung by the youth, "We will march further until everything falls into shatters! Because today’s Germany belongs to tomorrow and the whole world will belong to us."

I renounce the youth chant, “we are rising up to face storms of battle and hero’s death is our right and we are nothing, our race and nation is everything”.

I renounce the oath to serve “volk and vaderland” to the last drop of my blood.

KING Y’shua [Jesus], please forgive me and my family for this idol worship, this conceit of our nation and our race and the rejection of GOD the Father, GOD the Son, and GOD the Holy Spirit as my All in all.

I break all un-Godly covenants that were made with me, spirit, soul or body, tying me to my nation.

FATHER, please forgive me and my ancestors for having been involved with these un-Godly covenants.

---

9 “With this oath, I swear to God, my unconditional obedience to the leader of the German empire, Adolph Hitler, the Officer Commanding of the Defence Force, and that I, as a brave soldier, declare myself willing to always defend this oath with my life.”
Please restore me and my family back into the Covenant that we have with You through the Blood of Y’shua [Jesus], in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I pray for forgiveness that I/my ancestors had made a covenant with the spirit of death and I declare it now powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

As a representative of my nation, I pray for forgiveness that euthanasia; the murder of the so-called useless life was allowed and practiced. I loose myself from all death rituals which were done with the spirit of death. FATHER, please cut me and my family loose; spirit, soul and body from every spirit of death and of each dead human spirit assigned to us. I cut myself loose from all gateways to the underworld, realms of the dead and from all graves and coffins. I break the curse of spiritual and physical death over me and my family, and ask You FATHER, to change that curse into a blessing in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

Psalm 118:17 “17 I shall not die but live, and shall declare the works and recount the illustrious acts of the LORD.”

I renounce all un-Godly spiritual boundaries that have been ordered to surround me and I ask You to remove these boundaries in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I cut myself loose from the blasphemous writings of Nietzsche, of Hitler’s book "Mein Kampf", and Alfred Rosenberg’s teaching, "Myths of the 20th Century" and from all the principles these works proclaim.

KING Y’shua [Jesus], I pray for forgiveness that I/my ancestors, had rejected the Bible, the Word of GOD. I loose myself especially from the spirit of racism which resulted in the religion of the superiority of the Arian race and hatred towards the Jews/Hebrews, them being the Apple of Your Eye. Please forgive me and my ancestors for being guilty of these sins.

I renounce the spirit of the anti-Christ and render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the New World Order and everything it stands for in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth and therefore I renounce the doctrine of total enlightenment to a point of total nothingness.

I renounce the spirit of the beast and the number 666 and render it powerless, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the spirit of the dragon and the serpent and render them powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.
I renounce every religious spirit that I have allowed to work against the Kingdom of GOD in my life, and render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

FATHER, I want to ask You to forgive me for not welcoming the Truth and that I had allowed lawlessness to rule my life. We opened ourselves up to the strong spirit of delusion (2 Thessalonians 2:10-11).

I renounce the spirit of deception and I render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the bewitchment that came through all the rebellion, seduction to evil and submitting to misleading influences, and render the power of all forms of witchcraft powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

**The blood flag.**

I renounce the belief that Nazi blood attained a secret symbolic power, ritualized and sanctified in a ceremony known as the “order of the blood flag. I renounce this blood flag by which my nation rebelled against the Blood of Y’shua [Jesus], and I renounce the swastika as the substitute for the Cross.

I cut myself loose from the ritual where power was transferred from Hitler’s flag onto each Nazi flag as soon as Hitler touched any other flag with his blood flag, and that this transference of power was confirmed/sealed with a handshake. I break this demonic seal over my life as well as my family, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce the belief that the blood ties me to the superior Aryan master race and that the soul of the race is embedded in the blood of the nation. I loose myself from the blood and earth myths and the power of the Nordic Runen.

I sever the umbilical cord and every tie to this demonic bloodline in which demonic spirits are transferred through the blood from generation to generation, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the swastika and every spiritual meaning connected to it, as well as all powers and assignments of the swastika, and render it powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth. I renounce the swastika as a gateway or doorway that draws one through a vortex [whirlpool-like] effect from the outer world to the inner realm of the psyche into deeper levels of consciousness [spinning rituals].

I renounce the swastika as a cipher to represent the Greek goddesses Astarte, Athene and Artemis, who all demanded human sacrifices. I cut myself loose from all the different dimensions, meanings and assignments of the swastika.
KING Y'shua [Jesus], I ask that You purify my body with Your Precious Blood, from any swastika gateways on my body [tattoo's and so forth], soul and spirit, and that You will close such gateways in the Name of Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ].

We fire the gatekeepers assigned to these gates, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce the "Walküre" and the connection with the sun as an Amazon or as a muse with the moon, as well as the glorification of the female principle of the universe. I also loose myself from any tantric sex and the two entwined serpents\(^\text{10}\), in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce the symbol of the Hindu god Ganesha, the elephant head child-god [mockery of Messiah Y’shua as Mediator]. I cut myself loose from the animal spirit of the elephant, and all it’s attributes, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I renounce the Nordic myths that replaced the Christian Bible\(^\text{11}\).

I renounce Wagner’s operas; "Dawn Of The Gods" and "Parcifal" which both glorify the power of pure blood and that it was an ethnic retelling of the quest for the Holy Grail\(^\text{12}\).

I break the power of this sound magic, namely; all the sound waves, hypnotic music notes and beats that are in rhythm with my heart beat, I cut my heart beat free in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ]. I cut myself loose from any of the characters in the operas in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce the amalgamation of the elements of the Holy Communion declaring that the wafer and grail are the two interlocking keys to the hidden, spiritual universe of mankind, including the tribal empire of Wotan and Thor. I cut myself loose from the shaman-practices and blood-thirst of Wotan and the hammer and lightning of Thor.

\(^{10}\) See also our material on the Kundalini spirit.

\(^{11}\) Hitler stated: "Today, a new myth is dawning. The myth of the blood, the belief that the godly essence is to be defended through the blood. The old beliefs will be brought back to honour again, the whole secret knowledge of nature and spirits. We will wash off the Christian veneer and bring forth a religion peculiar to our race."

\(^{12}\) The Holy Grail was said to be a mystic vessel that contained secret blood and it promised mystical powers to anyone who drank from it. This Holy Grail could only be found by those who were of purest blood.
I cut myself loose from the Holy Grail as the cup that contained the blood of the martyrs that were last sacrificed, and the Holy Grail as the cup from which Y’shua [Jesus] drank from at the Last Supper.

I renounce every knightly order, namely: the Teutonic Knights, Knights of the Round Table, Most Noblest Knights and Temple Knights.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth, I renounce the SS and everything it stood for, especially that they were regarded as special selected warrior priests who had to fight for the survival and the multiplication of the “super race”.

**Breeding farms and the curse on marriage/families.**

I stand in the gap and pray for forgiveness that our nation tolerated the so-called "Lebensborn"¹³, which practiced legitimate prostitution and selection for race purposes. I renounce the spirit of prostitution. KING Y’shua [Jesus], in Your Name, I break the curse of fathering illegitimate children.

*Deuteronomy 23:2*  "2 A person begotten out of wedlock shall not enter into the assembly of the LORD; even to his tenth generation shall his descendants not enter into the congregation of the LORD."

FATHER, I pray that You will forgive me and my ancestors for all sexual iniquities and sex magic, for allowing Lilith and the Leviathan to rule over and through us.

KING Y’shua [Jesus], please forgive me and my ancestors for committing the sin of war crimes and crimes against humanity, humanely despicable experiments in the concentration camps, and genocide.

I renounce the SS dagger and the curse upon it causing confusion. I declare that You have given me a sound mind in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

*2 Timothy 1:7*  "7 For GOD did not give us a spirit of timidity (of cowardice, of craven and cringing and fawning fear), but [He has given us a spirit] of power and of love and of calm and well-balanced mind and discipline and self-control."

I renounce the worship of ancestors. It is a sin of spiritism and I ask You to destroy every family and prayer altar, and that You sever all strongholds in my mind with Your Holy Fire, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

¹³ See also our information on Genesis 6 and the Nephilim
I renounce the ritual in which sixteen Nazi heroes\textsuperscript{14} were honoured as martyrs of the "Reich" when they died, and the myth that they were resurrected and achieved eternal life.

FATHER, I cut myself and specifically my heart beat loose from the marching rhythm and marching orders in the Name of Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ].

I cut myself loose from mass hypnosis through the marching and marching songs. FATHER, please destroy all footprints, time clocks and the power of Father Time with Your Holy Fire, in the Name of Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth. I ask You to restore and renew my mind in the Name of Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ].

\textbf{Romans 12:1-2} “1 I APPEAL to you therefore, brethren, and beg of you in view of [all] the mercies of GOD, to make a decisive dedication of your bodies [presenting all your members and faculties] as a living sacrifice, holy (devoted, consecrated) and well pleasing to GOD, which is your reasonable (rational, intelligent) service and spiritual worship. 2 Do not be conformed to this world (this age), [fashioned after and adapted to its external, superficial customs], but be transformed (changed) by the [entire] renewal of your mind [by its new ideals and its new attitude], so that you may prove [for yourselves] what is the good and acceptable and perfect will of GOD, even the thing which is good and acceptable and perfect [in His sight for you].”

I renounce the Temple of Honour, which became a shrine to the German Nation – the temple where the blood of the sixteen Nazi heroes was held. I renounce each and every name of the sixteen martyrs that were called out. FATHER, I pray that You will silence forever the voices of the dead human spirits that answered “here” when their names were called out.

I renounce the slogan “force without spiritual foundation is doomed to failure”. I declare Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ] is the Only True Foundation and Rock, that Messiah Y'shua [Jesus Christ] is the Only True Cornerstone.

I renounce all rituals and sacrifices that have been done by all Catholic, Buddhist, Hindu (Bhagavad Git, caste system) Tibetan monks, all sacrifices to the mountain gods of the Himalayan Mountains and every other occult priest in their temples and I declare them to be powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ]. I ask You, FATHER to destroy every object used in the rituals and to reverse the curses that resulted because of these rituals, into blessings.

\textsuperscript{14} In a mystical and festival performance in Nürnberg, the dead were brought in at midnight. This Night of the Dead was declared as the birth of the "Reich". Apparently they fought and died victoriously when the Third Reich was established. Their blood was regarded as “holy water” of the Third Reich.
I ask that You forgive me and my ancestors that we did not discern the True Body of our Redeemer, Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] from such false rituals. I pray that You will destroy all the curses that originated from this sinful behaviour towards You, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I renounce all secret oaths to pagan and demi-gods as part of any initiation ceremony into organizations which still practice these beliefs.

I renounce the demi-god Pegasus as the “bearer of lightning” and its connection to the hippocampus [the place of memory] in my body, and as the synonym of the White Horse in Revelation.

I renounce the un-Godly practice of meditation that stimulates the spiral energy called Kundalini or coiled serpent, which rises from the base of the spine to the pineal gland of the brain to bring total enlightenment. I renounce Pegasus as a symbol of the time of new consciousness, which will bring forth a whole new civilisation – a new world, a new age. I renounce the constellation Pegasus in the heavenlies as the gateway which leads into this new time era.

I cut myself loose from the sun, the moon and its phases, the stars and the planets. I ask You to please break every link between the rays of the sun and the moon, and myself, and to destroy any contract between the heavenlies and myself in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I cut myself loose spirit, soul and body from every evil spirit ruling over Germany. I renounce and render every territorial spirit used to control me, powerless in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I cut myself loose from all forms of occultic power, namely: casting spells, black and white magic, and all other forms of witchcraft to reach higher levels of consciousness.

I renounce trance channeling, consulting familiar spirits, communication with the dead, séances, consulting counselors from the spirit realm, consulting wizards, ascended masters, spirit guides, wise masters, witches, shamans, mediums or separatists.

I renounce magical or occult hypnosis, metaphysics or mind science, remote control, sorcery, astral projection and soul travel, using pyramid power, mind control, or mind manipulation, amulets and charms, power crystals, banners or flags with demonic anointing and religious medals.

With the authority of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], I renounce and render powerless all implants, chips or tracking devices that might have been placed in my body, soul or spirit, and ask You, Y’shua [Jesus] to remove them supernaturally.
I cut myself loose from all worship given to the demonic kingdom in Atlantis. I cut myself loose from every river, waterway, and gateway to Atlantis, from the Queen of Atlantis and of being her slave, from Poseidon the god of the sea. I cut myself loose from all crystal pyramids, crystals, light waves coming from the crystals, crystal energy in the waters at Atlantis.

I cut myself loose from the water spirits of Atlantis and everything that binds me to Atlantis in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth. FATHER, Your Word says that I have been translated from the kingdom of darkness into Your Marvelous Light!

I renounce the Phoenix, the golden eagle and falcon as symbols of Atlantis and of reincarnation.

With the authority of Y’shua [Jesus], I destroy all places and points of contact in the spiritual as well as physical realms, for example; tunnels, bridges, highways, airways, waterways, foot prints, aromas, colours, videotapes, cassettes, all sound waves, gifts received, and any human material that was left behind in Germany and that is being used in rituals, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I curse all the roots of all my family trees, as well as the growth and fruit thereof. I uproot the trees growing in the under-world, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] of Nazareth.

I cut myself and my family loose from every umbilical cord connecting us to the false fatherhood, which Hitler demanded from every subject, as well as from any connection to demonic kingdoms whether in the waters, under the sea, on earth and in the heavens above Germany. I ask You FATHER, to remove all such control over me and my family in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

I ask You, FATHER for divine protection from all backlashes, whiplash and judgment that could come upon any member of my family, every individual person and myself in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].

FATHER, I choose to apply the Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ], my Redeemer once again to my spirit, soul and body for purification, sanctification and reconciliation back unto You.

I declare that the Power of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] totally over-rules the power of satan.

I renew the Covenant that I have with You FATHER, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] through the Blood of the Perfect Lamb sacrificed for me once and for all, and I now re-instate/re-activate all the blessings and promises that this Covenant speaks of in the Name of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ].
The Blood of Messiah Y’shua [Jesus Christ] has the FINAL WORD! He is the Aleph-Tav (in Greek, the Alpha and Omega), the First and the Last!

He is the Author and Finisher of my faith, hallelujah!

**AMEN!**
Information on the SWASTIKA.

1. Widely used as a secret writing form to represent the Great Goddess, with the feminine deities Astarte, Athene and Artemis – all being associated with this symbol. One of the oldest goddess images unearthed – dating back to the third millennium, it has a swastika inscribed over its sexual triangle.

2. In addition to being found extensively in its square form, the swastika is also widely depicted as a four-armed swirling spiral, conveying the idea of a whirlpool-like vortex whose function is to draw one’s consciousness from the outer world to the inner realm of the psyche (as in spinning rituals).

3. In shamanic culture, the spiral swastika tunnel was a symbol of the bridge between the worlds, which had to be traversed by the shaman at the beginning of his trance state.

4. In essence the swastika represented both the doorway and passageway through to this spiritual realm.

5. Essentially, the swastika is a simple, geometric cipher that was used as a symbolic shorthand for the image of the labyrinth.

6. Labyrinth is generally regarded as being both a womb in which something new is brought to birth and a passageway that has to be traversed – with all its serpentine twists and turns-before the treasure at the center can emerge.

NB! The swastika/labyrinth is thus a symbol of both the passageway leading to a sacred spiritual realm, and the feminine figure who guides one to it.

In ancient Germanic and Norse cultures, this female guide and guardian was known as the Valkyrja or Fylgja. Just as the swastika is made up of a doubled-rune, so does the Valkyrja manifest herself in two ways in peoples lives:

- On the one hand she is an amazon figure who protects and gives courage to the warrior on the battlefields of life, and …
- On the other hand she is a MUSE who inspire the shaman, poet and artist in their endeavours.

In her amazon aspect the Valkyrja is associated with the sun, and her muse aspect she is associated with the moon.

7. The swastika can be viewed as two serpent symbols crossing over one another – the serpent being universally associated with the Great Goddess in ancient religion.
8. Swastika a symbol of Hindu Swastika god – GANESHA - elephant head, child-god – mockery of Jesus Christ as mediator. The essence of the swastika – in terms of GANESHA – it is a feminine symbol – symbolic of the yoni (vulva) for the Great Goddess. The yoni of the Great Goddess is seen as the doorway into her cosmic body and veneration of her yoni is an integral part of Indian religion.

9. The swastika a symbol of Wodhanaz – Wotan being the ancient Germanic god of war, magic and mystical illumination. He is described as “the Beseker”, the god of storms, the wanderer, the warrior, the lord of the dead, the master of secret knowledge, the magician and god of poets.

10. Wodhanaz was believed to appear to men in the form of a falcon. This bird of prey was a widespread symbol of war and spiritual illumination in the ancient world and was associated with mythological figures as diverse as Merlin and Horus. Interesting that Dionysus (Pan) is seen synonymous with this Germanic god.

11. In essence, Wodhanaz is a god who enters into and possesses his devotees, producing either a state of mystical exultation and mental inspiration on one hand, or a state of pure, martial bloodlust on the other – a highly desirable state for a warrior on the battlefield of old.

12. NB! What essentially connected men to Wodhanaz was the ancestral chain stretching back to him. It was by honoring and keeping alive the memory of their forefathers that men’s connection to Wodhanaz was strengthened, thereby ensuring the spiritual health of the tribe, and helping to guarantee its survival into the future.

13. Swastika is a symbol of the “Sacred Sacrament”.

14. Swastika is the gateway to the “realm of consciousness” and all the spirits involved.

15. Swastika symbolize the Holocaust.
South African President Paul Kruger and the Nazi’s.

THE HIMMLER STORY: Himmler persuaded Hitler to agree to the racially pure and elitist lines along which he wished to develop the SS.

From an early age Himmler had been fascinated by the history of the Nordic peoples, and in particular King Heinrich 1, also known as Henry the Fowler.

Heinrich 1 had successfully defended the German lands from the invasion attempts of the Slav hordes, and was elected King of the Germans in 919.

It has often been suggested that Himmler considered himself the spiritual reincarnation of Heinrich 1.

The racial guidelines for the SS.

Himmler was also enthralled by the history of the Order of Teutonic Knights. Formed in the late part of the twelfth century, the Order was entrusted with colonising the Slavs under its Grand Master, Hermann von Salza, after whom Himmler was later to name one of his elite panzer units of the Waffen-SS.

For almost 200 years, the Teutonic Knights spread German culture and influence throughout Eastern Europe. In July 1410, however, a combined Slavic army of Poles, Russians and Lithuanians defeated the Teutons at the Battle of Tannenberg.

After the Order had been defeated, the legends of its chivalry lived on. To many Germans, the tales of the gallant deeds of the Teutonic Knights were as much a part of their cultural heritage as the legends of Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table were to the English-speaking world.

His interest in the medieval legends of Teutonic chivalry imbued in Himmler a romanticized view of the history of the Germanic races. Much of the symbolism of German military pageantry stemmed from its medieval past. For example, the design of the Iron Cross, a black cross-trimmed with silver, was influenced by the design of the cross used by the Teutonic Order. The colours of the order, black and white, became the colours of Prussia and, later, the SS.
Himmler sought to create in his SS a new Teutonic Order to spread his version of Germanic culture throughout Europe. Only the finest of German bloodstock would be accepted into his elite SS, which would celebrate ancient German pagan rites and customs. Ancient runic script was widely used by the SS in its own particular heraldry, the most famous of all being the double Sig-rune of the SS collar patch.

For all Himmler's unimpressive physical appearance, he was a superb organizer and quietly, but determinedly set about producing the elite organization he wished the SS to become.

Discipline was tightened, dubious characters ejected and, from this point on (January 1929), every prospective SS member would be required to produce evidence of his lineage going back over three generations.

Together with Nazi ideologist Alfred Rosenberg and crackpot racial theorist Richard Walter Darré, Himmler even introduced marriage rules, which gave him the power to veto an SS man’s future bride if she could not produce sufficient evidence of Aryan ancestry.

Of course Himmler's rules were not to be applied to himself, and SS members who had served during World War I were also exempt. Himmler's concept of elite was new and was based on a prospective candidate's racial ancestry, respectability, sobriety of habit, physical fitness and, above all, loyalty.

**SS mysticism.**

Himmler himself was a firm believer in the 'Aryan master race', but he was also an empire builder, and he was perfectly willing to bend his own rules to achieve greater power and influence.

He also indulged in private fantasies, such as his restoration of the ruined castle of Wewelsburg outside Paderborn, in which he had a round table constructed to seat his chosen “knights” in the manner of Arthurian legend (an idea he got from his favourite composer, Richard Wagner, himself an anti-Semite).

So intense was his fascination with pagan Nordic and medieval German history, that Himmler created a special research institute, whose study included the meanings of pagan runes (runes that formed the basis of much SS insignia).

Himmler's mystical attitude towards the world was accompanied by a firm belief in the virtues of homeopathic medicine. He was also, like Hitler, a vegetarian, and these two subjects, in addition to astrology and the occult, soon became extra subjects of study for the institute – the Ahnenerbe, or Society for the Research and Teaching of Ancestral Heritage.
But Himmler's interests were not purely theoretical - they were also pragmatic. For example, he combined the entire German **mineral water bottling and distribution system** into the highly profitable WVHA, the SS's economic administration department.

Himmler was also totally pragmatic in his dealings with the **Vatican** (which would later help a number of Nazis to escape retribution after the war by providing new identity papers).

This was despite his aversion to priests and his largely unsuccessful attempts to stamp out church going in the SS. Ironically; Himmler did not hesitate to borrow extensively from the **Jesuits** in the structure and rituals of the SS.

With their strict moral code, the Jesuits had been the “storm troopers” of the **Counter-Revolution**, and so close were some of the parallels between the **Society of Jesus** and Himmler's SS that Hitler called Himmler “my **Ignatius Loyola**”, after the Society's founder.

Loyalty, discipline and personal honour, as well as a willingness to sacrifice one's own life, became the keynotes of the SS creed.

**SS dagger.**

The SS's motto, engraved on the dagger, which was itself part of the overall mystique, is the key to the SS mentality: **Mein Ehre heisst Treue** (Loyalty is my Honour).

What made the SS motto so unusual was that the loyalty was to one person alone - Adolf Hitler - rather than to something abstract such as the state or the constitution.

This is shown in the **SS oath**, which in the **Waffen-SS** was taken after basic military training had been completed by a cadet (an *anwarter*), and who was rewarded by the presentation of the SS dagger (which recruits had to pay for themselves).

The oath, being taken on **20 April (Hitler's birthday!)** read as follows:

["I swear to thee, Adolf Hitler as Führer and Chancellor of the German Reich loyalty and bravery. I vow to thee and to the superiors Whom thou shall appoint Obedience unto death, so help me God."]
SS honour ring.

A fine example of an SS honour ring, which is engraved with the death’s head design and numerous runic symbols. Himmler accorded great mystical significance to the ring.

However, strangely, being the recipient of a Totenkopfring was an award coveted almost as much as a Knights Cross.

The silver Totenkopfring had a skull and cross-bones on the front and runic symbols around the band, which were supposed to reinforce the wearer’s “psychic” Germanic virtues.

It was not a military decoration, but a personal reward for service from Himmler himself, and the ring was supposed to go to the grave with its wearer.
Information and prayers for anti-Semitism ...
PART 1: Information on anti-Semitism

In essence this hatred towards the Jewish people is a passionate rebellion towards GOD. He revealed Himself to the Jewish people, through the covenant with Abraham, the Ten Commandments, His prophets, and through our LORD Jesus Christ and His disciples. GOD’s Word declares in:

**Deuteronomy 7:6** “6 For you are a holy and set-apart people to the LORD your GOD; the LORD your GOD has chosen you to be a special people to Himself out of all the peoples on the face of the earth”.

Every Jewish person, by his very existence, points to GOD. It points to His election, His calling and His purposes. He singled them out from all other nations – He has kept them from perishing in their thousands of years of history. They are the living proof of His existence.

The Book of Jeremiah records:

**Jeremiah 31:35-37** “35 Thus says the LORD, Who gives the sun for a light by day and the fixed order of the moon and of the stars for a light by night, Who stirs up the sea’s roaring billows or stills the waves when they roar—the LORD of hosts is His name: 36 If these ordinances [of fixed order] depart from before Me, says the LORD, then the posterity of Israel also shall cease from being a nation before Me throughout the ages. 37 Thus says the LORD: If the heavens above can be measured and the foundations of the earth searched out beneath, then I will cast off all the offspring of Israel for all that they have done, says the LORD.”

The reason why Satan hates the Jewish people so much is because it displays GOD’s veracity and His reality is proven by the way He has kept His promises and all His prophecies towards this nation. It speaks of His great mercy, His steadfast, unconditional love and His faithfulness - even though they did not deserve it.

The following are anti-Jewish policies, particularly those coming from the Church applied against Jewry in their dispersion:

- Conversion – you have no right to live among us as Jews!
- Expulsion – from the secular, influenced the church
- Annihilation – you have no right to live at all!

These attitudes triggered the most outrageous crimes against the Jews from as early as the sixth century AD. They were being forced to live in ghettos and sporadic massacres followed – much bloodshed took place.
Since the church at that time had great influence over all the rulers of Europe, many forms of oppression, injustices, and repressive measures were employed against them.

In 313 AD, under Emperor Constantine\(^{15}\), great intolerance, insulting language and bloodshed occurred – in particular the antics of the monk Barsauma, who roamed Palestine with followers, razing synagogues.

With regard to the land of Israel – the Church claimed to be the heir, on the premise that with the destruction of Jerusalem and the rejection of the Jewish people by their GOD, that the entire covenant, including the Promised Land, belonged to Christendom.

Political legislature forced Jews to convert, methods of terror, political oppression and death by the sword took place. After Constantine the Jews suffered persecution and anti-Semitism was termed: “Permanent Christian state policy” under the Emperor Justinan (527-565 AD).

Origen, an early Church father attempted to harmonize the New Testament with the philosophy of Plato.

It was said that the Church has replaced Israel and that the Jewish people will never have a future as the Divinely Chosen People; also that the Messiah will never establish His Messianic Kingdom that He promised them.

They were called racist, elitist and arrogant – while in fact they tenaciously remained a separate and distinct race because of their faith in the coming of their Messiah to establish a promised kingdom.

Augustine, the Bishop of Hippo’s teachings was based on the findings of Origen, whose legacy the Roman Catholic Church applied and instituted (replacement theology). These findings were directly responsible for the reprehensible Crusades and the slaughter of millions of Jewish people as well as those who did not embrace the Roman Catholic faith, who were either killed or branded on the cheek.

During the Crusades, terrible crimes took place. Wholesale slaughter took place under the Jews and Muslims under the pretext of “The New Israel” and establishing the “Kingdom of GOD”. The Knights Templars “Defenders of the Faith” were also very active then. The Jews, who survived, were sold into slavery.

Malicious lies were let loose against the Jews – popular beliefs of their “blood-thirstiness and their murder-lust” against Christians. Even the artwork, the music and writings bore traces vividly depicting Jewish people sacrificing Christian children at Passover.

\(^{15}\) Please see Constantine’s creed, included in our “Babylon” prayer book.
They were expelled from certain countries and were driven to isolated parts of
Eastern Europe, only to be further persecuted by the Russian Orthodox
Church and later by the Communist Regime.

Many of these crimes must by laid at the doorstep of the church, many
popular anti- Jewish sermons preached from the pulpits were engraved into
the minds of Christians!

The Jewish people were charged for the desecration of the host (communion
element), bringing in its train, great persecution and bloodshed – these
charges resulted in the extermination of Jewry in Belgium (1370).

The Jewish people were accused of being responsible for the Black Death
Plague (1347-1351) and once again Jewish violence flared up particularly in
Germany. Terrible torture and “extracted confessions” proved that the Jewish
people were responsible for poisoning the water in the wells and food
supplies.

Once again attempts were made to annihilate the entire Jewish nation,
defamation, killings and expulsions spread through the kingdoms of Christian
Spain, France, Germany, Poland and Lithuania, affecting 300 communities.

During the Hitler era from 1933 – 1945, millions of Jews died. All of us must
share the blame for the death of millions of Jews. In so far as we have
condoned the rejection, the condemnation, the slander and false accusations,
we were all enmeshed in the net of the anti-Semitic lies, which instigated the
crime. By our silence, we were in agreement with all the blasphemous
statements that stirred up passionate hatred, which resulted in hellish crimes
such as never before. Within a few years, millions were tortured to death,
burnt alive, murdered and gassed. Our ancestors became Satan’s henchmen
who created hell on earth for GOD’s people!

Is it then any wonder that the Jewish people cannot believe in our LORD
Jesus Christ? We have blindfolded their eyes because of our conduct. In the
Name of Jesus we have presented to them the image of mercilessness.
PART 2: Prayer of renunciation for anti-Semitism

FATHER GOD, in the Name of the LORD Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I come before Your throne today to seek forgiveness, mercy and grace from the terrible crimes committed against Your chosen People. Your Word declares in Genesis 12:2,3, the four promises made to Abraham:

- I will bless you
- You will be a blessing
- I will bless those who bless you
- In you all the nations of the earth shall be blessed.

Interposed with these blessings was a curse – I will curse those who curse you. On the basis of Your Word, I now come before You to confess that both I, my ancestors and my nation are guilty of gross human rights violations against Your chosen People, thus provoking Your curse upon our lives. Clearly, as has been recorded in history that no-one can curse Abraham and his descendants without incurring Your curse upon themselves.

**Jeremiah 31:35-37** “35 Thus says the LORD, Who gives the sun for a light by day and the fixed order of the moon and of the stars for a light by night, Who stirs up the sea’s roaring billows or stills the waves when they roar—the LORD of hosts is His name: 36 If these ordinances [of fixed order] depart from before Me, says the LORD, then the posterity of Israel also shall cease from being a nation before Me throughout the ages. 37 Thus says the LORD: If the heavens above can be measured and the foundations of the earth searched out beneath, then I will cast off all the offspring of Israel for all that they have done, says the LORD.”

FATHER, I realize that this hatred towards the Jewish people is in essence a passionate rebellion against You. I sincerely repent of that, LORD.

I acknowledge FATHER, that every Jewish person, by his very existence points to You. It points to Your election, Your calling and Your purposes.

And now, LORD, in the light of this Scripture, as an individual, on behalf of my ancestors and on behalf of my nation, I ask Your forgiveness, since we aligned ourselves with the purposes of Satan – we sinned against You and the Jewish nation for they were to be the instrument through whom the Messiah, Satan’s conqueror, would come.

Please forgive us, Heavenly FATHER, for opposing You and Your redemptive purposes, in the Name of Jesus. I confess before You the diabolical envy and jealousy against Your people – for they alone bear the mark of divine election, and have been chosen by You for a world mission.
Please forgive us FATHER, in Jesus Name.

I hereby renounce the following phrase “Conscience is a Jewish invention – there is no room for two chosen people”.

I ask that You will sever me from all blasphemous utterances levied against You and Your people, in the Name of Jesus.

LORD, I bring before You all the anti-Jewish policies:

- Conversion – you have no right to live among us as Jews!
- Expulsion – from the secular, influenced by the church!
- Annihilation – you have no right to live at all!

As a member of the Body of the LORD Jesus Christ, I bring these policies before You. I confess that 2000 years of Christianity has been marked by hatred of Your people.

We showed them a distorted picture of the LORD Jesus, for in that Name we were responsible for the deaths of millions.

I bring before You as sin, the hatred and contempt they endured, the hats of humiliation they had to wear. Please forgive us for much bloodshed, o LORD!

I ask forgiveness for all forms of oppression, injustices, and repressive measures employed against them.

FATHER, in the Name of Jesus, I bring before You the sins of the militant church, under Emperor Constantine (313AD):

- Great intolerance – through the standard-bearers, the church fathers against Your people. Also all the compromise that allowed pagan practices to infiltrate the Church.
- The insulting language of the Imperial anti-Jewish legislation.
- The bloodshed.
- The gross misinterpretation of the Holy Scriptures by believing that the land of Israel and the entire covenant including the Promised Land, belong to the Christendom.

Please forgive us for our pride and arrogance and irreverence for Your Word.

I confess as sin, the entire political legislature forcing Jews to convert, and all methods of terror, political oppression and death by the sword. I ask forgiveness for all the fraud, theft and murder conducted against Your people.
FATHER, I bring before You the persecution suffered by Your people after Constantine. Please forgive us, in the Name of Jesus.

I renounce the teachings of Origen.

I renounce the summation that the Jewish people had forfeited all their covenants by rejecting Jesus as the Messiah.

I renounce the belief that the church has replaced Israel and that the Jewish people will never have a future as the Divinely Chosen People. Also that the Messiah will never establish His Messianic Kingdom, that He promised them.

I declare that all of the above is a gross misinterpretation of Scripture, since Romans 11 clearly indicates that the Jewish people are the true vine and that we are the branches. The Jewish people bear us and not we them.

- I renounce the belief that the Jews are blind imposters under the curse of God.
- I renounce the belief that the Jews were “unrepentant Christ-killers”.
- I renounce the belief that they were racist, elitist and arrogant.
- I renounce the teaching of Augustine, based on the findings of Origen.

FATHER, I bring before You as sin, all the terrible crimes against Your people during the Crusades – the wholesale slaughter of both Jews and Muslims under the pretext of “The New Israel” and establishing the “Kingdom of God”. I also bring before You all the activities of the Knights Templars “Defenders of the Faith”. Many Jews who survived, were sold into slavery. Please forgive us, in the Name of Jesus.

FATHER, please forgive us for all the bloodshed all across France, Belgium, England, Germany, Poland, Prague, Bohemia and the Holy Land, all of which testifies against us for the cruel legacy of the early Church.

FATHER, I bring before You as sin, all the malicious lies against the Jews. I also bring before You all the false accusations of blood libel charges against them.

Please forgive us in the Name of Jesus, for the terrible persecution suffered by the Jews, for expelling them from certain countries and for driving them to isolated parts of Eastern Europe.

LORD, I bring before You the doctrine of transubstantiation which teaches that the wafer (communion element) called the Host, became the body and blood of Jesus. We renounce the doctrine of transubstantiation and declare that the communion elements are only **symbolic** of the Body and Blood of the LORD Jesus Christ.
FATHER, we repent deeply for the entire harm done to Your people, for all the lies and accusations and all forms of injustices in Jesus Name.

FATHER, in the Name of Jesus, I bring before You the terrible anti-Semitic judgments of Martin Luther, which was later used as the justification for the “final solution of the Jews”.

Again we ask forgiveness for the false interpretation of Scripture that created a powerful blinding force not only over the German people, but resulted in a total apathy at the plight of Your people.

FATHER, we can only confess as descendants of German and European Christians that we have sinned grievously against them. We have blindfolded their eyes because of our conduct. So we confess before You today:

“Without end the blood on our hands cries out to heaven for the serious crimes against Israel. We deeply repent, dear FATHER, we humble ourselves before You to seek to make amends for the evil done to Your people. LORD Jesus Christ, whose wounds heal us, is the One whom we have afflicted.” Oh, listen to His lament: “Your blows against My people have fallen on Me!”

We confess that we have sinned against You, LORD Jesus, by not acknowledging Israel as our elder brother, through whom we have received the Scriptures, the Law, the Prophets and Jesus Himself.

As we deeply repent before You today FATHER, we pray in Jesus Name that as we see the abyss of our guilt, the day will come, when Israel’s eyes will be opened to accept their Redeemer: Y’SHUA HAMASHIACH.

FATHER, Your Word declares that though our sins are as scarlet, You will make them whiter than snow. Also in:

*Jeremiah 18:8* “And if the people of that nation concerning which I have spoken will turn from their evil, I will relent and reverse My decision concerning the evil that I thought to do to them”.

So, on the basis of this promise, I now pray for forgiveness and for total acquittal from the consequences, the guilt and the iniquity of our ancestors.

I ask in the Name of Jesus that You will break the curse of anti-Semitism over myself and my descendants; may the Blood of Jesus Christ Your Son, the Blood of the Eternal Covenant acquit us from the reaping process and at the same time cover the shedding of much innocent blood, which testifies against us in the spirit realm.

Based on the wonderful promises of Your Word and Your unconditional love, we accept your forgiveness according to John 1:9.
If we confess our sin, You are faithful to forgive us, and the Blood of Jesus cleanses us from all our sin. Also in:

Galatians 3:13-14, 29 “Christ became a curse for us, for it is written, cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree, so that the blessing of GOD may come upon the Gentiles … And if you are in Christ, then you are Abraham’s seed and heir according to the promise.”

We stand on this Word today and remind You of Your promises to us, in the Name of our LORD Jesus Christ of Nazareth!

AMEN!
Evils associated with Buddhism ...
Evils associated with Buddhism

In the Name of Jesus Christ, I repent for myself and for those in my generation line who asked for the ascension process to start. I repent for those for calling forth their soul to fully descend into their consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for anyone in my family line who proclaimed and declared that they were the great “I Am.”

I repent for myself and for those in my family line who spoke the sound Aum, as if it were a sacred sound.

I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth our so-called glorified “lightbody” to descend into our consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the “ascension Flame” to descend and enter into our consciousness and entire four-body system.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the full activation of our “alpha and omega” chakras.

I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth the Amrita, fire letters sacred geometries, and key codes from the “keys of Enoch” to become fully activated.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the full activation and creation of the potential twelve strands of DNA within our physical vehicle.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the full activation of our pituitary gland to create the life hormone and to stop producing the death hormone.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the activation of our monadic divine blueprints in our conscious, subconscious, and super conscious minds and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth and trying to fully activate the kundalini energy to guide our monad and mighty “I Am” presence.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the matchstick-sized spark of “cosmic fire” from the presence of “god himself” to illuminate and transform our entire beings into the light of god.

For additional prayers for Buddhism, please see our “Eastern” prayer book.
I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the full axiatonal alignment as described in “The keys of Enoch” to perfectly align all our meridian flows within their consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for anyone in my family line who called forth and fully claimed our physical immortality and the complete cessation of the aging and death process.

I repent for myself and my family line for claiming we were now “youthing” and becoming younger every day.

I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth the full opening of our third eye and all our psychic and channeling abilities, to use them for the glory and service of a false most high god and their brothers and sisters in the false Christ on earth.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth perfect radiant health to manifest within our physical, emotional, mental, etheric, and spiritual bodies.

I repent for myself and my family line for asking and commanding that our bodies now manifest the health and perfection of the false christ.

I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth our sixteenth chakra to descend and move our chakras down our chakra column until the sixteenth chakra resides in our seventh, or crown chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our fifteenth chakra to descend, enter into our sixth, or third eye chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our fourteenth chakra to descend and enter our throat chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our thirteenth chakra to descend and enter and reside in our heart chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our twelfth chakra to descend and enter and reside in our solar plexus chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our eleventh chakra to descend and enter and reside in our second chakra.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our tenth chakra to descend and enter and reside in our first chakra.
I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the rest of their chakras, nine through one, to descend down their legs and into the earth in a corresponding fashion. I break all un-Godly ties with the earth that were made because of that evil.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the complete stabilization of our new fifth-dimensional chakra grid system within our consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our chakra column to light up like a Christmas tree with our first chakra becoming a large ball of pearl-white light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our second chakra to become like a large ball of pink-orange light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our third chakra to become a glowing ball of golden light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our heart chakra to light up with a pale violet-pink light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our fifth chakra to light up with a deep blue-violet light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our third eye chakra to light up with a large ball of golden-white light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our crown chakra to light up with a violet-white light.

I repent for myself and for my family line for declaring that our entire chakra column has now been ignited with the fifth-dimensional ascension frequency.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth with all their heart, soul, mind, and might the collective help of the eleven other soul extensions in our ascension process.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the combined collective help of the one hundred forty-three other soul extensions of our monadic group in their ascension process.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the complete descension and integration into our being of the rain-cloud of knowable things.
I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the trinity of Isis, Osiris, and Horus, and all pyramid energies that were aligned with “source” to descend into our consciousness and four-body system and to become fully activated.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the “ascended master Serapis Bey” and his ascension temple energies from Luxor to descend and become fully activated within their consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our ascension column of light to surround our entire being.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the complete balancing of our karma from all our past and future lives.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the raising of our vibration frequencies within our physical, astral, mental, etheric, and spiritual bodies to the fifth-dimensional frequencies.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the light of a thousand suns to descend into our being and raise our vibration frequencies one thousand fold.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the sacred sound of “aum” to descend and reverberate through our consciousness and four-body system.

I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth a complete and full baptism of the un-Godly holy spirit.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the perfect attunement and completion of our dharma, purpose, and mission in our lifetime service of the un-Godly plan.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the ability to descend into our “christ overself” body.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth our fifth-dimensional ascended self. I repent for believing that we had already ascended within the understanding of simultaneous time, to now meld our consciousness with our unified field and aura.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth any spiritual teacher to descend through our crown chakra and meld his or her ascended consciousness and light into our consciousness and four-body system.
I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the great “god flame” to descend and integrate and blend its greater flame within our lesser flame on earth.

I repent for myself and for my family line for calling forth the monad, the mighty un-Godly “I am presence and spirit” to fully descend into the consciousness and four-body system and transform them into light. I repent for those who said they were the “ascended master.”

I repent for myself and for my family line for declaring:

- Be still and know I am god!
- I am the resurrection and the life!
- I am the mighty “I am presence” on earth forever more.
- I am the “ascended master.”
- I am god living in this body.
- The mighty “I am” presence is now my real self.
- I am the “ascension in the light.”
- I am the “truth, the way, and the light.”
- I am the “open door which no man can shut.”
- I am the “divine perfection made manifest now.”
- I am the revelation of God.
- I am the light that lights every man that comes into the world.
- I am the cosmic flame of cosmic victory.
- I am the ascended being I wish to be now.
- I am the raised vibration of my full Christ and “I am” potential.
- I am the “aum” made manifest in the world.
- I am a full member of the “great white brotherhood and spiritual hierarchy.”
- I am the realized manifestation of the eternal self.
- I am the embodiment of divine love in action.
- I live within all beings and all beings live within me.
- I am now one with the monadic plane of consciousness on earth.
- I am now living in my glorified body of light on earth.

I repent for myself and my family line for affirming our ability to transform our four bodies into light and travel anywhere in god’s infinite universe.
I repent for myself and my family line for calling forth Helios, the “solar logos,” to send forth into our consciousness through our crown chakra, the sixty-four “keys of Enoch” in all five sacred languages, so they would be fully integrated into our being on earth.

I repent for myself and my family line for affirming our identity as the “eternal self,” “the christ,” “the Buddha” “the atma”, the monad, the “I am Presence” on earth in service of humankind.

I repent for myself and for my family line for affirming that we could remain on earth indefinitely without aging.

I repent for myself and for my family line for seeing every person, animal, and plant as the embodiment of the “eternal self.”

I repent for myself and for my family line for believing we were the perfect integration of the monad, soul, and personality on earth.

I repent for myself and for my family line for declaring that salvation has come because of what we have done.

I repent for myself and for my family line for saying we were united with the “creator” because of our own effort.

I repent for myself and for my family line for saying we were the “light of the world” because of our own efforts.

I repent for myself and for my family line for saying that we were a fully ascending being who had chosen to remain on earth to be of service to all sentient beings.

I forgive anyone who has made any of these proclamations over me or any member of my family and break all un-Godly power released by these proclamations over us, sending all that is un-Godly to the Feet of the True Son of GOD, Jesus of Nazareth.

AMEN!
Anenherbe, Rosicrucinism, and Vril Power ...
Anenherbe – Rosicrucians.

The Anenherbe – Rosicrucians are still referred to as part of the Committee of 300. The Committee of 300, which is part of the Order of the Garter, headed by Queen Elizabeth II, part of the Black Nobility.

The name Anenherbe or Ahenerbe means; “Something inherited from the ancestors or forefathers.” It means “Ancestral Heritage.” Their mission was to uncover new evidence – “of the accomplishments and deeds of the Germanic ancestors using exact scientific methods.”

They studied German Ancestry, Meteorology, Musicology, Folklore etc. They also studied the survival of the true Rosicrucian Brotherhood, in other words initiatory groups still having the complete tradition of the Templars and in particular the Nordic race.

Traveling all over the world even as far as Tibet and Bolivia to study Aryan and Nordic race roots, and the archeological remains. The numbers in Himmler’s unit were only 300 in 1929 but increased to an amazing ten thousand in 1931.

Once it had grown Himmler transformed it into a “racial Elite” of young Nordic males. In 1935 he formed the “German Ancestral Heritage – Society for the Study of the History of Primeval ideas.”

It is thought that the “Black Order” of the Anenherbe was Hitler’s agent of the “Tradition” because it comprised 52 scientific sections dealing with objective research - Traditions that put emphasis on the traditional forms, specific to the German peoples.

The traces of which were found in symbols engraved on rocks of remote history, in particular the Rites of Wotan and the Chivalric Orders or the Holy Vehm.

This was the “secret knowledge of great cosmic truths “ for the initiates of the Order of the SS and in particular the Ahnenherbe, knowledge of Frederic Barbarossa “he who must return,” (rise from the dead) who many believed was the anti-christ.

Himmler paid homage to the Saxon warriors, martyrs of the ancient national faith in the Verden, and held in adoration, Emperor Hendry I and the exalted Knights of the Teutonic Order, because they had “ made a way with the sword for the German plough.”

Thus he took the symbol of Wotan as the logo of the Ahenerbe. The Prussians were faithful to their old German gods and Frederic II “The Great” was the hero above all heroes of the Führer.
Frederic was the Grand master of the Old Prussian lodges who held with deep significance the Irimsul, which they called the “Axis of the World”. This is the same Frederic who formed the “Giant” armies and initiated a human breeding program between giant men and women whom he abducted.

This was the symbol the Ahenherbe adopted – Wotan’s Ash tree, also called the “horned or bent tree,” also known as the “tree of life” or “the tree of destiny” – a form of a cross (it seems the bent cross that the Pope holds is the same symbol).

The central point of Wotan’s tree points to the Pole Star, which appears as “the One or Supreme Principal”. The curved branches of the tree are supposed to support the circle of the zodiac, symbol of the cycle of manifestation – very much like a magic circle. This is the outer circle of the logo. Professor von Moth, of Detmold, compared the Tree of Wotan, to the Fleur du lis. He states – “the Fleur du Lis is connected to the idea of Royal or imperial Power. The Irimsul or Pillar of All has both polar and axial significance; any legitimate power comes from the ‘one on high’.”

Thus the Swastika is also essentially the “Sign of the Pole”. The rotational movement is achieved around the center of an immoveable axis, a movement representing life, the vivifying role of the principal in relation to cosmic order, and is connected to Irimsul the sacred pillar, the cross, the World tree.

This is connected to the power, which came from the Hyperboreans the homeland of “transparent men,” “Sons of the Intelligences Beyond” and of Hyperborea whose center was the capital Thule. This “transparency” referred to the extreme whiteness of the Hyperboreans and the extreme beauty of their women with their “extraordinary gifts of percipacity.”

They were the Aryas “Lords of the extreme North.” This was behind the secret teachings of the “Thule Society” received by Alfred Rosenberg, Rudolf Hess, Dietrich Eckhart and later Adolf Hitler.

Agartha or Agarthi and Shamballa were the underground places of initiation.

- Agartha was placed under the “wheel of the Golden sun,” and,
- Shamballa the spiritual center of men.

Agartha and Shamballa were mentioned several times in the Nuremburg trials and more particularly by the the SS in charge of the Ahenherbe. The Tree of Wotan in the Aheneherbe logo is in fact the alchemical symbol of the serpent on the pole. The Serpent is identical to the red “Aids Ribbon.” It is also the same symbol as the caduceus. The real roots of Ahenherbe Rosicrucianism are in Jewish Kabbala, alchemy and ritual magic.
The Germanic god Wotan is the same as Odin. Also known as Wodenaz, Woutan, Woden and Voden.

- He is described as an ‘aristocratic’ perilous, incalculable shamanic god, god of Wisdom, and poetry, known as Lord of AEsr.
- He was a “pulr” a pagan shamanic priest, in his capacity as a pronouncer of liturgical and magical formulas, inspiration and magic.
- He was also a god of war and death, more likely to receive blood sacrifices during war that any other deity, connected to the war god Tyr. No god to be meddled with!
- The superhuman heroism of this god inspire Nazi ideology.

The historian Adam of Bremen describes his ancient temple at Uppsala:

*In this temple entirely covered with gold, there are statues of three gods, which people worship, so arranged that the mightiest of them Thor, occupies a throne in the middle of the chamber, while Wodan and Fricco (Freya) have places on either side. The significance of these gods is as follows:*

- **Thor** they say rules the air, governing thunder and lightening, the winds, rain, fair weather and crops.
- **The other Woden** – that is “frenzy” wages war and grants man courage against his enemies.
- **The third is Fricco (Freya the goddess)** who bestows peace and pleasure to mortals.

This shows the pagan unholy trinity, but the three are in fact one! However it is Odin who is said who have begat Thor, and who along with his brothers Vili and Ve, created the cosmos from the primordial giant Ymir.

In Norse mythology Ymir/ Aurgelmir/ Brimir or Bliainn is a primeval being born of primordial poison and ancestor of all Jotnur (Odin.) Odin fashioned the earth from his flesh.

**Giants** are equated with the progeny of fallen angels. Woten/Odin was acknowledged as the “creator and maintainer” of the cosmic order.

There is a legend In the Ynglinga Saga, where Wotan is portrayed as an actual historical figure, a mortal king who led his people from Tyrkland (Turkey) to conquer Scandinavia and much of Northern Europe.

The historian Branston states that – “Indo-European mythology based their religious concepts on the family, it was a family of which he was head and was a father. This father was identified with the sky.
He translates his name as the **Sky Father** as either *DJEVS* or *DIEVOS* which meant “*resplendent or shining*”, a term associated with the early Sumerian supernatural beings who were called “the shining or luminous ones.”

Described in clay tablets as being very tall, “their faces shone like the sun and their eyes burned like lamps” (fallen angels).

This title “**All Father**” was attached to the local name for father hence:

- The **Vedis** name him **Dyaus – Pitar**,
- The **Greeks**: **Zeus-Pater**,
- The **Latinos**: Jupiter (Jovis-Pater) and,
- The **Germanic**: Tyr/Wotan.

**Tyr** in primitive Germanic is **Tiwaz**, which meant deity. The fact that this deity was referred to as “the Deity” implies that he held a place of great significance. **The Germanic Sky Father** was later absorbed into the “All-Father” – a title normally referred to as **Odin or Wotan**.

**ODIN/WOTAN, the shape-shifter.**

Wotan/Odin was a **shamanic shape-shifter**, who in trance – a state described as “his body lay as though he were asleep or dead,” was able to change his shape at will - To become a beast, fish or a dragon and travel to other lands.

This ecstatic journey gave him the name “furor” or “frenzy” the ecstatic state of a shaman a “**bereserker warrior,**” one who was quite literally “out of their mind.”

Shamanic power created and instilled fear and awe of deity. This occult, superhuman “energy” is kundalini – altered state /trance power.

In **Hungary kings** in trance states made contact with fallen angels, not just demons. Odin as head of the pantheon a type of king would get his power from the highest sources – fallen angels.

In the **Edda** this is verified, where Odin receives his magic powers from the “giants” as they were the oldest and wisest. He also received **magical tools** from them. The “**magic wand**” from Hlebaror, “learned charms” from Bolporn, etc. His shamanic power came from a **death initiation ritual**, where he was hung from the Yggdrasil (the Yew or Ash) tree for nine days and nine nights, (crucifixion).
Yggr was one of the names of Odin, and Yggrdrasil was “Yggr’s horse”. He wounds himself with his spear Gungnir, and sacrifices one eye in order to drink from Mimir’s well. He sacrificed himself not for others like Y’shua the Messiah, but sacrifices and mutilates himself for himself, to connect himself to the nine world’s and higher powers TO GET HIS POWERS!

In his own words – “I trow hung myself on that windy tree nine whole days and nights, stabbed with a spear offered to Odin, myself to mine own self given, high on that Tree which none hath heard from what roots it rises to heaven. None refreshed me ever with food or drink I peered right down into the deep crying aloud I lifted the Runes, thence I fell back.”

The axis mundi.

The Ahnenherbe tree and the shamanic sacrificial god Odin are all symbolic of the AXIS MUNDI.

This Axix Mundi is a central thing, an axis around which the world evolves, which links the dominions or hierarchical levels together by their midpoints. If the junction of heaven and earth (and hell) is taken then it is the precise center of the earth, to the precise center of heaven, symbolized by the POLE STAR.

If it is the downward direction, then this axis is the channel down which all heavenly influence flows; if the upward, it is the “middle way” or the “ROYAL ROAD”. Sometimes it links the worlds – heaven, earth and the underworld (in Odin’s case nine worlds) or earth, space and heaven. Those who have reached the mid-point, the “edenic” or primordial state, the middle way, may rise along this access to higher states.

In the Chinese Lao-tze this state is said to have filled the office of “archivist”-“guardian of the traditional knowledge from the four corners of the earth at the foot of the column (pillar) “the axis joining heaven and earth”. This is exactly what the Ahnenherbe became – the guardians of knowledge from the four corners of the earth “archivists”.

Solstices

In space the World Axis is the Polar Axis in the time of the solstices. Its symbolic representations are numerous: the pole, TREE, mountain, lance, staff, lingham, chariot pole or axle.

The latter is the vertical plane between two wheels – the wheels representing heaven and earth. The Axis Mundi, can also be a column of light or smoke and the Onomon which casts no shadow at the solstice.
The chariot pole is identified with the Gnomom and the charioteer with the pole. This is the role of the Wang (Chinese) THE KING ( Odin), whose character represents heaven, and mankind linked through the central axis.

This represents the column of smoke, which rises through “hole in the roof of the hut” into the sky or the ships mast, which in Vietnam they call the “chock” in the center of the keel, or the “opening of the heart”. It represents the pole, which rises above the Stupa bearing rings and sunshades, which represent the celestial circles.

In the case of the pagoda the pole is embedded in the ground and around it, the whole building interconnects with it, the Buddha in the Stupa is identified as the king is the chariot-pole, the “channel” or medium who receives the information from above or below. This is the “cosmic pillar”.

In Indian temples, the pole that runs through an “amalaka” representing the “Gate of the Sun”. Comparison with the redemptive work of the cross and the cosmic tree is widespread Clement of Alexandria wrote – “The column of fire which blazed from the Burning Bush was a symbol of divine light which flashed up from earth through space from the wood of the cross, through which Christians are able to comprehend it in the spirit.”

The Carthusians understood this through the “Stat crux dum volvitur orbis” – the cross which stands upright while the world revolves, since the cross is stable an immovable axis, a column of light. To the Gnostics it represented APOLLO, a ray of the “Spiritual Sun”. Its symbolism is found from Africa to America, from Siberia to Australia.

It is a symbol of two complimentary powers revolving around an axis.

- The “God” and the tree,
- The double twist around a Brahman’s staff,
- The “CADUCEUS”,
- And the two Nadi around the Yogic Sushumna (Kundalini; the Sushumna being the human spinal column).

That is why it is said, Buddha cannot turn his head as the axis is firmly fixed. The Axis Mundi forms the left and right columns of Kabbala, of the Sephirotic tree, the pillars of a temple or a church.

The Celts called this the “Columna Solis” the pillar that holds up the sky, which is set beside the Tree of Life as a shrine the – Nemeton – the same configuration of the pillar of Baal and the tree of Asherah in the Bible. This is the symbolism of Odin the shamanic god hanging on a tree as the “mediator of all mankind” in touch with heaven (fallen angels). This god is an anti-Christ spirit, a false saviour.
The IRIMSUL actually means a “Great and Mighty Pillar” or “Arising Pillar”.

The oldest German Chronicle describes it as a tree trunk in the open air. The name of the German god Irmin means: “strong, whole, tall and exalted”. This name was an epithet of Odin. (tall connects him to giants).

The old Norse form is Jomunr. Jacob Grimm connects Irmin with lormungandr – “The Great Snake, the Midgard serpent” (the alchemical “serpent on a pole”).

Charlemagne during the Saxon Wars was described as ordering the chief seat of their religion at Irminsul destroyed. The Irminsul is describes as not being far from Heresburg, now Obermarsberg.

Jacob Grimm points to it’s location in the Teutoburg Forest, lower Saxony, whose original name was Osning, meaning “Holy Wood”, describing the Irimsul as a great wooden pillar erected and worshipped beneath the open sky. In the 9th Century a stone pillar was dug up from this sire and was moved to Hildesheim Cathedral.

This is the “tree of Odin” which became the logo of the Anenherbe. A Mask of Odin was found at Hitler’s lair, Berctesgarten.

T-shaped symbol.

The T-shaped cross was a symbol of Tammuz. The curved branches are exactly the same as the winged caduceus which is a symbol of kundalini power, power from “winged” fallen angels. Perhaps that is what is meant in the meaning of the name Anenherbes name “something inherited from the forefathers”, “the power of fallen angels” – unclean spirits!

The Axis Mundi can also be a FEMALE.

Pictures have been found with the mother and child seated at the base of this Tree of Wotan. Beneath her, in the “underground” was what looked like a man with his arms outstretched, eerily too like the image of the “Christ the Redeemer” in Rio. In this picture the woman, a female, the mother and child and NOT a male, which forms the AXIS Mundi.

“Our Lady of the Pillar” – a female spirit who appears at the top of a pillar. The female form of Odin was Frigga. Fricca or Freyas “Mother and Queen of the Gods” a type of the Queen of Heaven. She who sits on the throne “Hlidskialf”, along side her husband Odin to overlook the world and see what is happening according the ancestors declarations.

However she is said to often outwit Odin. In the spirit realm shape-shifters can be either male or female. Her image as Victory stands in Berlin on top of a pillar in front of which Obama gave his Berlin speech.
Vril \(^{17}\) maidens in Germany.

All women are often seen in a dual role:

- On one extreme they were abused,
- And on the other hand they were seen as goddesses.

They were seen as oracles who could receive information from places “out of this world”. Often they were consulted just as Saul did with the Witch of Endor in the Bible. Such was the case in Germany.

Hitler and Lord Edward Bulwer-Lytton.

A huge influence on Hitler was the novel entitled "The Coming Race" written by Lord Edward Bulwer-Lytton, a British colonial minister and writer, involved in imposing opium addiction on the Chinese. He was a close friend of The British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli and the writer Charles Dickens. He was a Grand Master of English Rosicrucianism, a Grand Master of Scottish Rite Freemasonry and head of British Intelligence.

One of his alleged operatives was Helena Blavatsky. In this book he wrote of an enormous civilisation inside the earth, who were well ahead of our human civilisation. These underground “supermen” had discovered a power called VRIL, which by use of the psyche, could be used to perform miracles.

These supermen would one day, he claimed, emerge on the surface of the earth and take control of the world. Many Nazis believed this including Hitler. The themes of underground supermen or “hidden masters” can be found in most of the secret societies and legends across the world, but with Hitler it became obsessional.

Certainly this was true of the Golden Dawn formed in 1888 by Dr Wynn Westcott and S.L. Mathers both Freemasons. They called their 'masters' the SECRET CHIEFS and Mathers devised a series of rituals and initiations designed to help members access their full psychic and physical potential. He believed that this was a gift for only the few and believed in authoritarian government. (Much of this teaching has been absorbed into the New Age.)

\(^{17}\) For more information, see the following links:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahnenerbe
http://www.germaniainternational.com/ahnenerbe.html
http://www.germaniainternational.com/ahnenerbe2.html
http://www.germaniainternational.com/ahnenerbe3.html
http://www.germaniainternational.com/ahnenerbe4.html
This then was the fertile ground for what was to happen in Germany. **The Golden Dawn** spoke of a VRIL FORCE and one of it's secret signs was the pointed-arm salute which the Nazis used while saying “Heil Hitler”. The very word Heil meant the “force or power from the gods” (fallen angels). The “Heil” was said to come from the gods either directly or through an intermediary and could be transmitted as a gift.

It meant good fortune, in the magical sense a form of blessing, and through correct ritual could be attached to certain people, a leader, a priest, a king or to certain objects, amulets or weapons as it was supernatural power. **Heil** was a sacred royal prerogative, kings were imbued with special Heil to protect them in battle and help them to be victorious. So both the Hitler salute and the word Heil, symbolise Kundalini which is the counterfeit Biblical blessing! It is interesting that a form of Heil = Hail is the same address that is used in the worship of the Virgin Mary.

It is also significant that the royal bloodlines of Germany in particular the Royal House of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, considered themselves generational possessors of the “kings Heil” were so supportive of Hitler, one of the reasons that there was so much interbreeding – the “power” had to be kept within the family.

**VOLVA shamanic seeresses.**

**Women in Germany were always revered as oracles.** In Norse/Germanic paganism these women were called VOLVA shamanic seeresses. The name Volva comes from the old Norse word meaning a “wand carrier” or “the carrier of a magic staff”. It is not coincidental that one of the main modern cars carries this name.

These women were prophetesses, also called Spae wives or SPAEKONA. The Volva practiced Seoir, Spa and galdr, which encompassed shamanism, sorcery, prophecy and other forms of indigenous magic. Seoir in particular carried connotations of ERGI “unmanliness”, (homosexuality).

**The main German Volva goddess was Freya**, a divinity who was both warlike, causing screams of anguish, agony, blood and death, but was also the goddess of love (Freya is simply another form of the Queen of Heaven). The main weapon of the Volva was not the sword or axe but a WAND. (One of the true meanings behind fairies.) These female prophetesses led battles.

In wars they were consulted as MATRONS for prognostications, pronouncements from lots and divination before battles. They were called “hell runners” or “runners to the realm of the dead” which referred to their shamanistic experiences during trance states. From them we get the saying “going to hell and back”.
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They were the ones who performed executions and sacrifices, the highest rank being the **ANGEL OF DEATH**, who was an aged bloodline priestess who oversaw the gory rituals of extreme torture and rape before finally stabbing the victims to death.

Before WW2 from 1922-1945 a circle of these female mediums formed, calling themselves the **VRIL MAIDENS, VRIL DAMEN, VRIL LADIES or VRILLERINNEN**. These women were specifically involved in extra-terrestrial telepathic contact.

**Maria Orsic.**

A woman called **MARIA ORSIC or Orschitsch**, was the leader. Born on 31\(^{st}\) October, 1895, in Zagreb. Her father was Tomislav Orsic, a Croatian immigrant from Zagreb. Her mother was a German from Vienna whose surname was **Oppenheimer**. She was a perfect blond haired blue eyed “aryan” type beauty, who held an almost celebrity like status as a **transcendental medium** among occultists. She became the main medium of Hitler's **VRIL GESELLSCHAFT**, called the “Society of Vrillerinnen Women” or the “Vril Maidens”. It was in fact a coven of mediums or witches who channelled knowledge from fallen angels.

Maria was the first to have made contact with the extra-terrestials in 1917. These women employed and taught concentration exercises designed to awaken the “forces of Vril” their main goal was to achieve **RAUMFLUG** (space flight, astral projections – remote viewing) to reach **Aldebaran**, the planet whose beings Maria had had first contact with. These women were apparently **vegetarian pacifists** and had **abnormal love for animals and their care**. These attitudes bear the signature of the same philosophies and mind sets as Hindu yogis associated with kundalini practices.

One of the goals of Nazi occultism was to usher in the **Aquarian Age** an age of spiritual and technological enlightenment, an age of the mastery of ancient technologies that allowed them **mastery over the seas and skies and even interstellar space travel**. A lot of this inspiration came directly from Edward Bulwer Lytton’s book. The information that Maria’s spiritual contactees provided fed directly into this line of thinking.

Strangely it was only in the 1960’s that historians and writers began to note her pivotal involvement with the Nazi Mysticism. She was in fact first mentioned and her pictures released only in 1967 by Bergier and Pauwels in their book “**Aufbruch ins ditte Jahrtausend: Von der Zukunft der Phantatischen Vernunft**”. Up until then she had managed to lie very undercover.
The Bear.

The Italian version of her surname Orsic is **ORSO** and means “someone who lives at a house with the sign of a bear”. The Latin root is URSA which means “bear”, which immediately makes her a bloodline connect to the mother goddess and her priestesses. **Frederick’s army of giants at Potsdam also had a bear as their mascot.** The same connection as have the Ursa-line Nuns of Fulda. **ARTIO was the continental goddess of fertility**, her name means “bear”. Bears were associated with **shamanism**. A statue of this goddess stands at Muri near **Bern in Switzerland** with the inscription “**to the goddess Artio (or Artionis)**”. The legend is that Bern was named by Berchold V, Duke of Zahringen after the first animal he hunted – a bear! **The coat of arms of Berne is a black bear!**

**Vril is just another name for Kundalini.** Explained as follows:

Many great thinkers throughout history believed in a universal force that fills the universe with currents of energy, generating life, order and progress. Many different traditions and cultures across the world believed that this energy was fundamental to all life. This energy was seen as the infinite source of power and the essence of reality. This energy was known by many names:

- In the Hindu tradition it was called **PRANA**,
- the Greeks knew it as **PNEUMA**.
- Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) the first real exponent of hypnotism, called it **ANIMAL MAGNETISM**.
- The German Baron Carl von Reichenbach, the 18th C. chemist, called it the **ODIC FORCE** (after the god Odin).
- The German Wilhelm Reich called it **ORGONE**.
- It is the Chinese **CHI** or **QI**, the electrical current of the blue dragon and the white tiger.
- The Japanese call it **REIKI**,
- the Yogis **KUNDALINI** and the
- German Society of the Vril Maidens and the Thule Society, called it **VRIL**.

In fact Lord Edward Bulwer Lytton in his book “**The Coming Race**” describes Vril as – “I should call it electricity, except that it comprehends in it’s manifold branches other forces of nature, to which our scientific nomenclature differing names are assigned such as magnetism, galvanism etc. …”
Lytton as a student of the occult and archane mysteries believed that lost artifacts of Atlantean civilisations still existed in Tibet and the Gobi desert. He believed Sanskrit texts revealed the existence of civilisations that used advanced technology before the great flood and of their great flying machines described in their ancient texts as – “strong and durable must the body of VIMANA be made; like a great flying bird of light material. Inside one must put the MERCURY ENGINE with its iron heating apparatus underneath. By means of power latent in that Mercury, which sets the driving whirlwind in motion a man sitting inside may travel great distance in the sky. The movements of the Vimana are such that it can vertically ascend or move slanting forwards and backwards. With the help of machines human beings can fly through the air and heavenly beings can come down to earth.”

The VRIL and ODIN.

The name allegedly derived from the Sumerian word VRI-IL meaning “like the gods” or “like god”. It was a term used by the German magical order the ROSICRUCIANS, the Illuminous Lodge, the lodge of Light originally called the Brothers of Light. The Vril Society was the foundation of their world view. They believed in the Volk myth that the god ODIN mastered the secret of the Runes (odic force another name for Vril, named after Odin). He then cut a piece of the wood from the Yggdrasil world tree, and fashioned the spear Gungir on which he carved the 24 Runes. He then carved the 24 Runes on the teeth of his horse Sleipnir and carved the 24 Runes on the claws of a bear and on countless inanimate things. In this way Odin then discovered that the energy of the Runes was in all things and he developed the gift of controlling this power.

These tools he passed on to those who worshipped him to use to harness Vril power, Germanic Heil, the power of force of the gods!

They call it “ANGELIC POWER” the secret power of Vril. It is in fact the power of fallen angels. This power does not come from the GOD of the Bible. It is counterfeit power channelled through either male or female mediums. The knowledge of controlling it and harnessing it's power they called Vrilology or the “ the science of Vril.” This is the power which draws on, and draws down the POWER OF THE GODS and GODDESSES who are in fact fallen angels!

Witches still use the same terminology called “drawing down the power of the goddess.” This is why the word drawing is so key in understanding what is termed as art, and this is shown in the technical drawings that Maria Orsic channelled. Vrilology they state, is the ability to share in the lifeforce of the gods (and goddesses) to transform lives. It is called the ’SECRET POWER OF THE ELITE,’ the power to achieve limitless possibilities, through the life force of the gods.
The name of the well-known meat spread BO-VRIL has its origin in Vril power! Its name comes from a combination of bovine and vril! The cow was one of the manifestations of the goddess, they are sacred in India because of that. (I found this information amazing as it reveals a direct link for the first time between Kundalini power, channelling fallen angels and the arts.)


The ‘VRL ARISTOCRACY’ were made up of men and women, experts in the use Galdor and Seithe/ Seidar magic. These were RUNE MASTERS, the ruling elite, masters of magic, called Lords and Ladies, Kings and Queens of the Vril Aristocracy. There is today, a Church of Vrilology which encourages men and women that “the gods dwell within you, learn to unleash their power.” It is the same teaching as all New Age philosophy. They teach people to project their minds to any place in the world, to influence people mentally, to learn concealed information from the senses.

This church teaches: levels which start at HEL where the initiates are ‘awakened’ and begin the journey of alignment with the gods (and goddesses) who created them. They call it a training programme to awaken the latent powers within, the psychological inheritance, passed down through the generations, through our genetic fabric to become Vril Lords and Vril Ladies. To become a member of the church of Vrilology you have to become a GOTH! !!! (All of this is exactly the same as New Age Kundalini awakening and Hel is in fact a name of the goddess, a form of HEIL!)

It this why so many young people become Goths and the real powers behind their belief systems, powers which make them mutilate themselves and wear black?

**The Black Sun.**

There were two main Vril emblems one became the BLACK SUN, said to be an infinite beam of light which, though invisible to the human eye, exists in anti-matter. The Black Sun was a secret philosophy thousands of years old which provide the occult foundation upon which the practitioners of the Third Reich would later build.

The **symbol of the Black Sun** can be found in many Babylonian and Assyrian places of worship. They depicted the Black Sun - the godhead’s inner light, in the FORM of a CROSS, not much different from the German Templar Knights Cross – the Red Cross, said to be formed from the blood flowing from the exposed spine on a Dragon.
To expose the spine in torture was called in Nordic the Rite of the Black Eagle, a symbol of Germany! Much of their work was done in the Black Forest area. The Black Sun, in German the Schwarze Sonne, is the Sonnenrad or ‘sun wheel’ which Himmler put on the floor of his SS Generals Hall in Wewelsburg Castle.

His architects called it ‘the centre of the New World.” It is a form of swastika, the number of rays can vary between 12 and 5 and may originate with the mystical ‘central sun’ of Helena Blavatsky’s Theosophy.

It is an image of what they call the invisible burnt out sun, or Santur. In Nazi mysticism, this symbolises an opposing force or pole. The Edda Society claimed that the fight between the old and new suns was settled 330,000 years ago and that the Santur had been the source of light for the Hyperboreans.

The runes were the symbol of possessing Vril powers, but women were seen to possess greater psychic powers than men, the power of a ‘woman’s intuition.’

- The Romans looked to Cybele.
- The Greeks to the oracle of Delphi,
- The Norse to the Volvas and
- The Germans during the latter part of WWI and WW2 to the Vril Maidens led by the medium Maria Orsic.

Hence the other logo of the Vril Society, that of the Vrillerenm, the Vril maidens, which was of two females in black silhouette facing each other. Both wearing the signature long pony or horse tailed hair styles of Vril maidens, which symbolised the power in their hair, as psychic antennae. Their bodies in the logo are strangely truncated into this ponytail, to form what looks like the body of a sea horse. This is a very clear connection to water spirits - mermaids half woman half fish. Between these two women is an upright sword with the Vril ‘flash’ on either side, symbolic of the male phallus.

I believe this long tailed hair style connects the Vril Maidens directly with Venus. Venus was known as Malkat Ha Ssamayim 'the queen of heaven.' The Sumerian Nin.Dar.An.Na, “the bright or vari-coloured Queen of heavens,” the bright Morning Star - a type of anti-christ! Venus, the long haired star, the Star of Lamentation, who “looses her hair and streams across the heavens as a comet lamenting the destruction of Troy. Overwhelmed by pain she settled in the circle named ARTIC.”

This ‘Artic circle’ is very significant in the light of the further research in this article, and the space projects of the Vril Society.
Venus transit festival.

In June 5-6, 2012 people were invited to the far north above the Arctic circle for the celebration of the Venus transit festival which they described as “the 8 year solar-angelic cycle which climaxes on June 5-6, the last opportunity to contact the solar angelic energy so directly for another 105 years. Students of the Mysteries are gathering in the Arctic Circle, Finland and Norway the land of the midnight sun.”

Carl Sagan observed – “a woman with flowing long hair is a perfectly natural interpretation of a comet, when we see a picture of a comet some of us are immediately reminded of a woman with long straight hair being blown back behind her, the reason we have said this is that the very name for a comet is derived from the Greek word for hair.”

The goddess’s comet like form in ancient Phoenician ritual was actually represented as a ‘FALLING STAR.’ Described in ancient texts as:

The “Lordly Queen of the awesome Me, garbed in fear who storm about in battles, who step on shields, who initiates the flood-storm, like a lion you roar from heaven and earth you smote the flesh of the people, like an awesome lion you annihilated with your venom the hostile and disobedient, great is the daughter of Anu she is cruel, raging, wrathful, rapacious her head is the head of a lion. Furious, she is fierce, she has awful glamour”

The Phoenicians believed that the goddess descended into a pool every year as a fiery falling star, exactly as the African Bushmen people did. This was re-enacted on feast days when people assembled at the vicinity of her temple, where a fire globe was lit and was symbolically rolled into a pool to represent Venus the falling star. She was called also the ‘Lion of Heaven’ or ‘the raging Lion’ whose hair “ will whirl around in heaven for you like a hurricane.”

Venus the morning star, the Great High priestess, ‘hair star’, ‘iubar’ from the word iubaba meaning ‘maned.’ Goddess of light whose halo is as that of a lion whose mane is diffused with light around her head which is perhaps the origin of the so called ‘holy haloes’ in religious art. This is why the white Lions of Timbavati are so sacred to New Agers. Venus was called the witch star Kakkab Kassaptu, in Babylonian texts, the witch-like demon that swoops from the sky and makes off with children as does the Germanic goddess Hulda or Holle, the crone type of Diana.

Maria was not only named after the Catholic Queen of Heaven – MARIA, but her surname Orsic meant the ‘house of the bear’ (goddess). (The real meaning behind ‘teddy bears.’) I believe that it was this spirit that she was channelling.
Pope Benedict and Hitler.

Cardinal von Faulhaber was the Catholic Archbishop of Munich in 1945. Quite often he spoke publicly against Hitler and the SS. Three days after he died a catholic nun found papers left in his desk drawers written by Maria Orsic and dated Tuesday 7, March 1944. In these letters she predicted that Joseph Ratzinger (a former Nazi youth member) will become Pope. Cardinal von Faulhaber ordained Joseph Ratzinger on 29 June 1951, by laying his hands on his head. In these letters, she asked the Archbishop to remind the then Father Ratzinger to reveal the truth about Mary Magdalene once the Holy father was in the Vatican. He did become Pope on April 19, 2005 and chose the pontifical name Benedict, thus becoming Pope Benedict XVI. These letters by Maria also contained a drawing of a rosette surrounded by two scorpions. This proved to be the exact imagery on the seal and symbol of Inanna the Sumerian goddess, Queen of Heaven, who was said to have taken part in the creation of the first human beings in Mesopotamian legend some 65,000 years ago.

Archeologists discovered this very stamp seal which they have dated from 3300bc. The seal cylinder depicts Inanna’s ‘rosette’ or eight pointed star. The scorpions were also her servants. This goddess is the same as Asherah in the Bible, the Queen of Heaven who was worshipped alongside Ba’al. Maria’s letters found in Archbishop von Faulhaber’s drawer also contained a small drawing of a crescent moon which is extraordinary, as the star surrounded by a crescent was one of the symbols occultists claimed was that of the extraterrestrial Anunnaki (fallen angels). The very same imagery now found as the symbol of Islam! It had appeared on numerous Mesopotamian slabs and clay tablets. It was the famous supposed life ‘mask of Inanna’ which mysteriously was stolen from a museum in Iraq during the Gulf War. Somebody, somewhere has her sacred mask and they know it’s power … ?

In 1917 the transcendental medium Maria Orsic, was said to have first made contact with the extra-terrestrials from Aldebaran, with her female Vril Circle of women. In that year she also met with the occultist Karl Haushofer, Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorf, the WWI ace pilot Lothar Weiz, the Prelate Gemot of the “Secret Societas Templi Marciionis who believed that he is one of the true INHERITORS OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR, whose knowledge was passed down solely from father to son.

All met in the Schopenhauer café in Vienna to discuss the occult. They had all studied the teachings, rituals and especially the knowledge of the ‘Golden dawn’ extensively, especially it’s secret knowledge about Asian lodges. Sebottendorf and Haushofer were experienced travellers to India and Tibet and were much influenced by the teachings, practices and myths of these place, in particular Yoga and the power of Yoginis.
Yogi or Yogins were male practitioners of Yoga and Yoginis the female master practitioners of Yoga. The **Yogini is the sacred feminine force** made incarnate in goddesses of mythology. This energy is said to be *incarnated* in an ordinary human woman giving them enlightenment, exuberant passion, spiritual powers, deep insight and revelation, psychic powers, making them capable of giving birth to saints, peace makers and Yogis.

They were shamans who practiced the mastery of sexual energy, with a moral code of scared sexuality. They lived as apparently did Maria, ‘pure’ lives as monastic sannyasins, seeresses, Tantric sorceresses, powerful female mystics called Rishis. In fact some of the greatest ancient rishis were women. They were human women who through generational inheritance and the practice of Yoga possessed supernatural powers activated through intense disciplines of meditation and trance states (Kundalini/Vril). **Maria Orsic** according to Von Sebottendorf fell into this category. **She was a Yogini of the highest order.**

**Germany and Tibet.**

During the war Karl Haushofer had made contact with the Tibetan “yellow hats “, one of the most influential secret societies of the east. This contact between Haushofer and the ‘yellow hats’ led in the 1920’s to the formation of a **Tibetan Colony in Germany** and a major stronghold of eastern occultism in that country.

These four people who met in the Schopenhauer Café, learned about the secret revelatory texts of the Knights and about the secret fraternity called the “DIE HERREN VOM SCHWARZEN STEIN” – the **Lords of the Black Stone**. Prelate Gernot was one of the “inheritors of the Knights Templar” which he believed were the only true Templar Society, as they are the bloodline descendants of the Knights Templars of 1307. These men passed down their secrets from father to son and are said to do so until today. Prelate Gernot apparently taught them of the ‘dawn of a New Age’ the change over from the Age of Pisces to the Age of Aquarius.

**Sex magic.**

In their travels to the far east and India both Haushofer and Sebottendorf had learned the ways of both the *Hindu and Tibetan YOGINI* – female yogis, their trance states and their ways of ‘harnessing vril energy’ through Tantric Yoga and multiple orgasms.’ This was not only achieved through intercourse with a man but more often through visualisation techniques which brought about a state of intense ecstasy, and or, through a form of masturbation.
They also had experienced the yoginis wide open eyed trance states of meditation. They called this energy ‘orgone’ within their own bodies, which was used to empower the medium with VRIL PRANA (kundalini). These female mediums were said to be skilled at arousing the male lingam at a distance, to both absorb their male ‘Vril’ and to bring the men under their influence and control through sexual seduction. These were highly skilled sexual vampires using powerful mental control and sex magic witchcraft.

With her hypnotic beauty and mediumistic skills Maria was readily accepted as an integral part of this group. She soon followed the German Nationalist Movement which was active at after WWI, the main goal of which was to unite Austria with the German Reich. In 1919 she moved to Munich, to her boyfriend who later became her fiancé. It is unknown whether they married or not, as they both disappeared in 1945.

In Munich Maria was in contact with the THULE GESELLSCHAFT and soon created her own circle together with the female mediums called: Traute A. Bohm, from Munich, Gudrun Jentzsch, a woman called Leona, Heike Erhardt, Sigrun Kuenheim and Franzica and possibly several others but the Vril Women seem to have been a very select small group of women.

The ALLDEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT fur METAPHYSIK, was the official name of the Vril Gesellschaft. Maria and Traute in particular were against the rising fashion of short hair for women, they wore very long hair, as I have previously discussed. Maria was distinctively blond and Traute brunette, both wore ‘ponytails’ which they called ‘horse tails or vril tails,’ a very uncommon hairstyle at the time when the fashion was for women to cut their hair very short. This hair style became the distinctive characteristic of ALL Vril women, which they maintained until May 1945 when Maria disappeared. They believed that their long hair acted as cosmic antennae to receive alien communication from beyond. In public however, they hardly ever exhibited their ‘horsetails.’ These were specifically worn when the women were in trance states and channelling the alien Aryans living on Alpha Centauri, in the Aldebaran system.

These Aldebarans, they alleged had visited earth and settled in Sumeria and the word Vril was formed from the ancient Sumerian word VRI-IL meaning “to make god like or like god.” It was only after Maria’s third contact with them that she used the word alien or extra terrestrial. She called her super flying machines, flying machines to another world, to another dimension. The medium Sigrun who was part of the group, was the ‘channel’ for Sigrune a Valkyrie, one of Wotan’s nine daughters in Norse legend. A Valkyrie is a form of Nordic vampire, a blood sucking evil female monster. This philosophy of being ‘like god’ forms the foundation of all New Age philosophy.
For identification the Vril members of the Vrillerinnen wore a Disc which represented the two mediums, Maria and Traute in profile in black silhouette with their ‘horse tails’ very visible. Some discs depict them as totally naked with very long ‘horsetails.’ All these women were VERY beautiful, they believed that Vril energy made them eternally young, powerful, and immortal. It is interesting that the memorial image of princess Diana at her brothers estate Althorp is also a black silhouette of Diana, exactly like those of the Vril maidens.

In late November 1924 Maria, visited Rudolf Hess in his apartment in Munich, together with Baron von Sebottendorf, an occultist, eastern mystic and Freemason.

Von Sebottendorf was the founder of the Thule Gesellschaft. The Thule Gesellschaft was originally known as the Germanenorden, the GERMAN ORDER OF THE HOLY GRAIL. The Germanenorden was replete with initiatory rituals, knights in shining armour, wise kings, mystical bards and forest nymphs, including masonic secrecy, initiation and mutual cooperation. They were not copying the ideology of Freemasonry but a society which was formed to eradicate Freemasonry itself. Their symbol was a swastika on top of a dagger, their beliefs influenced by Lanz von Liebenfels who had founded in 1907 the swastika waving ‘Order of the New Templars.’ This was probably the true origin of Hitler’s swastika. Helena Blavatsky who also deeply influenced them in beliefs of Atlantean and Aryan origins, called the swastika, the ‘swastika of Lucifer’ the ‘light bearer.’ They believed that they were the true ‘supermen’ and the Jews the “minderwertigen” the beings of inferior value, who were sapping the race of it’s strength and purity through the evil machinations of Christianity.

Thule - the underground land of the giants.

They believed in the place called Thule where there was an entrance to the underground land of the giants. That as soon as the Germans had purified themselves of the inferior race these’ hidden masters,’ these ‘Supermen’ from Thule would emerge and the link between man and god would be forged anew. (puts a whole new spin on the ideology behind the Superman movies doesn’t it ?).

These were the beliefs of the Thule as they met with Maria Orsic. Von Sebottendorf wanted to contact Dietrich Eckhart an occultist who had deceased one year before, who had also been a member.

Dietrich Eckhart was born 1868 in Bavaria and died 1923. He was the one to whom Hitler dedicated his book ‘Mein Kampf’ to. Eckhart wrote to his friend in 1923: “follow Hitler, he will dance but it is I who will have called the tune.” He was one of the main founders with Hitler of the NSDAP, the Nazi party. His mother was a devout Catholic.
He was a successful playwright, the protégé of Count George von Hulsen-Haeseler, the artistic director of the Prussian Royal Theatre. His 1912 adaptation of Ibsen's Peer Gynt made him a wealthy man and it gave him the social contacts to introduce Hitler to dozens of important Germans.

These introductions proved pivotal in Hitler’s ultimate rise to power.

**Eckhart a diagnosed morphine addict**, had developed an ideology of a ‘genius superman’ based on the writings of Lanz von Leibenfels.

He also became fascinated by the **Buddhist doctrine of Maya**, meaning illusion.

Eckhart was involved with the Thule Society a secretive society of occultists who believed in the coming of a German Messiah, whom Eckhart called the “the Great One “ or “Nameless One, the one all can sense but no one saw.”

When Eckhart met Hitler he was convinced that He had met that spirit in Hitler, the prophesied ‘ Redeemer of Germany.’ Few other people had so much influence on Hitler in his lifetime.

This then was the occult purpose of Maria Orsic's assignment by these people, to establish contact with both Eckhart and the Aryans. It is recorded Sebottendorf and other Thulists among them Ernst Schulte-Strathauss, joined hands around a black draped table.

Hess is quoted as having been unnerved to watch Maria Orsic's eyeballs roll back only showing the whites and to see her slumping back in her chair, her mouth agape as she began to channel.

(This description of Maria’s eyes in particular is a classic example as those who become totally possessed by spirits in Voodoo. It is a total possession trance state.)

However, when the male voice of Eckhart came out of her mouth, Von Sebottendorf smiled in satisfaction that she was in fact a genuine medium, a true Yogini.

The voice of Eckhart announced that he was obliged to let his voice come through someone else. Then it is recorded, a weird voice identified itself as the **SUMI, dwellers of a distant world, which orbits the star Aldebaran in the constellation which they said ”you call Taurus the bull”**

Both Hess and Von Sebottendorf it is recorded were amazed, as according to the voice, the Sumi were a humanoid race who had briefly colonized earth 500 million years ago.
They said that the ruins of ancient Larsa, Shurrupak and Nippur in Iraq had been built by them. Those of them that survived the great flood of Ut-Napishtim (the deluge of Noah's Ark) became the ancestors of the Aryan race. (These are Nephilim)

Sebottendorf was sceptical and asked for proof. While Maria was still in a trance, she scribbled several lines of strange looking marks. Those marks turned out to be ancient Sumerian characters, the language of the founders of the Babylonian culture. Everything that she said in trance only confirmed their already held beliefs.

This séance was the beginning of many where Maria and the Vril Damen, channelled very specific information from these aliens to give knowledge to the Germans to build flying saucers and other technology. This knowledge channelled from aliens, ultimately led to the German rocket programmes of Hitler and the NASA Space programmes of the USA.

Sebottendorf wanted to know from them for certain, that the Teutonic i.e. the German people were in fact commissioned to form the realm of light upon earth, in do it in the “land of the midnight mountain - Germany. “ He believed that the place that ‘their ray would meet the earth’ was given as the UNTERSBERG near Salzburg. It was towards this same mountain that Hitler spent many hours gazing from his study window in the Berghof.

The legend of the Unterberg is that in 1220, the Templar Knight Komtur Huberus Koch, returning from the Crusades passed through Mesopotamia, and the old city of Ninevah, now modern Iraq.

At the city of Ninevah, Koch, received a vision of the goddess Isaia, who said she was the first child of the goddess Isis and the god Set. She told Koch, to return to Germany and withdraw to the Unterberg mountain, there he was to build a house for her and await her next apparition to him.

Ninevah was a stronghold of Goddess worship. The name means ‘place of fish’ from the Aramaic Nuna meaning “fish." Some legends state that Semiramis was born of the goddess Derceto, the fish goddess Atargatis, whose name meant sea monster or whale, the fish goddess Atar.

She is a water spirit. (this links to the mermaid motives of the Vril maidens.) The first husband of Semiramis, Omnes or Menones was the governor of Ninevah although Herodotus states that Ninevah was founded by Ninus and Semiramis. King Ninus of Babylon was captivated by her beauty and after her first husband conveniently committed suicide.

She became Queen of Babylon. On the day she sat on the throne she had her husband executed. The legend is that although she had many lovers she killed all of them.
It is prophetic in that it was to this city that Jonah was sent by GOD and it was the ‘big fish’ the whale which swallowed him in his disobedience. Was this symbolic of the goddess?

Ninevah was one of the biggest cities in ancient antiquity. It became an important cult centre for the worship of the Goddess Ishtar, a form of Venus, Queen of Heaven. In fact Ninevah’s early importance was as a direct result of the cult of Ishtar. The cult statue of the goddess Ishtar was sent to Egypt from Ninevah around 1800bc, to the Pharaoh Amenhotep II by orders of king Mitanni. This image probably formed the original basis for what is known as the image of the Egyptian Goddess Isis and her child, which was absorbed into the Roman Catholic church as the Virgin and child, Mother Mary, the Queen of Heaven. The Mother of God!

Is this why it is said Maria Orsic worshipped the goddess Isis, the very spirit she channelled? Was it also why Hitler chose, the Berghof in the specific location of the Obersalzberg, where he could always see the Unterberg from his window on the opposite side of the valley where she was said to appear. This window could totally open wide in the summer so that he had an unobstructed view. The whole area of the Obersalzburg was in fact purchased by the Nazis in the 1920’s for their senior leaders to enjoy.

The amazing fact is that Frederick I of Germany who first created Germany’s first ‘giant armies’ was dubbed ‘Barbarossa’ meaning ‘red beard’ by the Italians. It is on the Unterberg, in a legend similar to that of King Arthur, Frederick Barbarossa is said to lie as the sleeping hero, the king under the mountain. The legend states that he is not really dead, but is sitting asleep on his chair of state, in a cave in this mountain, with his gallant knights around him. He wears a crown on his head his eyes half closed in slumber, his long beard as white as snow, until a time will come when “Barbarossa shall awake and restore Germany to it's ancient greatness.” Frederick I had called himself “Lord of the World.” A type of anti-christ!

So on this mountain are both the female and male versions of the anti-christ spirit - Isis and Barabarossa and both appear in visions!

The legend continues that in 1221, the Templar Knight Koch erected his first komturei to her at the foot of the Ettenberg near Markt Schellenberg.

A Komtur was a rank within the military Teutonic Knights. The komtur was also a basic administrative division called a Kommende or Komturei, responsible for feeding and supporting the Orders Knights from the yield of local estates - it was a place of provision a sort of storehouse.

A second structure followed and over the next few years Koch excavated numerous underground galleries. In one of them, he is said to have built an underground temple to the goddess ISAIS, a form of ISIS.
A second apparition of the goddess appeared to him in 1226 and repeated every year until 1228. During this time the Templars received the ISAIS PROPHECIES from her and information concerning the Holy Grail.

It is these Templars who were ordered to form a secret scientific sect, in Southern Germany, Austria and Northern Italy called the "Lords of the Black Stone," or DHvSS for short. This SS is said to be the true meaning behind the Nazi symbolism of the SS.

At the end of September 1917, Baron von Sebottendorf, the grand Master of the Order had met with the members of the Lord’s of the Black Stone at the Unterberg, to receive initiation into the “the power of the Black-Purple Stone,” after which the secret society was named. From this point the Thule-Gesellschaft, believed in the ‘Revelations of Isais’ the prophetic word channelled from the goddess which told of the coming saviour, called the THIRD SARGON, the Heiland, Holy One’ who would bring German Glory and a new Aryan culture. (connection to the word Heil)

This was the same year, 1917, that Maria Orsic first made contact with the Aryans from Aldebaran.

(Large black stones are the main feature of the Islamic Kaaba and the New World Order’s head quarters in Brussels)

In December 1919 two years later, Maria Orsic came to Munich. A small group comprising Vril members, Thule Members and members of the DHvSS - Men of the Black Stone, rented a small foresters lodge in the vicinity of Berchtesgaden, Germany, the same place that Hitler later chose to have his retreat, Berghof. They met to discuss a possibility of space flight to Aldebaran to actually meet the aliens she had had contact with, through the construction of Nazi UFO’s, built according to the technical data Maria was channelling from them. These Thule members were not ordinary people, but reached into German aristocracy. It was exclusively a rich man’s society drawing it’s members from the upper eschelons of Bavarian society.

Members included amongst 20 others, Theo Morell, Hitler’s private physician, Bernard Stempfle, Hitler’s father confessor and confidant, Rudolf Steiner founder of anthroposophical teaching, Rudolf Hess, Herman Goring, Heinrich Himler, Alfred Rosenberg, Jorg Lanz von Liebenfels etc. etc and one woman Countess Westrap.

In fact it was almost all the people around Hitler. It was Liebenfel’s magazine OSTARA (named after the same goddess Oestre/ Ishtar ) which he gave free to Hitler when he was living in poverty as an artist in his earlier life, and which so powerfully influenced Hitler’s thinking and ideology.
Notes on this flight mission are discussed in a detailed analysis of Nazi Occultism entitled: “Black Sun: Aryan Cults, Esoteric Nazism and the Politics of Identity.” (The whole spiritual connections through the name Berchtesgaden to the goddess. The German goddess Berchta or Perchte was a crone goddess of Germanic paganism, the whole area in the spirit is named after her.

In fact Berchtesgaden in folk entymology was based on this legendary figure of Frau Perchta/ Berchta also known as Hulda or Holle. Venerated on Berchtentag meaning the feast of the epiphany.

She had two forms and can appear as an old hag – Schiachperchten – ugly Perchta, or as a beautiful woman, Schonperchten- ‘white as snow.’

Jacob Grimm described her as a white robed female spirit. She was often represented as St. Lucia – a form of Lucifer!

Her name means ‘bright one’ an ‘angel of light.’ The Sumerians were called ‘shining ones’- there is a strong connection to the ‘fallen angels’ manifesting on the Unterberg and the same fallen angel that manifested in Ninevah as the Queen of Heaven? This is a territorial spirit!

These men met with the mediums Maria Orsic and the other medium known as Sigrun Kuenheim. Maria claimed to have received mediumistically transmitted messages from Aryans to her, in a secret German Templar script – a language unknown to her, containing technical data for the construction of a flying machine.

Vril documents mention that in these telepathic messages to her, she was told by her contactees that they had their origin on Aldebaran.

This channelled information given to them by the Sumi through Maria told them about the solar system Aldebaran, 68 light years from earth in the constellation Taurus and two inhabited planets which constituted the realm of Sumerian orbit around their sun.

The information she received was that these inhabitants were subdivided into ‘masters,’ white god-like people – Aryans and other different human races. These other’ people were the result of the degeneration of the god-like people as a result of climate change (exactly the same propaganda we are being fed about planet earth and climate change).

These’ mutants’ came to have a spiritual development inferior to the godlike peoples because of their mutations . The more these races mixed the more their spiritual development was degraded.
Consequently, when the sun (Aldebaran) began to expand, they were no longer able to make interplanetary voyages like their ancestors, it had become impossible for them to leave their planet.

Thus the inferior race, now totally dependent on their ‘masters’ were evacuated in space ships and taken to other habitable places. This race of white god-like people came to colonise earth 500 million years ago.

It was said they also colonised a planet called Mallona, or Maldeck, Marduk, called by the Russians Phaeton, in our solar system which existed at that time between Mars and Jupiter.

(The name MARDUK is very significant as a type of Satan, a form of MARS!). All this channelled information only consolidated the already held beliefs of the Thule Gesellschaft members that they were indeed of the ‘master race’.

Later it has been claimed that the well known ‘face on Mars ‘ and the Martian pyramids as seen from the Viking space probe photographed in 1976, bore witness to the high level of development of these ‘aryan’ inhabitants.

(Puts a whole new light on the agenda of the space programme to land on Mars, doesn’t it? Last week the space probe actually landed on Mars the red planet. )

Geologists now say that they have actually found ancient traces of a petrified ‘Aryan’ shoe with a petrified a Trilobite attached to it which can give the shoe a date of 500 million years ago. They now claim that this bears witness to the fact that the Sumerians from Aldebaran actually came to earth at this time. The Vril papers reveal that in the channelled messages, through the medium Maria that these aliens landed first in Mesopotamia. Later when the planet earth’s climate was more habitable, they formed the dominant caste in Sumeria, which were called the Nephilim or the ‘shining ones.’

**The Vril mediums were told by the Sumi, that the Sumerian language was not only identical to that of Aldebaranians, but that it had tones IDENTICAL TO THE TONES OF GERMAN.**

In fact, the **frequency of the languages** was said to be almost identical. This gave even more substance to the belief which fuelled Hitler’s policies that Germans were indeed Aryans and descendants of the ‘master race,’ and destined to be supermen.

Can it be coincidental that the Sumi and Mukmuk were the mascots of the 2010 Olympic games and the Sumi were also one of the major Naga (serpent) tribes of India?
Maria Orsic was in fact channelling fallen angels. In the mythology of many peoples of the earth there are legends of these white gods arriving from the sky. In the Book of Noah it states that it was the fallen angels who taught man many things, including technology. This was the whole message of the opening and closing ceremonies of the London Olympic games.

Maria was said to have had two piles of papers, on which she had written the channelled information. One with Templar script, the other with legible writing.

Maria suspected the second pile to be written in some sort of ancient Eastern language and therefore requested she could be aided in their translation by the ‘Pan-babylonianists,’ a circle close to the Thule Society which was integrated by Hugo Winkler, Peter Jansen, Frederich Delitzsch and others. It turned out this mysterious language was actually ancient Sumerian and hence the language of the founders of the most ancient of the Babylonian cultures. (the language of fallen angels, Nephilim/ Nimrod).

Sigrun the other medium of the Vril maidens, the Vril Gesellschaft helped translate the language and decipher the strange images of a flight machines which were also given to them.

The two mediums worked in unison with each other to channel information, each gifted in different ways. Maria not only received, information and language she also received extraordinarily detailed construction drawings and technical data, which she drew according to their instructions. These drawings were so precise and fantastic they went far beyond any idea ever conceived by man up until that point.

This was the technical information to build a flying machine, but not just any aircraft but a machine to fly to the beyond, into space, to other planets.

The Artisan of the Temple.

Bezalel the chief artisan of the tabernacle in Exodus 31:1-6, also received very detailed precise instructions but they came from GOD.

His name in Hebrew is Bezel El, meaning “in the shadow and protection of GOD.” He was a highly skilled master craftsman and had apprentices under him whom he instructed in the arts. These arts led to the worship of the GOD of the Bible. The rabbis say that the meaning of Exodus 31:3 is “I have filled him with wisdom and knowledge” which were the implements by means of which GOD created the world as stated in Proverbs 3:19-20 and Colossians 1:16).
Maria Orsic.

She channelled information to create what they would call the ‘vril generator’ which they believed could be used to open a ‘portal to Agartha,’ the ‘portal to infinity.’ That is why they chose the infinity symbol as the symbol of Vril. (The infinity symbol is like a figure 8 lying on it’s side).

Agartha is a legendary city that is said to reside within the earth’s core. She was not only channelling information to fly to space but to go into the earth’s core, as was described in Lords Edward Lytton’s book.

The Theosophical Agartha is said to be a vast complex of caves said to be underneath Tibet inhabited by evil demons called Asuras. In the occult the Vril generator was a term widely used by energies connected to Luciferian Forces.

In the occult this is known as “the doorway of Shiva” It is also one of the signs used to denote Shakti, the mother goddess – kundalini. In the words of New Age teachings – “as the magnetic energy through the power of the Vril raises the electrical current of the bodies norm to higher levels of exaltation and wisdom, it opens the body to higher and higher levels of Vril power. In essence Vril is Shakti, the Kundalini, the essence of Mother Earth.”

This was the design Maria was given for an inter dimensional doorway created by electromagnetic fields which formed a frequency, an inter dimensional oscillation which opened a channel, a gateway or portal to be opened which they called a WHITEHOLE through which they could enter and meet up with the Sumerian Fleet, the alien fleet awaiting them.

Whiteholes are opposite of blackholes, from blackholes there is no return but from a whiteholes they believed that they could return. She became obsessed with the 33. 33 latitude/longitude line, saying that she would eventually escape by flying in one of these UFO’s to the ‘stargate’ of the 33 line to rendezvous with the mothership of those from Aldebaran.

33.33 N and 33.33 E. is significant in that it is the precise longitude/latitude intersection where Mount Hermon rises in Israel, the very place where the fallen angels were supposed to land in the Bible.

It is 2012 miles from Paris meridian from where many ancient sites were aligned and 2012 miles from the equator. December 12, 2012 is the date that the occultists have set that the ‘sons of god’ will establish a New World Order and the Nephilim will return through dimensional stargates. (I believe this was the agenda behind the Olympic ceremonies in London.)

Through her channelling Maria Orsic was opening a gateway using kundalini trance states which brought information which gave the technology to build the machines for interplanetary flight!
It is said that Maria Orsic worshipped the German Goddess Isai or Isae, simply another form of the Queen of heaven, which I refer to elsewhere in this research.

To German understanding, her beauty, blond hair and blue eyes, all were symbolic of the perfect Aryan goddess.

She became the avatar of the goddess which gave even more credence to the fact that she herself was indeed part of the Super Aryan ‘master race,’ and this in turn gave her messages even more credibility.

SHE WAS IN FACT THE PORTAL through which this information came as were her other mediums. As a consequence of all this information, the concept of ‘other science,’ also called ‘Alternative Science’ based on information which does not come from man, now called ‘alternative forms of energy,’ began to mature in Germany.

A lecture was given in the Faculty of Science in Munich by Dr. W.O. Schumann, a member of the Thule and Vril Society, based on the revelations of Vril mediums telepathic messages, dubbed “The VRIL SATANIC PRINCIPAL” in which he said:

“In everything we recognise two principals that determine events: light and darkness, good and evil, creation and destruction – as in electricity we know plus and minus. It is always either or. These two principals = the creative and destructive, determine our technical means. Everything that is destructive is of satanic origin, the work of the devil, everything that is creative is divine, the work of God. Every technology based upon explosion or combustion has thus been called satanic technology. The coming New Age will be a new, positive, divine technology.” (Meaning implosion not explosion, but it is also the deception behind what looks good.)

At one stage Maria’s father also worked in the same facility as Schumann and he encouraged her to submit her information to him after she had shown him her channelled drawings. This is an excerpt from the Secret Archives of the German SS.

Incredibly as late as the middle of WWII, Dr. W.O. Schumann was granted a US patent on September 29, 1942. Patent no. 2,297,256, entitled ‘TUBE CONTROL’. The patent application was filed in April of 1939 in Germany.

Joseph Farrell’s research on the SS Nazi, Brotherhood of the Bell’s secret UFO technology, indicates that Schumann’s “Tube Control” patent pointedly has to do with vacuum-arc electrical discharges with a mercury plasma controlled tube.
The ‘divine creativity’ that the Germans were tapping into through Maria Orsic, was not coming from GOD of the Bible, but as in the days of Noah, was the technology given to man or rather to woman from fallen angels, the Nephilim called the SUMI!

**Flying machines.**

It was three years further before the project to build the flight machine got underway because of financing difficulties, but by 1922 parts for the flying machine began arriving from all over Europe from independent sources to begin construction, paid for in full by the Thule and Vril Societies.

In the summer of 1922 in a small barn outside Munich Maria, the Thule medium, began receiving further information from the Aryan aliens living on the Aldebaran system. It was to this barn, the other Vril medium Sigrun was brought, to translate the strange language, communications and imagery. How bizarre that two female mediums were working in liaison with one another to bring technology to men in a traditionally male field of understanding.

This is the same power held by German seeresses which has existed has throughout generations. These mental images which she drew, produced the strange flight machines with an even stranger cylindrical power plant, which was beyond all conventional science at the time. The Gesellschaft then used their wealthy members in the German Business community to raise funds for the construction of this machine.

In this same year, 1922, the first saucer shaped flying machine was built whose drive was based on implosion. The performance of this disc is not known, but experiments were carried out with it two years before it was dismantled and probably stored in the Augsburg works of Messerschmidt.

In the books of several German industrial companies entries under the code name JFM, show payments for the financing of this work. The Vril Drive was formally called the Schumann SM - Levitator which emerged from work, named after the German Professor Schumann who had been so involved with Maria Orsic and her channelled technology. Levitation is one of the ‘signs and miracles’ of occult power!

This was followed by two years of ‘channelled flight information’ the product of which was the JENSEITSFLUGMASCHINE (JMF for short) the ‘other world flight machine.’

They believed based on the channelled information by Maria that they could open the ‘whitehole’ a stargate, through which the JMF’s could navigate and meet up with the Aryan fleet. The SOLE purpose of this was to reach Aldebaran and make contact with the Aryans who had supplied the technical information through these psychic revelations.
Unlike the IMPLODING BLACK HOLE that uses destructive gravitic force to theoretically punch a hole through the fabric of space and time the occultists believed in non-destructive manipulation of gravity through high intensity field oscillations  would gradually open a small channel in space/time through which the JMF could pass.

These machines were based on IMPLOSION instead of EXPLOSION systems, a technology directly developed from Maria Orsic’s and her co-mediuns channelled information. When Hitler prohibited Secret Societies in May 1941 The Gesellschaft simply registered the societies as a business named “ANTRIEBSTECHNISCHEN WERKSTATTEN VRIL” – “Vril Propulsion Workshops.”

Himmler was said to have included the Vril in the secret organisation he created called “ Die Kette.” Die Kette meant ‘a chain’ which meant the mental links between their members.

The same term is used by Sufi Mystics and Islam which they call ‘chain of transmission.’

Vril had strong contacts with the Canaris of the Abwehr, the Ahnenerbe, the SS Occult Bureau, and worked with engineers at Arado. A secret that both Himmler and Sebottendorf took to the grave. There is also some evidence that the companies Opel and Arado both asked for designs based on these mediumistic messages to use in special propulsion for their planes.

At the beginning of 1943 it was planned in Germany to build in the Zeppelin hangers, a cigar shaped “Mother ship” called the ANDROMEDA DEVICE at a length of 139 meters which would have the capacity to house several saucer shaped craft in it’s body for flights of long duration.

By Christmas 1943 a meeting to discuss this was held in Kolberg. It is believed that Maria Orsic attended this meeting. In 1944 in a report by the writer N. Ratthofer, a test flight in the dimension channel took place. The test flight according to the report almost ended in disaster as the Vril 7 looked “ as if it had been flying for a hundred years. It’s outer skin looked aged and suffered damages in several places.”

An illustration on what looks like a postcard, dated 1944 exists of this space ship alongside a strange black silhouette of Maria with what looks like her pony tailed shaped into the body of a sea horse, turning her into a half woman half fish.

This is exactly as the goddess Atargatis of Ninevah was depicted, half woman half fish, known as the first mermaid. The words say “ Liebe Vrilerinnenn.”
In 1945 Maria and Sigrun attended another meeting held at the German seaside resort of Kolberg. The main purpose of the meeting was the “Aldebaran Project.” There the Vril mediums received precise telepathic information regarding the habitable planets around the sun Aldebaran, and began to plan a trip there.

The project was had been discussed on the 22nd January 1944 in a meeting with Hitler himself, Himmler, Dr. W. O. Schumann, Professor of the Technical University in Munich and Kunkel of the Vril Gesellschaft.

It was decided that a Vril 7 ‘jager’ or the ‘Vril Odin’ named after the Norse god Odin, a large capacity craft would be sent through a dimension channel independent to the speed of light to Aldebaran. Maria believed in what she called ‘parallel zones’ other dimensions into which they could enter through the ‘whiteholes.’

With the end of the war no trace of the JMF was ever found, perhaps it was destroyed by allied bombing raids or perhaps taken apart by the Germans themselves. No one seems certain. However there is some evidence that a strange disc was moved to PEENEMUNDE for scientific investigation and reassembled.

Under “OPERATION PAPERCLIP' German scientists who had worked on these secret projects were brought to the U.S. privately, among them Viktor Schauberger and Werner Von Braun - both had been working on these projects and they now introduced this ‘secret technology’- technology channelled from Aryans, to the U.S. Government.

Propaganda was released to clear Von Braun of any involvement, but the JMF was actually called the “Von Braun Disc.” However, in foreign references Von Braun ‘officially” never mentioned any disc aircraft that were at Peenemunde or in Germany. He kept his silence and was rewarded with a key position on the rocket development of the USA Space programme.

YET PEENEMUNDE WAS ALWAYS ENVISIONED AS A SPACE PORT FROM ITS INCEPTION and had to have been America’s primary source on the secret Vril Society and the flying disc technology inside Nazi Germany.

The Vril Society and it’s “STARGATE” technology link directly to, Lt. Robert Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard founder of Scientology, Walt Disney and the Secret U.S. Military Think Tank’s liason with German immigrant Dr. Willi Ley in 1939.

At that time Dr. Ley had to have been America’s primary source on the secret Vril society and the flying disc technology inside Nazi Germany. SS. Werner von Braun, Vril physicist Dr. Willi Ley, Walt Disney and Dr. E. Heinz Haber, were all involved with ‘Project Paperclip’ to bring German scientists secretly to America after the war.
There is photographic proof of these meetings. This links Walt Disney and Scientology to the Vril Society and control by fallen angels!

**Dr. Willi Ley** was probably a Vril-Thule member. He certainly maintained friendly relationships with Vril-Thule members and their collaborators including Walt Disney. In 1926 he had published a book “Die Fahrt ins Weltall” (The Journey into Space). The next year he helped found the German VIR (Society for Space Travel)

Over the next several years, Dr. Ley published several books promoting space flight while also editing the VIR’s journal DIE RACKETE (The Rocket). When Werner Magus Maximilian Freiherr von Braun joined the society for Space Travel in 1931 his first rocket tutor was Dr. Willi Ley! They were all connected and more importantly to ‘mad’ Jack Whiteside Parsons and Aleister Crowley the satanists and to the U.S. based Pasadena Lodge of the OTO (Ordo Templis Orientis).

In the 1920’s and 30’s Aleister Crowley was involved with the world political events of the 20thC., through spying for the British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) on members of the Thule and Vril Societies.

**During WWII Crowley led an MI5 secret mission involving a magic ritual to send a psychic message to lure Hitler’s deputy Fuhrer Rudolph Hess to Britain.**

**Werner Von Braun.**

German SS officer, Werner Magus Maximillian Von Braun who headed up the U.S. Space program, was himself from an oligarchic, aristocratic German family, inheriting the title of FREIHERR (Baron). His father was the Minister of Agriculture for the German Federal Cabinet. **The Von Brauns were one of Germany’s oldest Knightly families of the Holy Roman Empire associated with the Teutonic knights** (so one of the oldest German Nephilim bloodlines headed up the NASA space program in America). His mother Emily Von Quistrop, could trace her ancestry through both parents to medieval royalty.

She was a descendant of Phillip III of France, Valdemar I of Denmark, Robert III of Scotland and Edward III of England. **Through Edward III, Von Braun would be a descendant of Mieszko I of Poland and King Charlemagne.** Von Braun had a younger brother named Magnus Feiherr von Braun and an older brother named Sigismund which connects him without any doubt to Nephilim “giant” bloodlines on both sides of his family!

Von Braun as a high ranking Nazi officer, headed up the team that designed the German V-2 Rockets which bombed London and Antwerp in 1944 and 1945. It is alleged that he hid the V2 plans in an abandoned mine shaft in Bad Sacha in Germany.
In 1945 through the U.S. initiated ‘Operation Paperclip” he was taken to the United States where he ultimately became ‘father’ of the US Space programme.

His friendship with ‘weird’ Jack Parsons, the occultist, was just that ‘strange.’ Von Braun was said to accredit Jack Parson’s with being the principal innovator of “STARGATE TECHNOLOGY” and the “SATANIC PRINCIPAL” of the German Schumann’s liquid rocket fuel cells that were essential to space and rocket programmes. These were all in line with the technology channelled by Maria Orsic he had been familiar with in Germany. Jack Parsons was just another medium!

Maria Orsic simply disappeared in 1945. On the 11th March 1945, an internal document of the Vril Gesellschaft was sent to all the members. It was a letter written by Maria Orsic, which ends with the sad statement “niemand bleibt hier“ which I think translates as “nobody lives here or no one is at home here.”

This was the last announcement from the Vril and since then no one has heard from Maria or any other members. It was speculated that they may have in fact escaped to Aldebaran.

**Daughter of Maria Orsic.**

However, there is other evidence that Maria Orsic may have had a daughter, named Schultz or Stils, said to be living on Long Island, married to the Milanese Bank, RAFF, of the Chase Manhattan Bank, and who was behind the CAUSA NOSTRA VRIL in Milan.

The more likely story about her disappearance is that, Maria Orsic was in fact aided in her escape from Germany on 11th March 1945 by a German General , Hans- Georg Schmidt von Altenstadt, who was awarded the Iron Cross in May 1944. He was married to one of Orsic's Vril maidens - FRANZISKA OETTINGEN, the niece of one of Maria Orsic's original supporters PRINCESS FRANZISKA ROMANA OETTINGEN. Franziska Romana had donated a diamond tiara to Maria Orsic before her death on 25 March 1931, to help finance the Vril Society.

Franziska Romana, her niece, was disowned by her family when she became a VRIL MAIDEN on 15th September 1931. The full surname of Franzica was Oettingen - Spielberg. (Is there any coincidence that it was a movie producer of the same name Steven SPIELBERG who is responsible for so many movies promoting ‘aliens’ and space travel, including ET and Star wars.)

**The Oettingen - Spielbergs** were by marriage interrelated with the Hohenlohe- Bartenstein one of the royal families of Europe. (nephilim bloodlines.) General von Altenstadt, his wife Franziska and Maria Orsic were never caught, tried, or heard of again.
In his trial testimony, Captain Buechner who commanded the Reich Undersea Boat Service to South America, described the different VIP escape routes. The real VIP’s went by U-Boat to Norway and from there to South America or wherever, while the lower eschalons took the Southern route through Italy. One probable theory is that this is how Maria Orsic escaped.

It is said that the theory of the ‘genocide’ of inferior races and the extermination policies of the ‘holocaust’ were in fact inspired by these mediumistic messages channelled through Maria, from the Sumi, who felt inferior races loathsome creatures to be exterminated before earth’s Nordic (Aryan) alien conquers, could arrive in their space ships to become the rightful ‘masters.’

However, there is no evidence that she herself was either anti- semetic or even a card carrying Nazi. In fact she seems to have been a pacifist who worried that the technology would fall into the wrong hands.

Latterly there seems to have been extreme animosity between her and Himmler for that reason. These theories of genocide were also expounded by Helena Blavatsky, Gurdjief, Annie Besant and other occultists. In fact a copy of one of Helena Blavatsy’s books was said to have been one of those seen at the bedside of Adolf Hitler.

There are also unsubstantiated reports of the Aryan Sumi, being behind the ‘breeding programmes’ and the abduction of up to 10,000 Ukrainian women in 1944, who were and allegedly taken to a base in Antartica to “breed,’ with 2500 selected Aryan men to create a pure ‘master race.’ A race so filled with Vril (kundalini) that they would always stay young and healthy and who would later form the 4th Reich of the New World Order.

This links back to the significance of the circle of Artic of Venus. Certainly in 1938-1938, there had been an expedition made to Antartica – the Deutche Antarktische Expedition, made in the aircraft carrier Swabenland, where 600,000 kms of an ice free area was declared German territory and renamed Neuchwabenland - New Swabia.

Whole fleets of submarines of the XXI series had been deployed to Antartica. Were these the selected Aryan men chosen to breed with abducted women? Not much has changed since the times of Frederick Williams I’s abduction of giant women and men to create breeding programmes to produce armies of giants, their agenda is still the same.

It is said in some reports that to this day about 100 German submarines are still unaccounted for and they may have been the way that the construction plans and perhaps even the dismantled flying discs were taken to Antartica.
There are also strong indications that these flying saucers have flown directly from there since the end of the war. In the German war reports it was stated that in 1947 Admiral Byrd led an invasion to Antarica with a 4,000 soldiered, a man-of-war- a fully equipped aircraft carrier and a functioning supply system if it was a mere expedition.

Admiral Byrd actually stated: “It is the bitter reality in the case of a new war one has to expect attacks by planes that could fly from Pole to Pole.” In it’s 19th test flight the German Haunebrau III is said to have actually taken off on April 21, 1945 from Neuschwabenland, the German territory in Antartica for an expedition to Mars. One year later in 1946, so many sightings of UFO’s occurred in Scandinavia that they caused a great stir with the British.

Again in 1947 and well into the 1950’s, suddenly a rising number of these ‘flying objects,’ some cigar shaped, some bell shaped, mostly round, were seen over North America.

There is even an unsubstantiated report that it was from this base in Antartica, in 1945, that Maria Orsic escaped and disappeared with Hitler on board in one of these discs on a flight to Aldebaran.

Certainly the ILAT-VRIL plates were found there in 1939. There are even now recent reports of her having been seen back on earth.

**Nicola Tesla** was another whose theories have had such an impact on mankind and science, is also reputed to have channelled messages and his technical knowledge from these same ‘alien’ beings. There is a book that has been written called “Maria Orsic, Nikola Tesla, their Extra Terrestrial Messages, the Occult and UFO’s” by Maximillian de Lafayette. Although this book is written by very much a non-believer, it really explodes the secrecy behind all of this. It is full of hundreds of actual photographs, information from secret files of the NKVD, KGB, Gestapo, SS and MI5.

It explains the whole UFO phenomena, first contacts with aliens and the extraterrestrial messages, all of which started with the occult ‘metaphysical movement’ created by the medium Maria Orsic in 1917 and her channelled messages from fallen angels.

It goes on to further detail, that when Hitler’s SS took control of the metaphysical efforts of Maria Orsic and her associates, to build flying saucers, the episode ended with senior officers of the SS, slaughtering 60 German scientists who were working on the final prototypes of the BELL UFO, when they were convinced Germany had lost the war.

Bell was one of the major engineering companies in Germany hence the name. Hence the flying machine was also called the ‘Nazi Bell’ or ‘Die Glocke’ German for Bell. Fearing that the technology would fall into the hands of the Red Army, SS officers simply shot the leading engineers.
Those who managed to escape, vanished, taking with them the blueprints and the most important documents of the last versions of the Bell OFO, Stealth supersonic bombers, jet fighters, Haunebrau I,II & III space gyros, the Vril Space Flying Disc and secret miracle weapons, the information for which were channelled through the Vril Maidens.

Many of those scientists ended up working in America where they became absorbed in the space programs and the research which produced the Atomic bomb including the German Nazi SS officer, Werner von Braun, who became the’ father of the space programme.

The giant, “Die Riese”, at the Wenceslas mine.

Most of this has been debunked as ‘conspiracy theory’ but there is substantial evidence that there was a German SS facility prophetically called THE GIANT- Die Riese, at the Wenceslas mine near the Czech border, where the remains of a heavy metal structure resembling a large bell was found.

It was found to be heavily radioactive. The information came from a Polish intelligence contact who had had access to information on Nazi secret weapons. It is also claimed that many had died here as a result of radio activity and that the Nazis also killed the 60 scientists here that worked on the project and buried them in a mass grave.

The fact that this facility was called the GIANT links it all back to the work of Nephilim/fallen angels. What is also really interesting is the fact that they use the word ‘breeding’ as the adjective to describe the Nazi Bell, now known as the TOKAMAK a heavy particle accelerator, as a neutron source to ‘breed’ Protactinium 233 from Thorium232.

The Protactinium would naturally degrade after 27 days and produce pure bomb grade Uranium. It is called the ZETA meaning Zero, Energy, Thermonuclear, Apparatus.

Zeta is the Greek letter with the value of 7 but it is another name for the goddess THEMIS, another name for the Queen of Heaven - the consort of Zeus who in ancient art is the one who holds aloft the scales on which she weighs the claims of opposing parties, goddess and divine justice and law.

Zeta Tau Alpha is also the International Women’s Fraternity started on 15 October 1898 in Virginia, USA, both named after the Virgin – Queen of Heaven, now the organisation called the ZETA raises money for scholarships named after the same goddess.
One thing is certain, with the help of Professor Winfried Otto Schumann, Director of the Technical University of Munich, some form of a ‘levitator’ unit was developed which was utilised in further German Disc aircraft starting with the RFZ – RUNDFLUGZEUG, (round flying machines, flying saucers) and ending with the fantastic HAUNEBU and VRIL discs between 1939-1945.

If this is all true, and I have no reason to believe ALL the evidence that I have read, can all be false, then the foundational ideology, and the trillions and trillions of dollars spent on the USA NASA space programs, and the development of the Atomic and Nuclear bombs, not to mention the incredible loss of lives, and the ideology of genocide were originally as a consequence of the mediumistic messages received through contact with fallen angels in the coven of a psychic medium called Maria Orsic.

The name Maria means Mary the great mother goddess, Queen of Heaven! The German Isais she worshipped was just another form of ISIS/Venus, who Maria called the Queen of Aldebaran!

This is none other than the ancient goddess of Ninevah (Semiramis) the spirit who first “made contact” with a German Templar knight at the ancient city of Ninevah itself.

The same knight whose legend I have written out in this research who, built a temple to her in the Unterberg called the ‘mountain of the goddess Isaia.’ The same spirit that Maria Orsic worshipped and channelled. From our research there seems to be two main hierarchies of mediums:

- Those who channel demons and lower levels of spirits,
- And those who channel fallen angels directly.

These were called the ‘god kings and queens,’ royal bloodline mediums who could make direct contact as they were of direct Nephilim bloodline, just like the Hungarian, Germanic, European and Scythian Royalty.

Maria Orsic was one of those in particular through her mother’s family the Oppenheimers. Her uniqueness was in the fact that she channelled the Sumerian /Nephilim directly.

Y’shua (Jesus) says in Mark 9.29 “that these kind can only be caste out through prayer and fasting.” Matthew Hendry Commentary states:

“That those whom Y’shua cures, He cures effectively, but Satan is unwilling to be driven out from those who have long been his slaves, and when he cannot deceive or destroy the sinner, he will cause him all the terror that he can. The disciples must not think to do their work always with the same ease, some services call for more than ordinary pains.”
It appears that the **Thule Gesellschaft and the Vril Society** worked in unison and they greatly influenced the political climate in Germany. Behind the scenes they were in league with the ‘forces’ of fallen angels (nephilim) that helped bring Hitler to power, and fuel the holocaust. At that time both the Thule and Gesellschaft wanted to ring in the Third Reich where Hitler would be created leader to create what they called the final **One World Government, the Fourth Reich**.

The Thule Society of which Hitler was a member was originally called the **STUDIENGRUPPE FUR GERMANISCHES ALTERN**, ‘Study group for Germanic Antiquity.’

It was an occult and volkish group, meaning not only a group for the people, but harboured in their belief systems, the myths and legends of the people. They were based in **Munich**. Most myth is simply the legends of fallen angels.

The society was named after the **mythical country THULEI of Greek legend**. **Thule was /Thula or Thylea**, meaning the land **furthest North**, an ancient landmass near Greenland or Iceland often Identified as **Norway or Scandinavia**, even the **Scottish islands of Orkney and Shetland**.

It is also linked to the significance of the circle of **Artic of Venus**. The term **ULTIMA THULE** means most distant Thule, the borders of the known world ‘the place where the sun goes to rest.’

The Thule society are also said to have bases in **Antartica**. These ideas derived from an earlier speculation by Ignatious L. Donnelly, that a lost land mass had once existed in the Atlantic, and that it was the home of the Aryan Race, a theory he supported by reference to the distribution of swastika motifs.

He identified these with **Plato’s Atlantis**. This theory was further developed by the occultist medium Helena Blavatsky in the second part of the 19th C. The Thule maintained close links with the Theosophists, the followers of Helena Blavatsky. This is one of the reasons for the German occupation of **Neuschwabenland in Antartica**.

**The Thule Society** was notable as the organisation which sponsored the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei which Hitler later transformed into the Nazi party. Of societies with the Vril Gesellschaft and the DHvSS which also believed in the worship of the Black Sun.

In a 15th C. painting of the Black Sun, the symbols of the SS can clearly be seen in it’s centre. This society was reformed by **Rudolf von Sebottendorf** in 1918, one year after he met Maria Orsic and two years after she had first made contact with aliens.
Both the Vril and Thule used Scandinavian gods and goddesses as alias’s (hence) the significance of the recent movie THOR. The Vril was the inner circle of Thule, and even had a Nordic language which they spoke, passed down to each inner circle’s successor. They work with the US government and have done so from the end of WW2 when the German Thule and Vril members moved over to the USA in ‘operation paperclip.’

Today the self proclaimed government in exile of Sealand under Johannes W.F Seiger promotes Vril free energy and had also started linking to Vril disc aircraft and history. This gives some weight to the allegations that the Seiger group has links to neo-nazism.
Prayer of renunciation for Rosicrucianism and “Vril” Power ...
I declare in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, that I am born of GOD and that evil has no right over me.

As a child of GOD, I am cleansed of all my sins and unrighteousness by the Blood of Jesus Christ, my LORD and Saviour.

I belong to the Holy Spirit, spirit, soul and body.
I submit myself to GOD and resist the devil, and I know that he must flee from me according to *James 4:7*.

I confess in the Name of Jesus Christ that I am guilty of the sin of idolatry through adherence to the doctrine of Rosicrucianism. I rebuke and bind all evil spirits, which are associated with the doctrine of Rosicrucianism, which have bound my family and me in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

I renounce the *ancient and mystical Rosicrucian Order* (AMORC) and all spiritual symbols thereof namely the *red rose on the cross* and the cross itself in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. I declare that the Cross of Golgotha, the Cross of Jesus Christ of Nazareth is the Only True cross.

I renounce the *mystical roots* of Rosicrucianism, including their *philosophies, myths and fables and "religions" of ancient civilisations*.

I renounce the manifesto of Rosicrucianism as well as the "Monas Hieroglyphica" of *John Dee* and the mystic methods and aims of the order of Rosicrucianism, namely:

- The entry into the mystical path towards the inner man (inner journey).
- The control of ones own destiny.
- The development of ones own philosophy.
- To exercise control over GOD through control of oneself.
- The study and practical application of natural and spiritual laws.
- The teaching of the *evolution* of man.
- The goal of *universal harmony* through creative, cosmic forces for the attainment of health, happiness and peace.
- The exploration of inner self and the discovery of the universal laws that govern all human actions.
- Allowing the answers to questions to be revealed within oneself.
- To successfully overcome challenges in life by the power of oneself.
- Discovering the voice from within.
- The *foundation of Rosicrucianism*, namely the collective wisdom and current knowledge of philosophers and scientists, which includes metaphysics, mysticism, philosophy, psychology, parapsychology and science.
The unification of the cosmic poles of male and female through Horus of ancient Egypt.

All allegiance to Farao Akhnaton - the traditional "Grand Master" of the Ancient Egyptian Brotherhood.

I renounce and reject any connection with:

- Ametrica, Naometry,
- Hermeneutic Philosophy,
- Egyptian Philosophy of Nature and all Egyptian gods, as well as Pseudo Egyptianism,
- Renaissance Magia,
- Cabalism,
- Astrology and Astronomy,
- Pansophic philosophy,
- Numerology,
- Mystic Medicine,
- Alchemy,
- Geometry,
- Mythology and Fables,
- Hieroglyphics and the worshipping of Egyptian gods and rituals,
- Magic Power of Mathematics and Mechanics,
- Natural magic powers,

Alchemy.

In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I renounce every spirit controlling poisoning by Alchemy namely:

- Valefor – king of occult medicine and death (human sacrifice is compulsory).
- Alloces – king of torment.

---

18 Pansophism, in older usage often pansophy, is a concept of omniscience, meaning "all-knowing". In some monotheistic belief systems, a god is referred as the ultimate knowing spirit. Someone who is pansophical is someone who claims to have obtained omniscience. It also has to do more specifically with pedagogic ideas of universal wisdom (pansophia), as it occurred in the educational system of universal knowledge proposed by John Amos Comenius, a Czech educator.
• **Andres** – lord of swift mental destruction.

In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce all involvement in the personal applications of Rosicrucianism, namely:

• My personal responsibility to serve mankind in its evolution towards higher levels of consciousness.
• To walk upon the path of the mystical – of false peace and Harmony with self and all of creation.
• The exercises and experiments designed to discipline the five physical senses and the awakening of the deeper psychic levels.
• The unification of spiritual and mental powers which combine the will and imagination, which manifest in false psychic healing processes.

Every level of the spirit to which I became tied to through my unity with the cosmic powers (and universe).

In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce my agreement and submission to the laws of nature (namely Harmonium):

• I renounce the agreement and submission I declared in accordance to the Cosmic Powers and states of “profound peace” which allowed my consciousness to flow into deeper levels of Cosmic Consciousness whose destination is the revealing of self.
• This is manifested as Divine Intelligence,
• And symbolized by Candle Illumination. This symbolizes the greater light that permeates the universe and the practicing of listening to and recognizing and responding to inner guidance (“still small voice within”) – not the Voice of the Holy Spirit.

FATHER, in the Name of Y’shua, I now declare that I will only be in harmony with Your Laws of nature declared in Genesis and that the peace I was seeking was a false peace. I now ask You Y’shua, the Prince of TRUE Peace, to come and permeate my whole being with Your Presence!

In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce and deny the benefits of the so-called "Inner Enlightenment", namely:

• Self-solving of life's problems.
• Self-unfolding of inner talents.
• Self-achievement of more meaningful relationships.
• Self-exploration of a higher and more selfless purpose in life.
• Fearlessness of death, borne out of the self.
I declare and acknowledge the Lordship (authority) and guidance of GOD the Father, Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit in my life and choose to crucify self.

In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce and deny the following doctrines of Rosicrucianism, namely:

- The emphasis of the macro-micro cosmos as well as the emphasis of magical art, Cabala (Jewish mysticism and the worship of angels) and Alchemy with regards to religion and numerology.
- The era of satan.
- The Alchemain process of the perfection of the human body.
- The occult of Nature (Arcana) and the faith in the Book "M" that must be placed above the Bible.
- The cord of Ariadne, which will guide you through life.

FATHER, in the Name of Jesus we take the Sword of the Spirit and cut off the umbilical cords tying us to Ariadne and Arcana. FATHER, I ask forgiveness for believing the following:

- That nature came in the place of the Holy Spirit and that the Holy Spirit is a liquid substance.
- That the "Stone of Elikser" brought forth Jesus as the perfect substance. Therefore He is, through an Alchemain process, the stone of wisdom and knowledge.
- The "spiritual" smithy (blacksmith's shop) from which Jesus came forth, namely the Matrix.
- That the amniotic fluid is a preparation for the rebirth as a complete being.
- The mystical entity with Jesus' death and the physical going back into the womb of Mary.
- The supreme wisdom of Hermes.
- The lady virgin, Queen Chemia.
- Hermetic worship songs, mystical and alchemain rebirths.
- The holy city "Sanctus Spiritus" and the mystical measurements of the temple of Solomon.
- The "good" witchcraft of Mathematics, mechanics, Cabala, Astrology and the geometrical symbols.
- The rebirth of the hermetic and Egyptian bird, namely the Phoenix (sun worship).
- That all religions are equal and the star Serpentari that represents the new.
- The father of Rosicrucian - Christian Rosencreutz.
• The all-including Zodiac sign and the worship of Aries (fire worship).

• All natural explanations of Hermes Trismegistus and all other natural explanations.

• That all subject matter is redeemed through the immersion of Jesus into the amniotic fluid.

• That Jehovah God is reigning over concentric circles consisting out of angels, star-universe, elements and man as center, through astral connections in a macro-micro cosmic harmony.

• The teaching of the creation on which I can move freely up and down from the earth up to God if I have mastered their mystical formulas.

I renounce and deny the first and second phase of Rosicrucian, namely:

• Meditation in lotus position, waiting on the white light to open up my third eye.

• The blue light - false healing (cleansing) of all impurities and the entering into the inner chambers of the cathedral of the soul.

• The second phase, namely the appearing of the triangle - the false trinity, namely God, Jesus and nature (false Christ, false trinity and false peace).

• In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce and deny the false authority and slavery to the false trinity and every request, which I ever addressed to this false trinity and all the oaths and covenants I entered into with them.

• The third phase, namely the meeting of the spirit guide at 12 o' clock midnight through the means of a mirror. In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I now take the Sword of the Holy Spirit and cut myself from every spirit guide (soul tie).

• In the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I renounce the burning of candles in a triangle and the burning of incense - invoking demons (false fires) - as well as the drawing of circles of light for protection, the initiation rituals, summoning of demons, fallen angels, nephilim, all the covenants and oaths and all the rituals of Rosicrucianism.

• I renounce and deny all mantles, jewelry, e.g. red crystals and rubies etc., as well as all ranks and degrees, which I attained, namely the 3 introductory degrees and the 9 specific degrees following (7th Degree - Awa - astral projection).
• I renounce and deny every Class Master of every degree and now take the Sword of the Holy Spirit and cut the spirit and soul tie with every Class Master and degree in the Name of Jesus Christ. I also break the authority of each Class Master over my life. I ask You LORD to remove the power of all recorded names in all the lodges and I renounce all the writings of the Grimories.\(^{19}\)

I renounce and deny all the phases of doctrine and lodges, namely:

• The Royal Priest Phase,
• The blue phases,
• Apprentice Cohen,
• Follow Craft Cohen,
• Master Cohen,
• Grand Architect,
• Grand Elect of Zerubbabel,

The main phases namely:

• Ordained Brothers of Asia,
• Masters of the Wise Men,
• Royal Priest phase or phase of Melchisedek or the true brothers of Rosicrucianism.

I renounce and deny all the phases of doctrine and lodges, namely:

• Lodge of Schroepfer for the invocation of spirits,
• Dr. Mesmer and Hayyim S.J. Falk (the latter is presented as sitting on a throne with a golden turban around his head, a golden chain and silver star pendant on his forehead on which secret names are engraved).
• I renounce the occultic Urim and Tummin of the Rosicrucian, which appear in the third main phase.

\(^{19}\) A grimoire /ˈɡrɪmɔɪr/ is a textbook of magic. Such books typically include instructions on how to create magical objects like talismans and amulets, how to perform magical spells, charms and divination and also how to summon or invoke supernatural entities such as angels, spirits, and demons. In many cases, the books themselves are also believed to be imbued with magical powers, though in many cultures, other sacred texts that are not grimoires, such as the Bible, have also been believed to have magical properties intrinsically; in this manner while all books on magic could be thought of as grimoires, not all magical books could.\(^{[2]}\)
• I renounce and deny the **two books of Cabalism**, namely Sepher Yatzirah and Sepher Ha Zohar as well as the Persian Philosophy, Neo Platonists and Neo-Phythagorasians.

• I renounce and deny the snake, which was worshipped, namely Samaol or the form 6, **Sophia**, Nous of Metraton, mystery of the serpent.
  ○ (The head of the snake is high above the earth and its tail in the School of Abaddon; it can transfer spheres from the east to the west and from the north to the south and by its seed everything was created).

I renounce and deny:

• The practice of Luciferism,
• The Cabalistic Science,
• The spiritistic Philosophy,
• The secret of the **everburning lamp** of Persian descent and Zoroasterism.

I renounce and deny the tree of the occult, namely:

• Cabalistic Sanhederin – seven constructors (builders).
• Patriarchal Council of B'hai and B'rith.
• Circle of the ordained, Illuminati, International Monetary Power, secret Jewish Association and the Druse.
• **Constitutional Committee**:
  ○ 3 chief councils,
  ○ 23 chief Freemasons Revolutionary Committee,
  ○ high degree Freemasons,
  ○ other Freemason orders,
  ○ Grand Orient Freemasons,
  ○ Blue Freemasons,
  ○ Middle East Freemasons.
  ○ Ritus of Mizraim Occult,
  ○ the Internationals, Round Table groups,
  ○ Council of Planetary initiative,
  ○ Knights Templars,
  ○ Rosicrucian,
  ○ International Bond,
  ○ Revolutionary Actions,
I renounce and deny:

- The Rod of Nimrod that was used at all the occult rituals,
- The Priesthood of Dagon and
- The keys of Janus of Cybele,
- The scarlet colour and
- Priestly dress.

I renounce and deny the sacred tree of Saphirot.

I renounce the crown (Kether), which was given to me.

I renounce and deny the following idols and demonic spirits and with the Sword of the Holy Spirit I cut myself and my descendants loose from:

- The three triangles
- Kether (crown)
- Binah (passive intelligence)
- Hukemah (active intelligence)
- Daath (intelligence)
- Geburah (righteousness)
- Khabed (grace)
- Lephareth (beauty)
- Hod (splendour / glory)
- Natsach (victory)
- Yosud (foundation - I renounce and deny this foundation and declare that Jesus Christ of Nazareth is the only foundation on which I build).
- Malakoth (kingdom) - I renounce and deny this kingdom and tie myself to the Kingdom of GOD the Father, Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.
- I renounce the secret letters C F A A L H H A D M M M which mean glory and love for Lucifer. (Hate, hate, hate, towards God, curse, curse, curse.)
- I deny the godless triangle, namely Kether, Binah and Chukma. I renounce the empty channel filled with the astral light and the power, which is manifested through the triangle.
• I renounce and deny the **false triangle symbols** of the father (Lucifer), creating fire, Mother Nature and son. (It is also known as the life-giving moisture - seed of Lucifer, astral light and Luciferian power)

• I renounce and deny the **breathing exercises** which the Kundulini serpent power raised and the Tatvic light (which can call any person before his eyes and can even make the voice of the person audible).

I renounce and deny the following rituals of the Rosicrucians, namely:

• The new cross covered with my blood, which is planted in every corner of my property during midnight.

• The threefold circle in the middle of my property which present:
  • All the names of God in Hebrew (first circle).
  • Names of angels (second circle).

• **First chapter of the Gospel of John**, which is written over completely in my blood.

• The ram, which was slaughtered afterwards in the most gruesome manner.

• The lighting of candles with the point of a sword and the tapping on my head with the point of a sword.

• The new name of the master, which I received.

• The **magic circle** in the temple of Rosicrucianism and the red and black cross as well as the number 666 and the blue paper, which I received.

• The taking of the oath with my hand on the Gospel of John.

• The name Azoth and Tetragrammaton which is given to God.

• Illuminati-ritual, namely the skinning of a living person and the crucifixion afterwards.

• All sex orgies, offering blood that is drunk and the body that is eaten.

• **Zoroasterism** - the baptism in the **blood of a bull** and the wine and bread that is drunk and eaten afterwards - the cursing of Jesus with the incorporation into order.

LORD, I am sorry and ask for Your forgiveness because I grieved You so much!

I renounce the **eye of Ahura Mazda** (another name for Nimrod).

I declare that Rosicrucian has no authority or hold on my family or myself any more, because I am redeemed by the Blood of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, which flowed, for my sin on the Cross of Calvary.
I break any and every soul tie that was entered into with the Brotherhood and with any individual persons in the Name of Jesus Christ. I renounce and deny every covenant or blood covenant that was entered into and cancel it in the Name of Jesus Christ.

LORD, please remove anything in the spirit-realm that still witnesses against my family or me. Thank You for Your Almightyness!

I renounce and deny any allegiance sworn to the organization in Jesus Name.

I renounce and deny all rituals and objects that were used in Rosicrucianism and I declare a divorce with the organization Rosicrucian.

In the Name of Y’shua (Jesus) I return the ring of satan and I tear up and burn the contracts with the Fire of the Holy Spirit. I also tear the mantle of the Rosicruian priesthood and destroy both the mantle and the altar in the family with the Fire of GOD Almighty.

I cut my family and myself loose from any association with Egypt and any other country and the worship of every god and ritual and cancel it in Jesus' Name.

By the authority of the Name of Jesus Christ I now reverse every curse into a blessing! By the power of His Blood I now break every bloodline curse and bondage that bind me through the means of my parents/ancestors participation with Rosicrucianism and I nail all these things to the Cross of Jesus Christ.

I also break any and every power of the devil through these oaths and participation over my descendants and myself and command him to leave us and to go because we now closed every door and sealed it with the Blood of Jesus Christ.

As a child of GOD, I now expel all the evil spirits and command them to go in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. I cut my family and myself free from every fallen angel, every nephilim and every demon connected to Rosicrucinism.

I confess, renounce and deny all known and unknown sins, curses, rituals, everything that stands for the Rosicrucian. I turn my back on it and break any association with the organization or persons concerned therewith in the Name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

Thank You, FATHER, that my descendants and I are now free from the bondages and oppression of Rosicrucian.

AMEN!
Prayers of Renunciation for the Masonic Orders of Rose Croix and the Knights Templar ...
Definitions:

- **Jesus**: Jesus of Nazareth, the Jesus who came from Heaven to earth in the flesh to die for the sins of man (1 John 4:2). Perverted by Masonry. Replaced by *Hiram Abiff, the poor widow’s son*.

- **Cush**: The deified son of Ham, the son of Noah – whom GOD saved through the flood by the ark (Gen. 10:1,6). Also known as Hermes, Mercurius, Bel, Belus, Marduk, Janus, Hephaistos and Vulcan. Falsely known in Masonry as *Solomon, King of Israel*.

- **Nimrod**: The deified son of Cush (Gen. 10:8). Nimrod was the first king of Babylon (Babel). A powerful, evil man. Killed by Noah’s son Shem, leaving Nimrod’s wife widowed. Also known as Ninus, Zoroaster, Shamash, Baal, Osiris, Zeus, Jupiter and Brahma. Falsely known in Masonry as *Hiram of Tyre*.

- **Semiramis**: The deified, licentious wife of Nimrod. Also known as Inanna, Isis, Hera, Cybele, Venus, Vesta, Luna, Astarte, Ashera, Ceres, Shiva, Gaia, Madonna (Mary), Queen of Heaven, Mystery, Babylon the Great, Mother of Harlots and of the Abominations of the Earth. Falsely known in Masonry as *the Poor Widow, Faith, Hope, Charity, Beauty, Wisdom, Strength, Temperance, Fortitude, Prudence, Justice, Liberty, Moderation, Industry, Humility and Truth*.

- **Tammuz**: The deified illegitimate son of Semiramis, said to be the incarnation of Nimrod (Ezek. 8:14). Also known as Horus, Bacchus, Attis, Vishnu and Krishna. Falsely known in Masonry as *Hiram Abif* or *T.G.A.O.T.U* (*The Grand Architect of the Universe*). False Messiah.

- **Mysteries**: The occult Babylonian religious system which was founded by Nimrod and Semiramis, and had spread across the world in various forms (Gen. 10:8-10). Manifest today in the Roman Catholic Church and Freemasonry. Also known as the Occult, Paganism or Idolatry. Falsely known in Masonry and Roman Catholicism as *The Christian Religion*.

- **Tower of Babel**: The edifice erected by Nimrod in Babylon (Gen. 11:4), whose founder was Cush. In Masonry equated to the human spine (or *Tree of Life*), along which the Kundalini serpent power moves by means of the opening of 7 chakras, to eventually reach the skull and third eye on the forehead – known as *Illumination*. Falsely known in Masonry as *The Temple of Solomon*.

Prayer of REPENTANCE.

(The prayers of repentance for the Order of the Rose Croix will be done alongside those of the Knights Templar; whereas the prayers of renunciation will be done separately)
FATHER GOD, I approach You by the Blood of Jesus, in His Name. I humbly approach Your Throne Room through the rent veil to repent before You as a sinner.

I repent of my own pride and desires of money and power, which had led me to be caught up in the web up Freemasonry. I realize that I had tremendously grieved You by my conduct, and ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every secret teaching which I had partaken in. I believe that the Son of Man does not say anything in secret (John 18:20). I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every Masonic office which I had occupied, thereby making a mockery of Your Kingdom. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every ritual which I had religiously and meticulously performed as a prophetic act against your Kingdom. I repent of the worship of idols during these rituals, and my willing submission under their authority. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every oath which I’ve sworn under the Masonic banner, thereby moving further and further away from Your purposes for my life, and binding myself up in a web from which I cannot escape by myself. I repent of the fact that I had implicitly even vowed away my very salvation by Jesus Christ, and sold my faith and body. I beg for Your forgiveness for this great foolishness and sin, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every secret Masonic word, jewel, regalia or sign which I’ve used for unjust personal gain, as well as to gain further entrance into the Mysteries. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of submitting myself under the authority of the Pope as Pontifex Maximus, as well as under the authority of the principality of the Queen of Heaven. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of allowing myself to become a priest of the Mysteries, of Darkness, and thereby luring others into the craft. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of implicitly vowing to defend the case of the Queen of Heaven and the Catholic Church, and to take up the Sword against fellow Christians and others in doing so. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of the extreme religiosity, which permeates the Masonic ritual, in which I had partaken. I repent of the perversion of GOD’s Word, which is taken out of context in the Masonic ritual. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.
I repent of every form of Masonic authority which I have received, including the office of the apostle Matthias. I proclaim this authority to be false authority, which comes out from the pit of hell. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of my contribution in erecting a “spiritual edifice that shall endure forever” in co-operation with my fellow Masons. I proclaim this spiritual edifice to be the spiritual rebuilding of the ancient Tower of Babylon – the ultimate manifestation of man’s rebellion against You, my Lord.

I repent of my laziness to discern, and my eagerness to accept the lies and twisted truth of Masonry.

I repent of the Masonic declaration that “the rising Sun sheds lustre upon the banner of the Order, and that it shall encourage all true and courteous Companions, and dismay and confound their enemies.” I proclaim this to be a curse pronounced on true followers of Christ – and represents manifest witchcraft. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of the fact that I had prophetically role-played the person called Zerubabel (which is not the Biblical Zerubabel), with the specific allegorical meaning that I played the role of the spiritual seed of confusion, as well as the spiritual seed of Babylon (Zoro = seed; babel = Babylon = confusion).

I repent of the fact that I thus prophetically propagated the lie that a Masonic Lodge had convened in Jerusalem in the time of the Biblical Zerubabel.

I hereby admit that I had contributed to the perversion of the Scriptures. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of every (spiritual) murder which I had committed in defending Masonic Truth with my sword. I admit that I had greatly harmed the Kingdom of Heaven in doing that, and that I have (spiritual) blood on my hands. I repent of the pride which it caused me to develop, since I received it as a mark of the Lodge’s esteem. I hereby lay down this sword, and the demonic prophetic mantle which I thereby received from Masonry at the Feet of Jesus. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent for willingly submitting myself (as Zerubabel) in the prophetic act of role-play under the authority of Darius, Persian King of Babylon, and being declared a friend of this king. I repent for initially presenting myself to him as his captive and slave. I repent of the fact that by so doing, I had submitted myself directly under the authority of the office of the Roman Pontiff, the Pope. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.
I repent of symbolically and willingly crossing the bridge, representing the border between the kingdoms of Israel and Babylon (Persia) during role-play. I admit that this represents my willing passage from the Heavenly Kingdom into the Kingdom of Darkness, from the Judean banner to the Persian. I also repent of any form of anti-Semitism of which I had partaken, whether it be physical acts, mental thoughts and convictions, or emotional feelings. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of believing and propagating the lie that, as a Mason, I represented the priesthood of the house of Judah. I now realize that I actually represented the priesthood of the house of Nimrod, of the Mysteries. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus, and pray that You will remove from my mind all logical confusion caused by this lie.

I repent of the fact that, as Zerubabel, the role-playing Darius had pronounced my father (Shealtiel) an “accomplished Freemason.” I repent of the fact that, in so doing, my bloodline had been prophetically polluted – by a historical lie. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of believing the following historical lies:

- That the Biblical king Solomon was a Freemason. I repent of perverting the name of the son of David to Sol-om-on, denoting the sun god, the nature god and Heliopolis in Egypt.
- That Freemasonry started in Israel.
- That the temple utensils carried off to Babylon during the exile contained a Masonic altar.

FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of using signs and grips, referring to pagan Masonic rituals, to mutually recognize fellow Masons secretly – to the exclusion of other Christians.

I repent of lovelessness, and elevating one person above another – for personal gain.

FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of believing the lie that the Order of the Rose Croix would prepare me to become a better Christian, and would allow me admission to the Order of the Temple. I repent of perverting not only my own, but through me also the perceptions of many other followers of Jesus – of Christianity and the Body of Christ. I repent of the fact that my involvement in Freemasonry had caused great harm to the Body of Christ, and to the Kingdom of Heaven. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.
I repent of saying “yes” to the following question in writing, and signing my name underneath: “If called upon to draw your sword in a religious case, will you give preference to the Christian Religion?” I repent of making such a statement, since Jesus commanded Peter to put his sword away when he used it in physical defense of Jesus. I repent of my preparedness to use physical violence to defend Christianity.

I also repent of not discerning the allegorical meaning of the question, which obligates me to take up the sword to defend Roman Catholicism and the Mysteries. Again, I had availed myself as a judge in a modern inquisition. I admit that I, representing the Roman governor Pontius Pilate (and thus the Pontifex Maximus), had physically and hypocritically washed my hands “as a token of my sincerity, and the purity of my intentions.” I have spiritual blood on my hands, and am guilty of murder. I am truly sorry, FATHER. Only Your grace can save me. I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of submitting to the yokes of seven years of pilgrimage in the Templar’s lodge, as well as the four years of warfare and one year of penitence. I realize that these were demonic prophetic acts which caused demonic curses over my life. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of kissing the Bible to seal my vows in the lodge. I realize that this is symbolic of the Judas kiss to betray Jesus. I repent of symbolically taking the place of Judas during the apostolic ritual, accepting the declaration of my own death via the King James Bible, and being resurrected as Matthias, the substitute apostle. I realize that this is symbolic of a false baptism into the death of Judas.

I repent of blowing out the candle of my own life as Judas, and relighting it as Matthias – thereby declaring myself a reincarnated betrayer of Jesus – with apostolic authority. FATHER, I ask for Your forgiveness, in the Name of Jesus.

I repent of participating in five libations (drink offerings) – the first four with wine and water, and the last with wine only.
1. The illustrious order of the Rose Croix.

(For the counsellor: It can hardly be overstressed that, in the interest of, and for the sake of the safety, and even life of the counsellee, it is imperative that the prayers of renunciation of the lower degrees be completed before praying this prayer).

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the literal, figurative, as well as the allegorical meanings and implications of all symbols or gestures of the Order of the Rose Croix, such as hand, foot, leg or arm signs, salutes, bodily positions, robes, sashes, belts, swords, scabbards, bucklers, caps, baldrics, turbans, altars, square and compass, fetters, garbs of slavery, coronets, banners, bridges, etc. I proclaim that the said symbols and gestures will by no means affect my life, or the lives of my loved ones, in any way any more whatsoever.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the authority and spiritual meaning of all offices and titles of the Order of the Rose Croix, such as Sovereign Master, Principal Chancellor, Principal Master of the Palace, Excellent High Priest, Master of Cavalry, Master of Infantry, Companion Conductor, Master of Finance, Master of Dispatches, Standard Bearer, Sword Bearer, Warden, Sentinel and Guard.

I proclaim that I stand under the authority and banner of but One, the GOD of Abraham, Isaac and Israel. In this authority I proclaim that the said offices and titles will by no means affect my life, or the lives of my loved ones, in any way any more whatsoever.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce and cut myself loose from the Masonic duties of these offices, such as:

- sounding the assembly,
- presenting the Sentinel,
- announcing the approach and departure of the Sovereign Master,
- guarding the lodge,
- displaying, supporting and protecting the Banner of the Order,
- recording the transactions of the lodge,
- collecting of revenue,
- commanding divisions,
- preparing candidates,
- forming lines, presiding in the lodge,
- ministering at the Altar, offering up prayers to Deity,
- preparing the lodge,
- executing orders of the Sovereign Master,
• preserving involute the constitution and laws of the Order,
• inculcating the force and importance of Truth, and
• diffusing sublime principles of universal benevolence.

I pray, LORD Jesus, that You will set me free forever of these duties.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut my loved ones and myself loose from the Tower of Babel, known in Masonry as King Solomon’s Temple, and called in the Order of the Rose Croix a spiritual edifice. I renounce, and cut myself and my loved ones loose from everything which this tower represents: Rebellion, pride, witchcraft, the Mysteries, secular world systems, the New World Order, etc.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce and cut myself mentally, emotionally and spiritually loose from the Masonic “virtue” of Truth, as well as the female demonic deity which is called by that name.

• I renounce the statement that “in her judgement is no unrighteousness, and that she is the strength, wisdom, power and majesty of all ages.” I renounce my blessing of “the god of truth.”

• I confess that this lady is a manifestation of the demonic Queen of Heaven, and that Freemasonry twists Biblical truths to suit the purposes of the Mysteries, of which its members are priests.

• I pray, Jesus, that You will clear my mind of every deception and lie which I’ve come to believe during my years serving at the altars of Freemasonry, and that You will consequently remove all demonic strongholds of deception from my mind.

• I also renounce, and cut myself loose from all other Masonic “virtues” represented by female demonic deities, such as Faith, Hope, Charity, Beauty, Wisdom, Strength, Temperance, Fortitude, Prudence, Justice, Liberty, Moderation, Industry, Humility, etc.

I hereby lay down my dark priesthood of the Mysteries, and specifically the Sun and Moon gods, in the Name of Jesus Christ.

• I proclaim that a Mason can never be a priest from the spiritual house of Judah, but is actually a priest from the spiritual house of Nimrod – the enemy of Shem.

• I ask, Jesus, that You will completely and fully strip me of any authority, skill or knowledge which accompanies this priesthood. I pray that Your Holy Spirit will blow through my life and body, purifying me of any residue of this priesthood. I pray that You will clothe me with Priestly garments of Your own, and appoint me, a believer, as king, priest and prophet in Your Kingdom.
In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the **Queen of Heaven**, I also lay down my state of spiritual emasculation caused by my idolatrous prostitution after her, and **every act or thought of homosexuality** which accompanies this state.

- I renounce my statement that "women are supreme above the strength of wine, as well as the power of kings," and proclaim this to be representative of idol worship.
- I pray, Jesus, that You will thoroughly cleanse me from this filth, and that You will fully restore me into Biblical manhood, priesthood and fatherhood for the Body of Christ, my wife and my children.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the name **Zerubabel**, the spiritual seed of Babylon, as well as the spiritual seed of confusion – which is in truth the seed of the Nephilim (Biblical giants), which survived the flood via Noah’s ark through, representing the seed of the Antichist (or Biblical tares – Mat. 13:25 - 30).

FATHER GOD, I pray that You will purify my biological and spiritual genes and DNA from that of the Nephilim, as well as that of my children and their descendants.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce the **oaths** that I’ve made in the Order of the Rose Croix, that I will **forever be faithful to the trust reposed in me**, and that I promise to keep invaluable the secrets, and maintain the honour of the Rose Croix even at the peril of my liberty and life. I hereby dissociate myself from these vows, and ask You, merciful FATHER, by the power of Your Holy Spirit, and the Blood of Jesus, to cut me loose from the web of these vows into which I had entangled myself.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the **belt, scabbard and sword** which I had received during the ritual, as well as from its figurative and allegorical meanings and implications. I surrender them to the Feet of Jesus.

I proclaim these to be the demonic counterfeits of the Biblical Belt of Truth, and the Sword of the Spirit – the Word of GOD. I dissociate myself from defending Masonic Truth with this sword, and proclaim that doing so amounts to the atrocities of a modern Inquisition.

I also renounce, and dissociate myself from the Order’s command to **be violent, yet prudent**.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the authority of Darius, the Persian king of Babylon.
I proclaim that as king of Babylon, Darius represents the **Pontifex Maximus**, the ancient predecessor of the office of the kings of Pergamum, who in turn became the predecessors of the office of the Roman Emperors, who likewise were the predecessors of the office of the Roman Pontiff, the **Pope**.

- I hereby proclaim that he has no authority over me to deliver me from chains, or to honour me with royal robes.
- Thus, I hereby also renounce, and cut myself loose from the authority of the Pope, as well as the entire pagan Roman Catholic system, known as the Mysteries.
- I hereby return every act of “mercy” which I had symbolically received from him, to him, as well as every gift, empowerment, honour, passport or escort which I had received from him.

In the Name of Jesus, I now break the proud and arrogant curse which he pronounced over me and my people, that “*whosoever shall alter my word, let timber be pulled down from his house and be set up, let him be hanged; and let his house be made a dunghill for this.*” In the Name of Jesus, I now take authority over this curse, and proclaim that it shall neither cause fear, nor affect the followers of Jesus in any way.

- I hereby declare that I submit under only one banner – the banner of Jesus, which is love. I dissociate myself from the kingdom of Babylon, and embrace Israel as the Natural Olive, onto which Jesus had engrafted me as a wild, gentile olive.
- **FATHER**, I pray that You will bind me spiritually and emotionally to these, my spiritual roots.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself, as well as my bloodline, loose from the organization of **Freemasonry**. I renounce this organization as an enemy of the Kingdom of Heaven.

- I hereby proclaim before the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit, the angels, evil spirits and those present here in the flesh, that I choose to turn my back on Freemasonry, to walk away from it, never to return, and now to cross the border into the Kingdom of Heaven.
- I pray, **FATHER**, that You will wipe my name from Masonic records, and protect and keep me obedient to Your Word, and steadfast on this road.

In the Name of Jesus, I now proclaim:

- That the first spiritual Freemason was Nimrod, the son of Cush, and not the Biblical king Solomon, the son of David.
• That spiritual Freemasonry started in Babylon, and that the Jews were contaminated with the Mysteries during the Exile.

• That no such abomination as a Masonic altar were ever present amongst the utensils of king Solomon's temple.

• FATHER, I pray that You will now clear my mind and understanding from these lies, and that they will no longer rule my mind and thought life.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce the bodily position of taking the oath, whereby I had knelt on my left knee, with my right knee forming a square, and my left hand resting upon the Bible with square and compass, and my right hand upon my heart.

• FATHER, I pray that You by Your Holy Spirit will wipe out all memories of this position from my body, mind and emotions, and break all curses associated with it.

• I renounce the vows which I had made in this position:
  ○ That I will forever keep and conceal the secrets belonging to the Illustrious Order of the Rose Croix.
  ○ That I will stand and abide by the rules and regulations of the Order.
  ○ That I will answer and obey all due signs and regulations sent to me.
  ○ That I will always vindicate the character of a true and courteous companion of the Order.
  ○ That I bind myself under no less a penalty that that of having my house pulled down, the timbers thereof set up, an I hanged thereon, and that until the last tear shall shed, I be excluded from the company of fellow Freemasons, should I ever knowingly or willfully violate these rules.

• FATHER, I pray that You, by Your Holy Spirit, shall break to pieces these vows, break the associated curses, and seal the pieces with the Blood of Jesus. I pray that You will set me completely free from them, never to affect my own, or my loved ones' lives ever again.

In the Name of Jesus, I hereby renounce, and surrender, my membership of the Illustrious Order of the Rose Croix at the Feet of Jesus. I proclaim that I will no longer depend on, or need the protection and vindication of members of this Order, since I am now protected and vindicated by the authority and Almighty power of YHVH, the Almighty, Creator of Heaven and Earth, and His Son, Jesus or Y'shua, my Redeemer, and His Set Apart Spirit.
In the Name of Jesus, I hereby surrender my **sash**, which serves as remembrance of this ritual, and was supposed to “*inculcate in me the almighty force and importance of Masonic truth,*” to the Feet of Jesus. (Remember to also physically destroy all Masonic paraphernalia of the Rose Croix).

I cut myself loose from every symbolic or allegorical meaning of this sash, and ask the FATHER to cleanse me from its effects.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from all **means of recognition** of this Order, such as passwords, charges and responses, the Pilgrim’s Cross, the Rose Croix word, the word of a companion of the Rose Croix, and signs and grips.

• I specifically renounce the words **Jachin** and **Boaz** of Solomon’s Temple, of Hiram Abiff and Jubela, Jubelo and Jubeluem. I renounce the secret words SHIBBOLETH and JACHIN, and all their Masonic meaning.

**Shiboleth’s meaning:** An ear of corn; a test word; a watchword; slogan. A word used by followers of Jephthah to test certain of the Ephraimites who sought to escape across the Jordan after having refused to fight in the armies of Israel was Shibboleth. Because of their Ephraimite dialect, they pronounced it Sibboleth.

**Jachin’s meaning:** He doth establish. Comes from two Hebrew words meaning “God will establish.” Jachin is a combination of two words, Jah, the poetical name of Jehovah, and iachin, meaning establishment. The full significance of the name is, therefore, “With God’s help to establish,” the symbolical meaning given to the work of Freemasonry. The two great pillars of Solomon’s Temple supporting the Great Porch, known as Solomon’s Porch, were called Boaz and Jachin, Jachin being the right hand pillar.

• I also renounce the bodily position of standing side to side, with fingers of left hands interlocked, and swords pointing towards each other’s left side, near the heart.

• I also renounce the sign which alludes to the sound of the last trumpet.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the banner of the Order with its star, Rose Croix of equal arms and angles indicating Duty, Truth, Justice and Liberty, as well as the motto **Magna est Veritas, et prœvalbit** (Great is truth, and it will prevail).

AMEN!
2. The valorous and magnificent order of the Knights Templar.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the literal, figurative, as well as the allegorical meanings and implications of all symbols of the Order of the Knights Templar, such as black clothing, the twelve tapers or candles, goblets, cups, relics, the pall or cover, the Chamber of Reflection, the hour glass, hoodwink, sepulcher, ascension scene, altar, square and compass, swords, bucklers, robes, miter, cross, pilgrim’s garb, sandals, staff, scepter, tent and hut. I proclaim that the said symbols and gestures will by no means affect my life, or the lives of my loved ones, in any way any more whatsoever.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the authority and spiritual meaning of all offices and titles of the Order of the Knights Templar, such as Eminent Commander, Generalissimo, Captain General, Excellent Prelate, Senior Warden, Junior Warden, Treasurer, Recorder, Standard Bearer, Sword Bearer, Warden, Sentinel and Guard.

I proclaim that I stand under the Authority and Banner of but One, the GOD of Abraham, Isaac and Israel. In this authority I proclaim that the said offices and titles will by no means affect my life, or the lives of my loved ones, in any way any more whatsoever.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the Masonic duties of these offices, such as:

• sounding the assembly,
• posting the sentinel,
• announcing the approach and departure of the Eminent Commander,
• seeing that the assembly is duly guarded,
• displaying and protecting the banner of the Order,
• recording the transactions of the Commandery,
• collect revenue,
• paying all orders,
• rendering true accounts,
• attending to poor and weary pilgrim warriors,
• comforting and supporting pilgrim pennants,
• introducing them into the assembly,
• ministering at the altar, offering up prayers to deity,
• seeing that due preparation is made for the conclaves of lodges,
• preparing the assembly for introduction of candidates,
• the dispatch of business,
• exacting orders of the Eminent Commander,
• presiding the lodge, assisting the Eminent Commander, distributing alms to poor and weary pilgrims, feed the hungry,
• clothe the naked, bind up the wounds of the afflicted,
• inculcating the duties of charity and hospitality,
• governing meetings with justice and moderation.

I pray, LORD Jesus, that You will set me free forever of these duties.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the bodily position of kneeling on my left knee, and interlocking my fingers with the person in front of me, whether my arms be crossed or not.

I renounce the fact that this position represents the unification of my heart (in “bonds of friendship and brotherly love”) as “a symbol of my faith” with that of the Order. I also renounce the cuts of the sword associated with some of the passwords given.

• I renounce the Immortal Word, which I had pronounced in this position, E-I, as well as the response, G-. FATHER, I pray that You will remove from my body all memories of this position, and set me free from the spiritual and emotional effects of the Immortal word and its response on my life.

• I also renounce the Pilgrim Warrior Words as well as all the rituals that I partook in. I reverse everything I did in the spirit and break all alliance and agreement with the order.

• I also renounce the Pilgrim Pennant Word and response.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself free from the obligation to defend the “Christian Religion” with my sword. Having repented of this, I also cut myself free from the Biblical curse which I had incurred on myself (Matthew 26:52): “… for all who draw the sword will die by the sword.”

FATHER, I pray that You will wash all spiritual blood from my hands, and cleanse me thoroughly. Please break all curses over my back by the Blood of Jesus.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the obligation of seven years of pilgrimage, clothed in pilgrim’s garb, with sandals, staff and scrip, which I had been yoked with in the Templar’s lodge. Similarly, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the four years of warfare, and one year of penitence.

FATHER, I pray that You will release me from the curses of poverty, weariness, hunger, thirst, loneliness, isolation, aggression, inability to discern,
worship of female idols, and false humility and charity to which I had submitted during these assignments.

FATHER, I pray that You will forgive me, in the Name of Jesus, and that You will break the yoke of all these curses.

In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the vows that I have foolishly made at the altar of the Knights Templar, such as:

• That I will forever keep and conceal the secrets belonging to the Valorous and Magnificent Order of the Knights Templar, and Knights of Malta; that I will not communicate them to any one except to a true and lifelong Knight of this Order.

• That I will stand to and abide by the by-laws of any lodge of Knights Templar, that I will support and maintain the constitution and laws of the Grand Lodge under whose authority the same is held, together with the constitution, laws and edicts of the Grand Enclave of my country.

• That I will answer and obey all due signs and regular summons sent to me, or given me by the hand, from a lodge of Knights Templar.

• That I will go to the distance of fifty miles, even before and on frozen ground, to relieve the distress of a worthy Knight Templar.

• That I will help, aid and assist with my counsel, purse and sword if necessary, wherever I would find a Knight Templar, his wife, widow or children in distress.

• That I will wield my sword in defense of innocent maidens, desperate widows, helpless orphans, and the Christian Religion.

• In the Name of Jesus, I renounce, and cut myself loose from the curse associated with these vows – would I ever violate them:

  • That my head be smitten off and placed upon the highest spire of Christendom.

• FATHER, I pray that You wil break the yoke of this curse over my back. I pray that You will free me from the fear associated with this curse, and the fear I feel for the lodge of Knights Templar.

• I believe that You have not given me a spirit of fear, but of power, love and a sound mind (2 Tim. 1:7).

AMEN!
The Order of the Garter
Edward the Confessor was the Founder, with his son the 'Black Prince' of the Order of the Garter 'originally called 'The Order of St. George and the Garter.'

The Garter was a symbol of not only generational witchcraft, but the sign of a High Priest or Priestess of witchcraft! The legend goes that Edward was dancing with the Duchess of Salisbury when her garter fell on the floor.

The king stooped and picked it up and put it on his own leg. Thus signifying that not only the duchess but witches were under his protection.

Shortly afterwards he founded the Order of the Garter, of which the Queen Elizabeth is currently the 'High Priestess,' in which he originally had 24 Knights, the Prince of Wales and the king, making 2 covens of 13, each with a high ranking leader.

The Green Man - Green George.

Edward took on St. George also called the 'green man,' 'green george' as the 'guardian spirit' of England but it's real origins are in Islamic Sufism. It is a symbol of the false Christ, the anti-Christ the one who kills the dragon!

This figure is same as the Islamic Al Khidir also called the 'green man', 'crawler of the ponds' an earth and water spirit! The demon who sat at Cain's door was also called a 'crawler - a Rabisu'.

This spirit is fact is the "peacock God or King" (same as the Phoenix) of the Yezidis, a group primarily of Kurds of Iraq, Armenia, Turkey and Syria.

The connection to the anti-Christ and Syria.

The name Yezidis means 'those who worship the angel' or the 'anglicans' the Persian translation of the Yasatas or Yezidis!!!!!!

The connection to the Anglican Church and Rome is the same spirit!!
The angel being the 'fallen peacock angel' whose feathered fans still cover the Popes of Rome in ceremonial processions.

- He is both the **Peacock King and the Black Serpent**, called Melek Ta'us or Tawsi Melek. Melek is a form of **Moloch**.

They believe that he is the true Supreme God who, collectively with 6 other angels, divided up to form the seven colours of the rainbow, (Melek Tau's becoming associated with the blue sky), because it is the **source** of all colours.

- He is the covering of the blue sky!
- This spirit also called Murugan of Sri Lanka, is the real spirit behind the "Star of David".

The so called “Star of David” has nothing to do with King David of the Bible - It is the occult symbol of the anti-Christ, Melek Tawsi/ **Murugan** and is held in great custody in Sri Lanka, the Islamic Garden of Eden!

- He/she is the 'lie' behind the 'green peace, green power' and global warming.
- He/she is the lie behind the 'big bang theory' for it was he/she who created the "great pearl' containing the substratum of the universe the molten mass which preceded the 'big bang.' This may be the real pearl of great price that we needed to push through to understand the 'lie.'
- He is called the 'secret.' (The book)

And behind all of these names lies the **black snake of the Yezedis** - the kundalini:

*mother of all beings*
*the antichrist spirit,*
*the serpent of the garden, who they worship as the 'friend to mankind, the one who brought enlightenment..'*
*who stands erect on guard at the doors of their places of worship to this day.*
The peacock has transformed into a rarely seen, blue human like being with two or four arms (remember the blue beings in the movie Avatar, avatar means a copy or incarnation of) with curly black hair, who sits cross legged with the image of a red serpent on his body to signify his kundalini power ...

Behind him the wings of the peacock extend over him, the 'sun eyes' extended on it's tail just as they do over the Popes.

This is the underground stream of Satanism - Sufic Gnosticism, the cult of Angels, kundalini yogic power that has pervaded the church, society, government.

It is not confined to the Middle East alone, in Germany there are 30,000 Yezidis in Germany alone - Felekas Uca is the world's only Yezidi parliamentarian who sits on the European Union Parliament.

This is a man whose religion worships Satan, the androgynous peacock said to possess the beauty of an angel and the demonic power and cry of the devil.

The religion of the Yezidis is said to be one, if not the oldest religions - those who went to the East, especially the Knights Templar, often were initiated by them.

Tawsi Melek - the Son of Sophia.

Right in front of the Pope in Westminster Abbey was a stained glass window with images of the Knights Templar, he was looking at them throughout the whole ceremony. It is the basis for and analogous to the Gnostic tradition. Tawsi Melek is in fact analogous with the first son of the Goddess Sophia, who in the process of creating and governing the universe, divided herself into seven 'rays' or 'sons.'

Her first ray was Tawsi Melek the Ildabaoth of the Gnostics, the serpent on the tree, which in Hindu tradition is a metaphor for - Kundalini the 'inner serpent.'

In ancient Sumeria he was called Enki the Lord of the Earth, Lord of Wisdom the serpent on the tree of Dilmun (now Bahrain).

It is the goddess who 'births' the serpent - kundalini.
There is a group now called the Gnostic Templars who are activating the 'old religion' of the worship of the goddess. Far from being a few this is one of the fastest growing religions.

So behind all the pomp of the Pope's visit - he was, as the 'high pontiff/priest' in duet with the Druid High Priest, the Arch Bishop of Canterbury, reactivating in key power points:

- Holyrood Palace,
- Lambeth Palace,
- Westminster Abbey etc.

The demonic power of the antichrist spirit (kundalini) ushering in the New World Order and the One World Church, but both of them drawing their powers by kneeling and worshipping before the bones of Edward the Confessor, the King who ordained the Order of the Garter and the spirit called ‘Green George - Al Khidir also called the false Elijah!

This spirit manifests as a rainbow – there is a saying: I was found at the foot of the rainbow.

AMEN!
The Doppelganger curse and prayer of renunciation ...
This curse is rooted in the generational habit of speaking curses over a person, hoping that the words you speak, will follow them spiritually, and torment them so that their decisions will be swayed by the words you spoke over them.

It allows a demonic copy of the person who spoke the words, (like a twin) to follow the other around, and bring your words to remembrance before them. This allows the devil access to your energy, time, and relationships.


A doppelgänger or a doppelganger is a German word used in English to talk about any double or someone that looks exactly like another person — most commonly an "evil twin". In some folklore, a doppelgänger that is seen by a person's friends or family means the person will have an illness or is in danger, while seeing your own doppelgänger means you will likely die.

Some myths offer explanations that focus on magic, where the doppelganger is created by some kind of curse or through magic. These doppelgängers are usually, but not always, bad in some way. Doppelgängers can sometimes be seen in books, movies, and other fiction as part of their stories.

**Prayer to renounce curse.**

FATHER GOD I acknowledge that my ancestors have used divination and witchcraft to control and manipulate others that their presence would follow people and that they would want these people to make choices based on what they spoke over them.

I ask FATHER GOD that You will open the generational books of my ancestry to every point where this doppelganger curse came in and erase that curse with the Blood of Jesus Christ.

I acknowledge that my family and I deserve Your punishment for never fulfilling our calling and not seeing our destiny that You predestined for us to walk in.

I thank You for the Blood of Jesus Christ! According to Your Word in:

> 1 John 1:9 “If we [freely] admit that we have sinned and confess our sins, He is faithful and just (true to His own nature and promises) and will forgive our sins [dismiss our lawlessness] and [continuously] cleanse us from all unrighteousness [everything not in conformity to His will in purpose, thought, and action].”

Therefore I now know with surety it will be erased as I bring this sin before Your Altar of Mercy.
I apply the Blood of the Lamb to my generational lines and wipe out any **double person activity** of the demonic.

In the Name of Y’shua (Jesus) I address you and say you have no more authority to cause me to be swayed but your activities and I renounce partnering with you.

I command you to leave now and become the Footstool of the LORD Jesus Christ and never return in Jesus Name.

**Luke 20:42-43**  “42 For David himself says in [the] Book of Psalms, The LORD said to my Lord, Sit at My right hand, 43 Until I make Your enemies a footstool for Your feet. [Ps. 110:1.]”

FATHER GOD I ask that the Blood of Jesus Christ now cleanses me and my children to a thousand generations from this iniquity and these demonic forces in Jesus Name, **AMEN!**

**Response to the Doppelganger curse and renunciation:**

I agree and pray this prayer for all my family and generations to come.

I declare that I am in agreement that this doppelganger curse must be broken and removed in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

Thank You FATHER GOD and Creator for making this prayer available and giving us the knowledge to deal with the demonic covenants that our forefathers have made with satan.

Please help me to continue with Your Purpose and Destiny for my life in the Name of Y’shua (Jesus)!

In Jesus’ Name!

**AMEN!**
Prayer of renunciation of Communism and Socialism ...
FATHER in Heaven, there is no other GOD besides You, I will serve You alone.

- Please forgive me (and/or my ancestors, our nation ...) that I have allowed communism and socialism to gain a hold in my life.
- Please forgive me for swallowing the communist ideology and believing communist and socialist doctrines.
- Please forgive me for deliberately spreading atheism for political reasons and all the self-glorification of man that goes with it.
- I ask for forgiveness and I renounce every vow that I have taken in the name of communism and socialism.

“Jugendweihe” youth initiation ceremony.

- I ask for forgiveness for going ahead with the youth initiation ceremony.
- I renounce the teachings given in the young people’s meetings where I acquired the ideals and values of socialism.
- I ask for forgiveness for dedicating myself to socialism where the vows of dedication were spoken during the ceremony.
- I renounce and cancel this dedication ceremony and reverse it in the spirit.
- I renounce all the documents and gifts presented to me at the youth initiation ceremony.

Lessons in school.

I renounce every influence on my life provided by East German social studies, my pre-military training, and the Pioneer afternoons or Pioneer camps.

I ask Your Forgiveness for the daily vows:

Classes 1-7:
- Teacher: “For peace and socialism! Be prepared!”
  - Pupils: “Always ready!”

\[20\] This is a kind of humanism – man can handle anything.

\[21\] These meetings were used to prepare people for the youth initiation ceremony.
**Classes 8-12** (this was supposed to express the friendly relations with the Soviet Union):

- Teacher: “Friendship”
  - Pupils: “Friendship”

I cancel these vows and renounce them.

I declare that Y’shua (Jesus), You are my Peace, You are my LORD and You are my friend!

- I renounce the sentence: “Prepare the way of socialism”.
- I want my life to prepare the way for You, Y’shua (Jesus).
- I renounce all other vows ... (please bring to the FATHER any vows yourself ...)
- I ask for Your Forgiveness for my membership of socialist organisations.
- I renounce the Young Pioneers (Classes 1-3).
- I renounce the Thälmann Pioneers\(^22\) (Classes 4-7).

---

\(^{22}\) The **Ernst Thälmann Pioneer Organisation**, consisting of the **Young Pioneers** and the **Thälmann Pioneers**, was a youth organisation of schoolchildren aged 6 to 14, in **East Germany**. They were named after **Ernst Thälmann**, the former leader of the **Communist Party of Germany** who was murdered in **Buchenwald concentration camp**. The group was a subdivision of the **Freie Deutsche Jugend** (FDJ, **Free German Youth**), East Germany’s **youth movement**. It was founded on 13 December 1948 and broke apart in 1989 on **German reunification**. From the 1960s and 1970s, nearly all schoolchildren between ages 6 and 14 were organised into Young Pioneer or Thälmann Pioneer groups. The pioneer group was based on the Scouts, but organised in such a way as to teach schoolchildren aged 6 – 14 socialist ideology and prepare them for the **Freie Deutsche Jugend**, the FDJ. Its organisation was similar to scouting and other such organisations.
• I renounce the Free German Youth\textsuperscript{23} (FDJ) (Classes 8-12 – with the youth initiation ceremony).

• I renounce the National People’s Army\textsuperscript{24} (NVA) (military service – for young men from the age of eighteen onwards with an oath of allegiance to the flag).

\textsuperscript{23} The Free German Youth, also known as the FDJ (\textit{German: Freie Deutsche Jugend}), was the official communist youth movement of the German Democratic Republic and the Socialist Unity Party of Germany. The organization was meant for young people, both male and female, between the ages of 14 and 25 and comprised about 75% of the young population of former East Germany. After being a member of the Thälmann Pioneers, which was for schoolchildren ages 6 to 14, East German youths would usually join the FDJ. The FDJ was intended to be the "reliable assistant and fighting reserve of the Worker’s Party", or Socialist Unity Party of Germany, was a member of the National Front and had representatives in the People’s Chamber. The political and ideological goal of the FDJ was to influence every aspect of life of young people in the GDR, distribution of Marxism-Leninism and the promotion of communist behavior. Membership in the FDJ was nominally voluntary but those who did not join lost access to organized holidays, and found it more difficult to be admitted to universities, pursue chosen careers etc. The majority of youths who refused to join did so for religious reasons. While the movement was intended to promote Marxist-Leninist ideology among East Germany’s young people, it did not concentrate on this to the exclusion of other activities. It arranged thousands of holidays for young people through its Jugendtourist agency, and ran discos and open-air rock concerts. The Festival of Political Songs was an officially sponsored event from 1970 to 1990.

\textsuperscript{24} The National People’s Army (NPA) (\textit{de: Nationale Volksarmee - NVA}) were the armed forces of the German Democratic Republic (GDR).
• I renounce the Socialist Unity Party\(^\text{25}\) (SED).
• I renounce other associated parties: CDU (etc).
• I renounce the Stasi\(^\text{26}\) (East German secret police).
• I renounce other socialist organisations: GST (company for sport and technology), DSF (German/Soviet Friendship), FDGB (Free German Trades Union) and others …
• I renounce all the ideology and doctrines of communism and socialism …
• I renounce Marxism and the teachings of Marx and Engels.
• I renounce Leninism and the teachings of Lenin.
• I renounce Stalinism and the teachings of Stalin.
• I renounce the teachings of the East German government.

\(^\text{25}\) The **Socialist Unity Party of Germany** (German: *Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands*, SED), in English widely referred to as the **East German Communist Party**, was the governing party of the German Democratic Republic (East Germany, GDR) from the formation of the Republic on 7 October 1949 until the 1989 revolution, which culminated in the free elections of March 1990. The SED was a communist political party with a Marxist-Leninist ideology, considered to be stalinist in the first years of the GDR’s existence. Under its rule, the GDR was a single-party dictatorship, and political opponents were persecuted. The GDR's security apparatus, the Stasi, played an instrumental role in oppressing the population. In the 1980s, the SED rejected the policies of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, such as perestroika and glasnost, maintaining its tight control over the state. This led to the gradual collapse of the system in the autumn of 1989. The party's dominant figure from 1950 to 1971, and effective leader of East Germany, was Walter Ulbricht. He was succeeded by Erich Honecker, who only stepped down during the 1989 revolution. The party’s last leader, Egon Krenz, was unsuccessful in his attempt to retain the SED’s grip on power, and was sentenced to prison after the German reunification.

\(^\text{26}\) The **Ministry for State Security** (German: *Ministerium für Staatssicherheit*, MfS), commonly known as the **Stasi** (IPA: [ˈʃtɑːziː]) (abbreviation German: *Staatssicherheit*, literally State Security), was the official state security service of the German Democratic Republic or GDR (informally known as East Germany). The Stasi was headquartered in East Berlin, with an extensive complex in Berlin-Lichtenberg and several smaller facilities throughout the city. It was widely regarded as one of the most effective and repressive intelligence and secret police agencies in the world. The Stasi motto was "Schild und Schwert der Partei" (Shield and Sword of the Party), that is the ruling Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED). Now considered a criminal organisation, several Stasi officials were prosecuted for their crimes after 1990.
• I renounce the ideology of the supremacy of the working class (workers and peasants' state).
• I renounce every oath of allegiance to the flag.
• I renounce every flag salute to the workers' flag, the East German flag and the flag of the Soviet Union.
• I ask for forgiveness for any participation in world festivals (communist marches) and renounce the spirit that ruled over these meetings.
• I renounce the fundamental atheistic outlook in socialism.
• I renounce the anti-Semitic outlook in socialism.
• I renounce the “omnipresent leaders” of East Germany: Ullbricht and Honecker. (They were present everywhere in the form of statues, placards, in the media, and so forth.)
• I renounce the forces behind communism and socialism.
• I renounce the spirit of communism.
• I renounce the spirit of socialism.
• I renounce the spirit of Marxism/Leninism.
• I renounce the spirit of Stalinism.
• I renounce the spirit of the Soviet Union.
• I renounce the spirit of the socialist state of East Germany.
• I renounce the spirit of atheism.
• I renounce the spirit of humanism.
• I renounce the spirit of anti-Semitism.

I command these powers to leave my family and me now, in the Almighty Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

Y’shua (Jesus), please purify me with Your Blood from all the defilement that came through communism and socialism.

Release me from all the bonds and renew my inner man. Please cut off ALL demonic attachments that were attached to my DNA because of the sins of the forefathers. Please cleanse my children and grandchildren’s DNA with Your Holy Fire!

Your Word declares: If You set me free I shall be free indeed! (John 8:36)

Holy Spirit, please fill those areas of my life, which were under the influence of dark powers in the past.

27 For additional prayers dealing with anti-Semitism, please see our “Ancient Roots” and “Babylon” prayer books.
I renounce all **opportunism, defeatism** (passivity) and **resignation**.

I am so sorry for giving over my mind to a spirit of slavery where I allowed the governmental authorities to make decisions for me. I am so sorry for denying the freedom of CHOICE that You died for Y’shua (Jesus) when You drank of the Cup of Abominations in the Garden – You did this WILLINGLY so that I, in turn, will have the FREEDOM to make my own choices in life. I am so sorry for giving up the freedom of my will and for taking on the mind-set of a slave.

*And He said, “FATHER, if you are willing, let this cup pass from me; however not My will, but Yours be done.”*²⁸

I ask You to please break the chains that have been placed on my WILL – please break open this PRISON that my WILL has been placed into. Break open the bars of socialism and communism placed over my mind. Please help me to tear down the strongholds of LIES that I have been brainwashed with, in the Almighty Name of Y’shua (Jesus)!

I now step out of a lifestyle of passivity and decide to live an active life in dependence on GOD’s Leadership and HIS Rulership. I declare that I will make my own CHOICES based upon the Word of GOD and in line with the leading of the Holy Spirit!

Set us FREE ABBA FATHER and heal our families that have been destroyed during the years of communism!

We call for the anointing of Elijah to come and turn the hearts of the Fathers back to the children and the hearts of the children back to the Fathers!

---

**Isaiah 40:3** “3 A voice of one who cries: Prepare in the wilderness the way of the LORD [clear away the obstacles]; make straight and smooth in the desert a highway for our GOD!”

**Malachi 4:5** “5 Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the great and terrible day of the LORD comes.”

**Malachi 4:6** “6 And he shall turn and reconcile the hearts of the [estranged] fathers to the [un-Godly] children, and the hearts of the [rebellious] children to [the piety of] their fathers [a reconciliation produced by repentance of the un-Godly], lest I come and smite the land with a curse and a ban of utter destruction.”

**AMEN!**

---

²⁸ *Aramaic Bible in Plain English (©2010)*
Dealing with oaths of allegiance to the flag ...
EXPLANATION: The general oath of allegiance to the flag of the German Armed Forces (Wehrmacht) and the German police during the Third Reich.

“*I swear by God this sacred oath that I shall render unconditional obedience to the Leader of the German Empire and people, Adolf Hitler, supreme commander of the Wehrmacht, and that as a brave soldier I shall at all times be prepared to give my life for this oath.*” (Oath of every soldier, valid as of 2nd August 1934)

Oath of the Protective Squadrons (Schutzstaffel, SS) and special police associations (Polizeiverbände)

Upon his assumption of office in 1933, Hitler created his own "Adolf Hitler" security and bodyguard forces (Leibstandarte, LSSAH). All those who belonged to it, including those belonging to the Armed Protective Forces (Waffen-SS) founded later, were required to take an oath of allegiance to Hitler. The wording was as follows:

"I *pledge to you, Adolf Hitler, Leader and Chancellor of the German Empire, my faithfulness and courage. I pledge to you and to those superiors delegated by you obedience to the death*, so help me God."

This vow would shape the character of the Leibstandarte to the inclusion of the Waffen-SS. This guaranteed the creation of a standing army that was neither responsible to the state, nor to the party, nor to the President of the German Empire, Hindenburg, but solely to Adolf Hitler.

Breaking these oaths.

Even though swearing this oath was in itself wrong, the German people came under a general curse of desertion by breaking it. This entails, in particular, being despised and not being permitted defense if wronged, and being cheated, singled out, and isolated, disregarded, exploited, and cast out.

Fulfilling the oath did, however, also have serious consequences.

The spirit that deceived the German people is still active and as powerful as ever. This power is manifest even today through relatives and/or their offspring if they do not fully release themselves from this oath.

- I **confess** and repent of the guilt of my ancestors, who as soldiers in World War II swore the oath to Adolf Hitler in Your Name.
- Even though it was wrong to swear this oath, it was done in Your Name, and the oath was either broken or fulfilled. Please forgive their breaking or fulfilling the oath.
• **I forgive** my ancestors for passing on to me the claims and the curses resulting from this, those of “being cast out, of isolation, death, suffering, disregard and cheating, contempt, but also of racism, anti-Semitism, of being singled out, of violence, and of Neo-Nazism”. I release them. They no longer owe anything to me.

• I erect the Cross of Messiah between my ancestors and me. I command all curses that have their root cause in this broken and/or fulfilled oath to end at the Cross of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). I pray that freedom and liberation would flow to me and my offspring from the Cross of Messiah.

• I also erect the cross of Messiah between me and the law of sowing and reaping. I command every fruit and every curse that, by being broken or fulfilled, have influenced my life, to end at the Cross of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). I ask You, KING Y’shua (Jesus), to bring healing, restoration, and blessing into my life and into the lives of my offspring.

• I dismantle all demonic structures that have been raised against me in the spirit by swearing this oath, in the Name of Y’shua. I bind every demon assigned to me and my family, strip you of all ranking and authority, tear your mantle, and send you to the Feet of Messiah Y’shua!

• In the Name of Y’shua, I take authority over every spirit of DEATH that has been assigned over my and my family; I bind every spirit of death, I break every curse of death, and reverse every curse into a blessing!

• I choose LIFE in the Name of Y’shua! Psalm 118:17 I shall not die but live, and shall declare the works and recount the illustrious acts of the LORD.”

• Thank You, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus)!

**AMEN!**

29 In confirmation of this, we would encourage you to make a study of (please see J2F Book 4) and perform a **mikvah** (baptism) – a mikvah is a powerful act of declaration!
Germany and Islam
Germany’s Alliances with Islam: 
Spiritual Insights into Historical Alliances 
and their Impacts 
by Rosemarie Stresemann

(Please note, this article has been removed from the Internet, so the links are not working anymore.)

Introduction

Long before the discussion began about the presence of Islam in Germany, Kaiser Wilhelm II, and after him Hitler, had already decided that Germany and Islam should form an alliance.

The Alliance of Kaiser Wilhelm II

Kaiser Wilhelm II declared himself to be the “Protector of 300 million Muslims” in an after-dinner speech in Damascus during his trip to the Middle East in 1898. He concluded a friendship, trade and shipping contract with the Ottoman Sultan. Shortly before Theodor Herzl had sought out the Kaiser during his trip to the Middle East and proposed to him his idea of an autonomous Jewish state as a German protectorate within the Ottoman Empire. The Kaiser did not however want to support a Jewish state at the expense of friendship with Islamic states. He did not want to displease the Ottoman Sultan but rather gain him as a friend in order to enforce his own power politics against Great Britain.

The first German “jihad” plan.

The German diplomat and specialist in Middle Eastern affairs, Baron Max von Oppenheim (1860-1946), had developed a “jihad concept” at the beginning of World War I with the intent of destabilizing British power in the area.

Max von Oppenheim was an Islam expert. He knew that militant Islamic jihad was in fact intended to be used to create an Islamic state – an Islamic caliphate – in the war against unbelievers.

He now developed a completely new concept of jihad:

The Kaiser, who was regarded as a representative of Christian power (!), should incite Islamic jihad to attain his own (Christian) power ambitions/goals and then exploit it for German war purposes.

Thus a politically construed version of Islamic jihad was born – out of a German strategy!
On July 13th 1915, the first mosque on German soil that was actually intended for the practice of religion with a 23 meter high minaret was dedicated.\(^{(30)}\)

**Hitler’s anti-Semitism and the Nazi regime became the source of inspiration for the Muslim Brotherhood and for the Mufti.**

In 1937 the British Peel Commission made a proposal to divide the area of the Mandate for Palestine into a small Jewish state and a larger Muslim Arab state. In this way the alarmed Nazis decided to strengthen the Arabs in order to prevent the establishment of a “Jewish State”.

**German support for the Arab uprising in Palestine.**

Starting in 1937 the German Nazis were training recruits who were in the revolutionary movement of the Grand Mufti. The whole region was covered with Canaris’ spy network. The SS trained more terrorists in the coming years!

Between 1939 and 1941, with the help of Germany, the Grand Mufti organized a revolution against the British in Iraq.

The Germans had promised military support, but then were not however in a position to provide it. The revolution collapsed and the Grand Mufti had to flee. On November 6th 1941 he finally arrived in Berlin.

**The goal of Germany is simply to annihilate all the Jews who are living in Arab areas under the protection of the British Mandate.** At this moment the Grand Mufti would also then be the most qualified speaker for the Arab world.”\(^{(31)}\)

In plain language this agreement not only signified an alliance with an Arab leader, but it was also an alliance between two spiritual powers.

In Germany (more precisely in Berlin) **two anti-Semitic world-views** joined forces:

**Conclusion**

To this day the alliances mentioned above have had a profound impact on Germany’s reputation in the Arab world. There, these alliances are remembered!! Hitler’s book “My Struggle” (“Mein Kampf”) is a bestseller in Arabic bookstores.


To this day none of these alliances have been revoked. There was no sign of regret, not even an understanding of the responsibility for the ramifications these alliances have for Israel, even now.

Prayer:

We bow before GOD and ask His forgiveness for making an alliance with the enemies of GOD’s chosen people, as it is written in Psalm 83, which began under the Kaiser and was continued and strengthened in the explicit death alliance between Hitler and the Mufti.

The following points belong to this:

• Friendship alliance of the Kaiser with the Sultan/the Islamic world instead of supporting the establishment of a Jewish state and the prophetic fulfillment spoken by the GOD of Israel over His people.
• Development of a “jihad strategy” to further German ambitions for greater power. The appeal for forgiveness that Germany did not want to trust in the GOD of Israel, but rather searched for its strength in the alliance with Islam.
• Ask for forgiveness for the seed of hate through the propaganda from Radio Zeesen, which has arisen across the entire world.
• Confession of guilt and complicity in the constant Palestinian-Israeli conflict through financial, material and military support of Arab uprisings and the spread of the concept of jihad.
• Let us pray that GOD causes deep repentance towards Israel in the hearts of the believers in our country, with ramifications not only among the population but also on the political level.
• There are several historians who are dealing with this subject; but up until now they are not receiving much attention. Pray that GOD will bring the hidden effects of these alliances in Germany to light, as well through the media.
• Especially the Foreign Office is deeply involved in the history of these alliances. Pray that, through the investigation of the involvement of the Foreign Office during the Nazi era, which is currently being made, light will be shed on these things and repentance will be done.
• Pray that GOD will show many Christians what is needed in order that our hearts will be changed more profoundly.
• **Anti-Semitism in Germany is a spiritual stronghold.** It can only be overcome by deep personal and surrogate repentance. Pray that GOD will continue to show us where we must bow down so that more light will shine break through the darkness.

**AMEN!**

For further study of this theme, we recommend:

**Rosemarie Stresemann: An Alliance of Death**
How National Socialism and Islamism formed an alliance in Germany and together plotted the Holocaust.

Published by: Christen an der Seite Israels e.V. Ehlener Str. 1, 34289 Zierenberg
Email: info@israelaktuell.de.

Two films, which recently have been made, are a very good initiation into this subject. One belongs to the ZDF- series “Der Heilige Krieg” and can be downloaded under “Dschihad für den Kaiser”: [http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek/hauptnavigation/startseite/#/beitrag/video/1416738/Dschihad-f%C3%BCr-den-Kaiser](http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek/hauptnavigation/startseite/#/beitrag/video/1416738/Dschihad-f%C3%BCr-den-Kaiser)

The other film ran, among others, on ARTE and is entitled “Turban und Hakenkreuz – der Großmufti und die Nazis”. It can be viewed on YouTube under: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrSyzx6Fs](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrSyzx6Fs)
Prayers renouncing fallen angels and nephilim ...
In the Name of the True LORD Jesus Christ, on behalf of all parts of my being,

1. I renounce being made a Nephilim robot or machine and being totally at the mercy of the cosmic beings and having no choices. (There are drug issues connected to the Nephilim.)

2. I renounce the connections or the cord to the Nephilim, the supplier and the source of the drugs. I renounce the use of drugs before conception used with the egg and the sperm, which altered the sperm and the egg and changed the DNA.

(Nephilim interface begins with an induction ceremony that is done at the youngest possible age, so renounce the induction ceremony. The induction ceremony is done so that Satan can invert the interface.)

3. I renounce the induction ceremony and the dedication to the Nephilim. I renounce believing that this is my life and who I am. This caused me to turn away from my Holy Creator GOD and the gifts that He has given me.

4. I renounce being disconnected, and being a shield to protect the attributes of the Nephilim. I renounce being a supplier of energy for the cosmic beings.

5. I renounce the strength of the Nephilim.

6. I renounce being the carrier of the generational hatred of the GOD of Israel.

7. I renounce the Nephilim hatred of women.

8. I renounce being trauma bonded to the Nephilim.

9. I renounce the heart of stone that the Nephilim gave me.

10. I renounce not having ears to hear the True GOD.

11. I renounce having the Nephilim take my ears away.

12. I renounce having to participate in any Nephilim community meetings.

13. I renounce being the mother of Satan.

14. I renounce all self-hatred connected to being bonded to the Nephilim.

15. I renounce the evil light of the powers.
16. I ask the True LORD Jesus Christ to give me back my body, soul and spirit and all that the cosmic beings have taken.

17. I ask GOD to bring back my body, soul and spirit from all dimensions where I have been scattered.

18. I renounce promising the heart of Mary to mother any cosmic beings.

**Lawlessness**

Admit that you have been made to participate in lawlessness (Psalm 2). Ask inside where the most lawlessness is in you.

- Where is that part inside of you where you were used to destroy GOD’s inheritance?
- Where is the most lawlessness that satan has sequestered around the heart that cried out to Jesus?
- Where is the representation of that one who holds the hatred of Satan against all of that which is of GOD?

Ask the True LORD Jesus to show you that part of the spiritual essence of the person that was used to power the cosmic beings and the antichrist.

**Prayer of Renunciation: Nephilim/Fallen Angels**

FATHER, I repent for any decision/covenant that was made with the enemy before my conception because of fear or doubt about Your Goodness and Plan for my life. I understand that this decision may have resulted in the right for the enemy to negatively affect my DNA and RNA and the Living Water that was to flow out of me. I now exercise my authority in Messiah Y’shua (Jesus) based on the finished work of the cross and the Blood of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus) over the contamination of the Fiery Stones and the Living Water.

I now ask You FATHER to remove the influence of wormwood over the Living Water and purify that water.

FATHER, please remove me from any un-Godly orbs, trapezoids, and geospheres in all dimensions and from the un-Godly depth. Please release into me the fullness of Your Living Water and assign to me all Righteous Lights.

I now ask FATHER that You will come against all assignments made against me and heal all of my diseases.

Please remove from me any un-Godly coating and all un-Godly garments.
Please remove me from any un-Godly constellations and all un-Godly zodiacs. Please close all un-Godly doors that give the enemy access to me, especially through any un-Godly triangles, tetrahedrons, and trapezoids.

FATHER, please purify all the Living Water assigned to me.

Please remove all un-Godly water spirits and seducing spirits. I repent and renounce for all un-Godly baptisms and water rituals.

Please remove me from wormwood and from all un-Godly places in the depth, height, length, and width associated with wormwood.

Please disconnect me from all un-Godly stars.

Please reconnect me according to your original design to the length, width, height and depth. Bring all Godly dimensions and quadrants into perfect equality.

I repent for all generation bestiality. Please bring all uncontaminated Fiery Stones through Your Blood back to me.

FATHER, please remove all animal, fish, bird, fallen angel, and Nephilim DNA and RNA from my DNA and RNA. FATHER, please remove all reptilian scales from my spiritual eyes.

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ), I repent for saying that I did not want You to make me and that I was angry about how You made me and I decided that I would remake myself.

I repent for being unwilling to yield to You as the clay yields to the potter. I repent for choosing the enemy’s plan rather than Your Plan. I understand that my decisions before conception may have given right for the enemy to take the gifts of my spirit into the void and the darkness.

I also understand that this may have affected my spiritual authority and my ability to rule and reign. I understand that this may have also sealed up the treasures in darkness that you intend me to have.

I acknowledge that in my generational line this resulted in phallic worship and the lust of the eyes, declaring that I would produce my own seed without you and that I would save myself through prostitual idolatry trying to reproduce without You, FATHER.

I acknowledge that my generational line and I tried to multiple and fill the earth without You, FATHER, by trying to find secret knowledge.
I repent for discontentment with Your Ways and Your Design of Me. I repent for my discontentment and the discontentment of my family line with how you made me and what you gave to me. I repent for my discontentment and the discontentment of my family line with the authority, position, and place you have assigned me.

I acknowledge that this has affected my spiritual eyes and may have resulted in all kinds of bareness. I ask FATHER that You will return, through Your Blood, to me any parts of my spirit that may be scattered in the void. FATHER, please resurrect all parts of my spirit. I now declare that I will rule and reign with the scepter of authority that You have given to me.

I now repent for trying to be my own sacrifice rather than acknowledging that You are the Only sacrifice. I remove myself from the un-Godly altar and I declare that I am seated with Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) in Heavenly places and that I will rule and reign with My GOD. FATHER, please remove any dragons from me that are seated on any thrones.

Messiah Y’shua (Jesus), I take my position as a revealed son of GOD and I stand against the spirit of Shebna who has taken the Key of David in my family line and restricted the access that You desire me to have to the House of Wisdom and the Godly height. I acknowledge that this spirit has hewn a sepulcher and placed itself in the un-Godly height and has placed himself into the un-Godly rock, perverting the Rock Who is Y’shua (Jesus).

I now ask, FATHER, that You will throw him away violently, this one who is the leader of the un-Godly mighty men. FATHER, please seize him and turn violently against him and toss him like a ball into a large country where this spirit will die with all of his un-Godly chariots. FATHER, please cause him to bring shame to his master’s house and drive him out of his office and from his position so that he will be pulled down. I do not allow the spirit of Shebna to cause me to dwell in his un-Godly tabernacle.

I now ask Y’shua (Jesus) that You will take Key of David and place it on Your Shoulder and I declare that You are the rightful Authority over the FATHER’s House because the FATHER has delegated the House to You.

I acknowledge LORD that You are clothed with a Robe and You are strengthened with a belt and that all in my household is now Your responsibility.

Y’SHUA, I now declare that You are in the role of Eliakim and I declare that You are fastened in a secure place and that You occupy a Glorious Throne in Your FATHER's House.

Y’shua (Jesus) I acknowledge all of the Glory of Your FATHER’s House is hung on You and on all Your sons and daughters. I declare that Your Glory now fills all the vessels from the smallest to the greatest.
Y'SHUA please remove Shebna's peg and the burden that was on it. We cut it off because the FATHER has spoken.

I declare that all the gates and doors that Y'shua (Jesus) opens will remain open and all the gates and doors that Y'shua (Jesus) closes will remain closed.

I declare my family and I will no longer be contained by the religious system and by false houses and that my tent pegs will be extended - I will operate in the sphere of authority that the FATHER has given to me and I will no longer be contained by mere men.

I break the power of all those words of containment off of me and all words of jealousy and envy and gossip I break off of me. FATHER, shut these un-Godly gates doors that encircles me and open up the Righteous Gates and Doors that You are knocking on that give me the ability to come and go as the Holy Spirit directs.

I break off the power of any and all limitations: of pastor's and leader's words, and the un-Godly words of the Body of Messiah.

I declare Y'shua (Jesus) will be my GOD and I will be hidden in Him; I choose to submit myself unto others even as they submit themselves unto me.

I declare that those in the Body of Messiah and I will now make up the ONE New Man in Messiah in which every joint will supply and everyone will do his part.

I am no longer the audience. I am the participant.

I ask FATHER that You will remove the un-Godly rock coming from the demonic kingdom that wanted to destroy my family by giving us a false foundation.

I declare that the Messiah Y'shuah (Jesus Christ) is my Rock and He will destroy the systems of the world and fill the Earth as a Great Mountain.

AMEN!
DNA and Body Memories ...
Prayer to cleanse DNA at Conception

LORD, please reverse the work of the evil operator who changed the vibration of the superstrings affecting the DNA of the zygote in the womb. Holy Spirit, please now hover over the original DNA in the zygote, so that the superstrings will now resonate only with the Holy Trinity.

LORD, as You do this will You remove any evil matter, evil vibrations, evil oscillation, evil frequencies, evil tones, and evil colors. LORD, please do this in my generational line all the way back to Adam.

LORD, please now move me from the virtual reality created by the enemy to Your reality. LORD, take me out of the prison that I am in and set me free.

Remove all deception and denial that makes me believe that my current perception is reality.

LORD, bring all programming back to nothing and reformat it so that the programming reflects the Image and Nature of Jesus Christ.

LORD, please do this in every dimension.

LORD, please break all un-Godly covalent bonding and any other un-Godly chemical bonding.

LORD, please seal all of Your work with spiritual interferon.

AMEN!
Prayer for freedom from body memories

FATHER GOD, I have been hindered from appropriating the fullness of my inheritance in the Kingdom that You sent Your Son, Jesus, to die for and purchase for me.

LORD, I ask that Your Holy Spirit would be released in and through me now to reverse this state and condition so that I may fully experience every one of the benefits of my salvation.

Now, with the authority and power I have been given as a priest of the Most High GOD, through the Blood-purchased work of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I command my spirit, soul, and body to be activated and empowered by the Holy Spirit so as to cast down and remove all unholy strongholds, all un-Godly encoded and consolidated memories, fears, images, idols, doubt and unbelief, resulting from subconscious post traumatic stress, anywhere that they are latently affecting me in the cells of my body.

I also command that I be physically and spiritually cleansed in my spirit, soul, and body from every work of the flesh that has at any time manifested in me, through me or towards me, in my lifetime or through any former generation, including all:

- immorality, impurity, sensuality,
- idolatry, sorcery, enmity, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger,
- disputes, dissensions, factions, deception,
- malice, envy, drunkenness, carousing,
- adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness,
- witchcraft, hatred, violence, ambitious rivalry, wrath, strife, sedition,
- heresy, murder, reviling, sensuality, double-mindedness, impatience,
- lovelessness, bickerings, lying, wicked imaginations, false witness,
- sowings of discord, mischief, uncleanness, hypocrisy, stubbornness,
- hardness of heart, foolishness, injustice, despising, shame, impatience,
- lust, grief, fear, control, corruption, reprobation, pride,
- selfishness, manipulation, affliction, confusion, disobedience, chaos,
- rejection, bruising, seduction, enticement, abandonment, captivities,
- disease, vain glory, provocation, gossip, demonic wisdom, fornication,
- doubt, denial, judgment, unforgiveness, unholy vows and oaths,
- rebellion, witchcraft, curses,

And any other sin or work of the flesh that came against me from others or from myself toward others.
I command my body to purge me from all accumulated metabolic waste, pollution, byproducts of improper chronic stress responses, and resulting toxins in the cells of my body.

I also command that:

- All resonant frequencies,
- Oscillations, including their amplitudes and phases and all spectrums,
- Polarities,
- Electromagnetic fields,
- And harmonics at a cellular level,

... be brought into their intended Godly order.

I command my immune system and all biological and chemical systems in my body to return to their optimum state of full health so that my body is in a completely balanced state of homeostasis (healthy function) according to the LORD Jesus Christ’s originally designed intention and purpose.

I command each of my body systems to apprehend their full healing and be submitted and yielded to the finished work of Jesus Christ, the slain Lamb of GOD.

I command my body to be in perfect union, harmony and accord with the Voice of His Blood, the power of His resurrection, the purity of His Love and the truth of His Living Word.

May my body now be fully illuminated with the Light of my Savior the LORD Jesus Christ and be brought into the full knowledge and understanding of the power of an endless Life.

I decree that my spirit, soul, and body be in full Covenantal agreement with the LORD’s intended mercy and goodness toward me through salvation.

I now command my soul to not forget any of the LORD’s benefits so that every cell of my body, especially my mind, will and emotions can testify and declare:

Bless the LORD, O my soul;
And all that is within me, bless His holy name.
Who pardons all my iniquities;
Who heals all my diseases;
Who redeems my life from the pit;
Who crowns me with loving kindness and compassion;
Who satisfies my years with good things,
So that my youth is renewed like the eagle.
The LORD performs righteous deeds,
And judgments for my oppression.
The LORD is compassionate and gracious,
Slow to anger and abounding in loving kindness to me.
He has not dealt with me according to my sins,
Nor rewarded me according to my iniquities.
For as high as the heavens are above the earth,
So great is His loving kindness toward me, who fears Him.
As far as the east is from the west,
So far has He removed my transgressions from me.
Just as a father has compassion on his children,
So the LORD has compassion on me
For He Himself knows my frame;
He is mindful that I am but dust.

LORD Jesus, I now willingly yield my body, soul and spirit, especially my heart
and mind, to the knowledge of the truth that GOD’s love for me includes my
manifesting every fruit of the Spirit, which are love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, and faith so that I may prosper and be in health even
as my soul prospers.

I choose this day to yield to the indwelling Holy Spirit and put on as the elect
of GOD, holy and beloved, the armor of light, bowels of mercies, kindness,
humility, meekness, long-suffering; forbearance, righteousness, godliness,
thankfulness, faith, patience, meekness and forgiveness.

I choose to believe that Christ has given me a new mind and a new heart, so
that I may live from a pure heart, a good conscience and a sincere faith.

I also choose to apply and increase in all diligence, faith, moral excellence,
knowledge, self-control, perseverance, Godliness, and brotherly kindness, so
that I am neither useless nor unfruitful in the true knowledge of my LORD
Jesus Christ.

Above all these things LORD, I put on love, which is the bond of perfection.

Now, let the peace of GOD rule in my heart so that Christ may dwell in my
heart by faith so that I may be rooted and grounded in Your love and be filled
with all the fullness of GOD. May the GOD of peace sanctify me wholly as I
draw near to You, LORD, with a true heart, in full assurance of faith. May my
heart be continually conscious that it has been sprinkled from an evil
conscience by the Blood of the Lamb and may my whole spirit, soul and body
be preserved blameless unto the coming of my Savior, the LORD Jesus
Christ.

I thank You, LORD, that You bless me, and keep me; You make Your Face to
shine upon me, and are gracious to me.
You lift up Your countenance upon me, and You give me peace. You put Your name upon me and bless me.

I now seal this work in the Precious Name of my LORD Jesus Christ, Son of The Most High GOD and I thank You, LORD, that You have heard my prayer and that You will reward my diligence in seeking You.

AMEN!
Celtic-Druidic belief system and renunciations ...
This article on the Druids is included to explore some of the diversity of belief systems that provide the template for the cults. The Druidic belief system is the primary belief system of the Illuminati or Mariah. The origin of the Druids goes back to Babylon Mystery Religion. They built stone circles and worshipped nature with her many faces. Later, the Celts blended the esoteric, mathematical and engineering skills of these megalithic peoples with their own artistry and wisdom traditions to create the Druidic beliefs described by the Greeks and Romans. With the coming of Christianity, this belief system was partly suppressed but continues through the work of the Bardic schools and the folk traditions and customs of many European nations including: Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and England, even to the present day.

The aims of the order are to develop human potential and to work with and protect the natural world. If a client is struggling with striving to be perfect, you may want to look at renouncing the programming they received that was designed to maximize the potential effectiveness of their position.

Druids also celebrate the eight seasonal festivals: two solstices, two equinoxes and the four fire festivals. Participants in Druidic belief systems may have endured rituals that included making them blind so that they can't see the Truth of Y'shua (Jesus). Participation in the rituals will need to be renounced.

Prayer

In the Name of the True LORD Jesus Christ on behalf of all parts of my being I renounce all connections and training that tie me to my druidic, celtic roots.

I renounce the human potential movement and all vows protecting the natural world.

I renounce the eight seasonal festivals, two solstices, two equinoxes and the four fire festivals.

I renounce enduring rituals that have made me blind so that I cannot see the Truth.

I renounce the power of the blood covenants, rituals, seals and agreements made during these times.
I renounce the Laurel wreath or crown and I renounce the oak tree and my connections to it.

The next several paragraphs describe how the druidic belief system is played out in the New World Order programming and belief system. We find cauldron worship at this point. The four cauldrons represent life for the woman. Although cauldron worship focuses on the worship of knowledge, the major focus is on sexuality.

The twistedness of the thinking includes believing that the urge to sacrifice other humans is a gift because it liberates the individual from a place of rigidity. However the reality is that they believe that the Life force of the person is released and that is what they are seeking to control. A Satanist believes that if the sacrificed victim's life force is released into an occult circle they do not truly die.

Light will increase, wisdom grows, death begets life and then you get to have your name written in the books of Life and Death in Satan. It is important to ask the LORD Jesus Christ to expunge your name from these books and all satanic scrolls.

Prayer

In the Name of the true LORD Jesus Christ on behalf of all parts of my being I renounce having my name or names written in the books of life and death in Satan. I ask You, True LORD Jesus Christ to expunge my names all that relate to me, from these books and all satanic scrolls.

The male hierarchy:

The male hierarchy of the druidic belief system is as follows from lowest to highest;

- Grande Druid,
- Grande Master,
- 5-Star general or servant of the pentacle,
- Royal Master Ipsimus, and
- Supreme Master.

Bards are wise men within Druidism. It is important to renounce connections to this hierarchy. Renouncing these various hierarchies have brought immense freedom to the clients with whom we work.
In the Name of the LORD Jesus Christ on behalf of all parts of me: I renounce the male hierarchy of the druidic belief system. I renounce all loyalty and allegiance to the Grande Druid, Grande Master, 5-star general or the servant of the pentacle, the royal master Ipsimus and the supreme master.

The female hierarchy:

The female hierarchy includes (from lowest to highest):

- Sisters of Light - 9 grades,
- Mothers of darkness - 11 grades,
- Grande Mothers - 13 grades,
- 13 Grande Dames, and
- Queen Mother.

Again it is important to renounce the connections to these positions, as well as renouncing the rituals and the power and positions that they received.

Each of the 13 bloodlines has their own governing monarchy. Generational thrones of kings, princes and priests are very important and need to be renounced. Each bloodline also has a council; so all 13 councils and connections to these must be renounced.

In the Name of the LORD Jesus Christ on behalf of all parts of me: I renounce the female hierarchy of the druidic belief system. I renounce all loyalty and allegiance 9 sisters of Light, 11 grades of Mothers of Darkness, 13 grades of Grande Mothers, 13 grades of Grande Dames and the Queen Mother. I renounce all connections and the powers and positions I received. I renounce all 13 bloodlines and I renounce the generational thrones of all kings, princes, priests and all councils that have power over me.

Various types of oaths may be taken by or taken for young children. The renunciation of this particular oath may break the ties that bind an Illuminate child to the Grand Druid council and to Satan. We urge you to listen to the LORD carefully as you pray this oath so that He is free to reveal the particular nuances that apply. We would also caution you to be certain the connections to the male and female hierarchy have been renounced before praying to break this oath or agreement. (See above for the hierarchy)

In the Name of the LORD Jesus Christ on behalf of all parts of me:

- I renounce believing that Satan/Lucifer is the way, the truth and the light. I renounce believing that no one comes to the father of light except by Satan/Lucifer. I renounce having my belief system twisted about who is truly the father. I renounce any connection to the antichrist.
• I renounce being forced to believe that I took this oath of my own free choice.

• I renounce committing my body and spirit to be in union with the evil father of light. I renounce all trickery played on me to force me to focus on being any part of serving to promote total prosperity and victory for Satan/Lucifer and the father of light, the Grand Master, the star, the giver of pain, the antichrist. I ask You LORD Jesus Christ to forgive me for any way that I participated in this.

• I break the power of all unbroken circles and the spiritual power that emanates from these. I do not accept the consequences of breaking the circle of spiritual power. I give those consequences to the True LORD Jesus Christ and ask for His protection.

• I renounce all ways that the bonds formed from that circle have joined me in spiritual union over the principalities of darkness to insure Satan's/Lucifer's power and control over the world.

• I renounce the seal of the father of light and I renounce and break my commitment to serve Satan/Lucifer as the prince of peace, savior and spiritual light forever. I ask for Your forgiveness, True and Living LORD Jesus Christ and I ask You to cleanse me of the defilement of this seal and commitment.

• I ask You Holy Creator GOD to forgive me for ever having to denounce the Truth of GOD, the Word of GOD, the resurrection of Christ and the power of the Holy Spirit.

Renouncing this oath can be traumatic and the act of renouncing will likely uncover many double binds, seals and blood covenants. It is important to check with the survivors about breaking the power of this oath.

**Further Celtic Renunciations**

We encourage people to go through these general renunciations first as a way of opening up the information related to the specific gods and goddesses. This would include the times that they received worship themselves as representing the gods and goddesses or the times that they worshipped the gods and goddesses.

**Prayer**

I renounce, reject and repent of any veneration of pagan gods and goddesses.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all fertility rituals to ensure good harvest.
I break ties with any gods and goddesses that the True and Living LORD brings to mind.

I reject and renounce the powers of the four winds as well as the four elements of earth, wind, fire, and air\(^{32}\).

I reject any and all involvement in Beltane and/or May Day rituals/celebrations. I reject them no matter how small and/or insignificant/harmless they may seem.

I reject any and all unholy unions with anyone associated with paganism especially the gods and goddesses venerated by pagans.

I break the powers of any and all pagan rituals performed by me or by others on my behalf.

I renounce, reject, repent and lay down any wands, poles, scepters, and canes that I may have picked up consciously or unconsciously during pagan rituals.

I renounce, reject, repent and remove any crowns I may have worn consciously or unconsciously during pagan rituals. This includes not only crowns of gold or silver, but crowns of leaves or of other earthy matter.

I renounce, reject, repent and take off, any ritualistic clothing I may have worn or are still wearing consciously or unconsciously from pagan rituals.

Renounce these things in the Name of the True and Living LORD Jesus Christ and on behalf of your whole system.

---

\(^{32}\) For more information, see our book “The Four Elements”
Celtic Renunciations and Biographical Information

General Renunciations

We encourage people to go through these general renunciations first as a way of opening up the information related to the specific gods and goddesses. This would include the times that they received worship themselves as representing the gods and goddesses or the times that they worshipped the gods and goddesses.

I renounce, reject and repent of any veneration of pagan gods and goddesses.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all fertility rituals to ensure good harvest.

I break ties with any gods and goddesses that the True and Living GOD, YHVH, through His Holy Spirit, brings to mind.

I reject and renounce the powers of the four winds as well as the four elements of earth, wind, fire, and air.

I reject any and all involvement in Beltane and/or May Day rituals/celebrations. I reject them no matter how small and/or insignificant/harmless they may seem.

I reject any and all unholy unions with anyone associated with paganism especially the gods and goddesses venerated by pagans.

I break the powers of any and all pagan rituals performed by me or by others on my behalf.

I renounce, reject, repent and lay down any wands, poles, scepters, and canes that I may have picked up consciously or unconsciously during pagan rituals.

I renounce, reject, repent and remove any crowns I may have worn consciously or unconsciously during pagan rituals. This includes not only crowns of gold or silver, but crowns of leaves or of other earthy matter.

I renounce, reject, repent and take off, any ritualistic clothing I may have worn or are still wearing consciously or unconsciously from pagan rituals.

---

33 Names and data on various Celtic Gods and Goddesses are taken from The Gods and Goddesses of the Celtic Lands which may be read in full at http://www.scns.com/earthen/other/seanachaidh/godcelt.html
Renounce these things in the Name of the True and Living KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) and on behalf of your whole system.

**Adsullata**

- **Location:**
  - Britain.
- **Description:**
  - Goddess of hot springs who came to Brittany from Celtic Gaul. A minor sun goddess in her own right before the time when the Celts regulated the majority of their sun images to male deities and their Moon images to female ones.
- **Rules over:**
  - Purification, solar magic.

I renounce, reject and repent of the position of sun goddess.

I renounce, reject and repent of the power of any purification ceremonies performed by me, or by others for my benefit.

I renounce, reject and repent of the use of sun and/or moon images as a way toward healing and wholeness.

I renounce, reject and repent of the use of magic to gain position in the cult.

I renounce, reject and repent of any positions of “queen” that I have had in the cult specifically the position of Sun Queen.

I renounce, reject and repent of the use of ritual baths during any and all rituals in the cult.

I renounce, reject and repent the use of fire to cleanse me from iniquity.

**Aine of Knockaine**

- **Location:**
  - Ireland.
- **Description:**
  - Moon goddess who was connected with the summer solstice.
- **Rules over:**
  - Crops and cattle.
I renounce, reject and repent participating in any harvest rituals in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) and on behalf of my whole system.

I renounce, reject and repent any and all human and/or animal sacrifice to yield a fruitful harvest.

I renounce and repent of any sex rituals performed by me to appease the god and goddess of the harvest.

I renounce the consumption of any blood or other body fluids of slain, sacrificed humans or animals to bring about a bountiful harvest.

I renounce the use of burnt offerings in any rituals for the harvest home.

I renounce, reject and repent of the use of human and or animal blood to sow my crops or the crops of another cult member.

I renounce, reject and repent of any rituals to any god but the True and Living KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

Bel

- **Other names:**
  - Belerus, Belinos, Beli Mawr, Beli, Bile, Beltene.

- **Location:**
  - Ireland.

- **Description:**
  - Closely connected with the Druids. His name was seen in festivals of Beltane/Beltain. Cattle was also driven through the bonfires for purification and fertility.

- **Rules over:**
  - Science, healing, hot springs, fire, success, prosperity, crops, vegetation, fertility, cattle.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all connections that keep me tied and bound to Druidism.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all fertility rituals that I have performed, been a part of, or had performed on my behalf.

I renounce, reject and repent of any May Day or Beltane Fire Rituals that I have performed, been a part of or had someone perform on my behalf.
I renounce, reject and repent dancing and chanting songs around the Beltane Fire.

I renounce, reject and repent of any marriage rituals that would have me wedded to Bel.

I renounce, reject and repent using cattle as burnt offerings for ritual purification and fertility purposes.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all ties associated with Bel, Belerus, Belinos, Beli Mawr, Beli, Bile, Beltene.

I renounce, reject and repent of any success, prosperity and healing associated with any and all rituals I have performed, been a part or had performed on my behalf.

**Brigit**

- **Other names:**
  - Brid, Brig, Brigid, Brighid, Brigindo.

- **Location:**
  - Ireland, Wales, Spain, France.

- **Description:**
  - Associated with Imbolc. She had an exclusive female priesthood at Kildare and an ever-burning fire. She had 19 priestesses representing the 19-year cycle of the Celtic “Great Year.”

- **Rules over:**
  - Fire, fertility, the hearth, all feminine arts and crafts, martial arts, healing, physicians, agriculture, inspiration, learning, poetry, divination, prophecy, smithcraft, animal husbandry, love, witchcraft, occult knowledge.

I renounce, reject and repent of any unholy priesthood I have been involved in.

I renounce, reject and repent of any healings that occurred as result of being linked to Brigit and any occult physicians.

I repent, renounce and reject having a high position in the occult.

I renounce, reject and repent of any occult knowledge that remains lodged within my system.
I renounce, reject and repent the writing of poetry in praise of any god but the True and Living KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

I renounce, reject and repent of the practice of witchcraft.

I renounce, reject and repent of any ties keeping me linked to any of the fire gods and goddesses. I ask You True and Living KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) to remove all demonic wraps from around any of my parts associated with Brigit and any other names that she is known by.

**Ebhinne**

- **Location:**
  - Ireland.
- **Description:**
  - Goddess of Munster who was, until recent times honored at the Midsummer Sabbat in her mountain home in County Tipperary. Since all her legends have been lost except for a few minor references, she was probably once a sun or fire Goddess.
- **Rules over:**
  - Fire magick.

I renounce, reject and repent of the use of any kind of magic to gain wealth and/or position for myself or others.

I renounce, reject and repent of the position of sun goddess.

I renounce, reject and repent of the position of fire goddess.

I renounce, reject and repent of any honors bestowed upon me during the midsummer sabbat and all other sabbats I have been a part of.

I renounce, reject and repent of any fire or sun rituals performed by me or any one else on my behalf and for my benefit.

I renounce, reject and repent of being the goddess of fire magic.

I renounce, reject and repent of the position of goddess of Munster.

I renounce, reject and repent of ever having used fire magic to gain wealth or position for myself or another.

I renounce, reject and repent of any participation in any and all Celtic Rituals.
Inghean Bhuidhe

- **Other names:**
  - Crobh Dearg.

- **Location:**
  - Ireland.

- **Description:**
  - Her name means “yellow-haired-girl.” Much of her story has been lost, however, we do know that she was the middle girl of three sisters who made up a triple goddess. She represented the coming of summer, or Beltane, and for many years was honored with rituals involving a sacred well on May 6, the original date of the sabbat. Her younger sister was named Latiaran. Her elder sister is named Lassair.

- **Rules over:**
  - Beltane, flower festivals, spring planting.

I renounce, reject and repent of my part in any rituals celebrating Beltane and/or May Day.

I renounce, reject and repent of any rituals that took place at the sacred well. I renounce, reject and repent of any honor given me during the Beltane rituals, this includes the titles of queen, goddess, princess and yellow-haired or fair-haired child.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I represent the coming of summer and Beltane.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I am still a part of the “triple goddess.”

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I control the seasons of the year, more specifically spring planting.

I renounce, reject and repent of any unholy sexual rituals I have been a part of or had done on my behalf, and the lie that this would bring on spring planting and ensure a bountiful harvest.

Lassair

- **Location:**
  - Ireland.
• **Description:**
  - Goddess of midsummer, part of a triune with her sisters Latiaran and Inghean Bhuidhe. Her name means “flame.”

• **Rules over:**
  - Seasonal rites.

I renounce, reject and repent that I am a part of the triune of goddesses.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I control seasons and any seasonal rites.

I renounce, reject and repent of any seasonal rituals that I have been a part of, or had performed on my behalf.

I renounce, reject and repent of the position of “keeper of the flame.”

I renounce, reject and repent of thinking of myself as the flame.

I renounce any high positions associated with Lassair, and I ask the True and Living LORD Jesus to remove all demonic wraps from around any of my parts associated with Lassair.

I renounce, reject and repent of any unholy sisterhoods I have been associated with, whether or not I have been aware of such relationships.

**Latiaran**

• **Location:**
  - Ireland.

• **Description:**
  - The youngest of the sisters who “made up” a triune goddess. Latiaran represented the first harvest of Lughnasadh. The only surviving story about Latiaran tells us that her apron caught fire and she melted into the ground, her place marked by a heart-shaped stone.

• **Rules over:**
  - Seasonal rites and magic.

(See Lassair for some of the same renunciations)

I renounce, reject and repent using magic, and casting spells that I may have done.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I control/rule over magic.
Rosmerta

- **Location:**
  - Celtic Gaul and Roman Gaul.

- **Description:**
  - Goddess of both Celtic and Roman Gaul. After Rome conquered the region, Rosmerta was taken into the local Roman pantheon where she became a consort of their god Mercury. She is depicted carrying a Caduceus wand, which indicates she was adept in the healing arts. In Celtic Gaul, her images are confused, and she is considered to be a goddess of either water or the sun, which is indicative that she may have been associated with hot springs.

- **Rules over:**
  - Healing, communication.

I renounce, reject and repent of all unholy healing arts that I may have performed at any and all pagan rituals.

I renounce, reject and repent of ever being considered or considering myself as the goddess of water or of the sun.

I renounce, reject and repent of carrying any sort of wand, scepter or anything else that would give me any high position in pagan rituals. I willingly lay it down now at the foot of the True and Living KING, Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) and submit to Him alone.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I rule over healing and communications.

I renounce, reject and repent of any roles I had or still have of being a consort to Mercury or any other pagan god.

I renounce, reject and repent of being adept at magical healing arts.

Sul

- **Other names:**
  - Sulla, Sulis, Sulevia.

- **Description:**
  - Goddess of hot springs whose sacred waters were always hot. Prince Bladud built a shrine to her near Aquae Sulis where the popular modern-day spa is located. The waters were once thought to hold powerful healing magic, and a perpetual fire was burned near them in her honor.
She is depicted in bas-reliefs with a foot of an owl, and wearing a hat made of the head of a bear. Later the Romans adopted her and called her Sul Minerva, a deity associated with IMBOLC and Ireland’s Brigit.

I renounce, reject and repent of any rituals I have been a part of or had performed on my half.

I renounce, reject and repent participating in either IMBOLC, Candelmas, or Ground Hog’s day.

I renounce, reject and repent of invoking the name of Brigit, also know as Saint Bride during any IMBOLC rites and rituals.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that I am connected to Brigit, the Virgin, Mother and Hag/Crone.

I renounce, reject and repent of any rituals involved with circles, the four directions and the burning of sage to mark a spot for Brigit.

I renounce, reject and repent of waiting in this circle waiting for Brigit to come.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that if I call to her that she will come.

I reject calling on the name of Brigit to help me in hard times.

I renounce, reject and repent of keeping sacred the four cross-quarter days during the year.

I renounce, reject and repent of keeping the four Celtic Fire Festivals (Also known as the four cross-quarter days).

I renounce, reject and repent of allowing myself to be governed by the four directions.

I renounce, reject and repent of ever having decorated for IMBOLC or any other pagan holiday.

I renounce, reject and repent of the lie that the dead will hear us and come to us when we call.

I renounce, reject and repent of ever being honored with a ritual fire.

I renounce, reject and repent of any and all associations with the owl or the bear.

I renounce, reject and repent of any rituals in which I have done human and/or animal sacrifices.
I renounce, reject and repent of any high positions within paganistic rituals.

**Lady of the Lake**

- **Location:**
  - Wales, Britain.

- **Description:**
  - To some she is a faery woman, to others she is a potent deity of life, death and regeneration. She was possessor of the Sword Excaliber (called Caliburn in Brittany), the magical blade given to King Arthur. A sovereign goddess, it is this act of taking the offered sword which grants Arthur the right to rule, and it is she who claims the blade again when his role as sacrificial king must be fulfilled.
  - The Bretons claim she was a Breton addition to the Arthurian legends and that she never appeared in the original Welsh versions of the myths. Contradictory to the “sword in the churchyard stone” stories, the Breton version tells us that Merlin and Arthur rowed out to the center of Dousmary Lake in Cornwall and that is was there that Excalibur was presented to him, the sword embedded in a floating stone. When he pulled it out, it was an act of reversal of the Great Rite, separating the female and male concepts of creation, which were not to be united again until Arthur’s death.
  - The Lady of the Lake is also said to have been the foster mother of Sir Lancelot, one of Arthur’s knight, also a Breton addition to the tale. She is pictured sitting on a throne of reeds in the center of the lakes depths. Among her many “magical” credits is that of healer. She is associated with the crane, water lilies and marble.

- **Rules over:**
  - Purification, healing, great rite, any other magical acts associated with the feminine elements.

I renounce, reject and repent of any ties, heritage, and anything else that would keep me bound to and honoring the Lady of the Lake.

I renounce, reject and repent of believing the lies Arthurian tales. I renounce, reject and repent of performing any rituals or allowing rituals to be done on my behalf that would keep me bound to paganism.
Additional/Extended Renunciations

I renounce working with the spirit of the wells and the spirits of Celtic inspiration.

I renounce the music, poetry, storytelling and art based on bardic, druidic, Celtic inspiration.

I renounce any and all worship of:

• The birch tree,
• The direction west,
• The receptive feminine,
• The dawn ray and
• The spring season.

I renounce the trees of:

• The Ogham alphabet,
• And Coellmen alphabet.

I renounce the skills of:

• False prophecy,
• Divination,
• Reincarnation,
• Guidance from past souls and
• Insight into the future based on the Ovate grade of Druidism.

I renounce pagan/occult herbalism, druidic healing and tree lore.

I renounce the Realm of Ancestry and time travel.

I renounce any travel by my ancestors to the Realm of Ancestry to bring back information.

I renounce the druidic way of opening up the self.

I renounce:

• Weather witching,
• Observing animal behaviors,
• And interpretations of planetary configurations for the purpose of oneness with past souls or spirit beings.

I renounce fortune telling and I renounce the worship of autumn, dusk, evening and midnight and the yew tree.

I renounce numerology, astrology, and the use of other sciences to relate to evil spirits.

I renounce:

• Excalibur,
• The worship of the east,
• Worship of noon,
• Summer,
• Winter,
  • And the intelligence of the night.

I renounce the worship of the oak tree.

I renounce:

• The lunar festivals, including, samhuinn (October 31st and November 2nd),
• Imbolc (February 2nd),
• Beltane (May 1st) and Lughnasadh (August 1st).

I renounce the Halloween tradition of knocking on people’s doors and demanding a female virgin. I renounce the giving of curses and the painting of hexagrams.

I renounce the solar festivals – summer solstice at Stonehenge (June 21st), spring equinox (March 21st), autumn equinox (September 21st) and winter solstice (December 21st).

I renounce worship of the spirit of the trees named Esus.

I renounce the “Spirit of the Tribe” and “Spirit of the Place”. I renounce along with this “Spirit of the Place” the spending of time in pursuit of the correct place for any object, event or personal position.

I renounce the practice of the soul (spirit) of a dead person being passed to a living person.
I renounce the **rowan tree** and its **red berries**.

I renounce **Kerno**, the horned hunter of the night and **Merlin**, the magician.

I renounce the Divine Mother, **Modron** (Rhiannon or Macha).

I renounce **Belenus**, god of the sun.

I renounce the ritual use of mistletoe and worship of the oak tree.

I renounce **the druid circle**, the **sword**, the **wand**, the **cup of water** and the **stone**.

I renounce **opening evil portals** through the four directions as it applies to any false worship.

I renounce the **initiation ceremonies** into Druidism.

I renounce any relationships with:

- The triad,
- The chief,
- The **pendragon** and
- The scribe.

I renounce **horoscopes**.

I renounce the **eight-fold scheme**.

I command any spirits associated with the above to leave me now.

I DECLARE Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) is the KING of the Universe and KING of my life.

I declare that the Blood of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) paid for all of my sins and breaks all curses off of me that may have been passed down from my ancestors. I declare that these curses shall not be passed on to my children for a thousand generations.

I receive the blessing of the FATHER on my life, health, finances, relationships and offspring. To the Only True and Living GOD, may all glory and honor and power be HIS forever!

**AMEN!**
GOD’s Times and Seasons ...
Prayer to realign with GOD’s Times and Seasons

FATHER, on behalf of myself and my family line, I renounce and repent for rejecting Your timing and taking timing into our own hands. I repent for all those who used devices as a method of time control including stopwatches, charms, amulets, talismans, clothing or any other un-Godly device.

On behalf of my family line, and myself I renounce and repent for worshipping time instead of worshipping the GOD Most High who holds time in His Hands.

LORD, on behalf of myself and my generational line, I renounce and repent for all who attempted to control, bend, or warp time, for all who tried to control time for their own purposes and for all who attempted to travel through time to change and manipulate their own lives or the lives of others.

LORD, please disconnect my family line from any un-Godly time clocks.

Please disconnect me from the magnetic field of the land that seeks to control my body clock, and please disconnect me from any un-Godly time.

Please remove any un-Godly connection to Greenwich as well as any occultic time-clocks connected to the Eiffel Tower in Paris.

LORD, please break any connection between any un-Godly priest of time and me.

Please break all soul ties between me and any false or un-Godly fathers or mothers, grandfathers or grandmothers of time.

LORD, please break any connection between any time lords and me.

LORD, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line for any agreements that were made with the grim reaper who we believed came when it was time to die.

LORD, please remove any connection between the un-Godly clock-face and my physical and spiritual senses.

Please break, shatter, cut off, and destroy the connectors between the un-Godly clock face and my eyes, ears, mouth, nose, and hands.

Please remove the un-Godly pendulum so that I may be correctly balanced in Your time.

LORD please remove the un-Godly clock face and replace it with Your Righteous Clock Face.

Please cause the hands of the clock to move according to Your Time and bring my body clock back into Your control and nobody else’s.
Please establish the correct time, so that confusion, lack of self-awareness, and loss of time will not occur.

LORD please stop the **deceleration of my body clock** and restore me to Godly acceleration.

LORD, I renounce and repent on behalf of myself and those in my generational line who spoke word curses to do with time against themselves and others.

LORD, I repent for lies about time to myself and to others: I repent for believing or saying that we were ‘living on borrowed time,’ ‘out of time,’ or ‘walking on the sands of time.’

I repent of saying of myself and anyone else that our ‘time is or was running out.’

LORD please remove from above my head the **un-Godly hourglass**.

I declare the Truth that as a believer in Christ my time is not up and will never be up.

I am seated in Heavenly places and will live for eternity.

I choose to believe that whoever believes in You shall not die but have eternal life. I declare my eternal timeline and nature in Messiah who lives forever and ever.

FATHER, please restore eternity to my heart and readjust it to beat with your Kairos. LORD, please make Your timing my timing and your seasons my seasons. LORD, I ask that You give me a heart that is able to discern both time and Judgment.

LORD I declare the truth that You are the **Alef and Tav** (Alpha and Omega). You are the One who places eternity in the hearts of man. You are the Creator and Controller of time.

LORD You are the one who has written all the days of my life in Your book. You knew them before even one came into being. You are the one who has seen the beginning and the end, and I now choose to place my time into Your Hands. I choose now to believe and trust that Your timing in my life is better than my timing.

LORD, please apply Your Blood to the mechanisms, gears, and springs of my body so that they will work as You have ordained and planned them to work. Please now anoint with **oil all the parts of my body clock**. I choose now to step into Your time for me and Your excellent glory.
LORD please replace the un-Godly clock parts with Godly clock parts so that the body clock that You have given me will click and move, synchronized with You in glory from now onwards.

LORD, please unite my body clock to You and the Body of Messiah, so that we will be synchronized and not go ahead of one another or ahead of You.

Please bring us collectively into right time.

Restore me now fully to correct time with a Righteous body clock.

AMEN!
WRAPPING-UP Prayer AFTER Deliverance
(for the counsellor)

Dear Heavenly FATHER,

Thank You for the work being done here today. We pray against any whiplash, backlash, and judgment from the enemy in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We ask FATHER, that You will cut any un-Godly spirit/soul-ties formed in the spirit because of the deliverance that took place, also any transference that took place between their spirit, soul, and body to my spirit, soul and body. We plant the Cross of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) between myself and the counselee. Thank You that no transference will take place. We take Your Comprehensive Insurance for our families, relationships, and possessions.

We ask that You will cleanse and purify this property and this room with the Blood of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth and Your Holy Fire, that no demon will attach itself to any object and all human and dead human spirits be removed by Your escort angels to the footstool of King Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). That all defilement be removed and swept away with Your Broom of destruction in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

FATHER, we ask that You remove any watchdog and marker demons, that have been assigned by the kingdom of darkness to mark the property in the spirit for a counter attack through astral projection, to the Feet of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We also want to declare the Kingship of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth over this place and that all openings are sealed off with Your Blood.

AMEN!

Remember to go before the FATHER and shower yourself with the Water of the Word. You may also want to perform a mikvah (baptism), to symbolize a cleansing after deliverance. Remember too to enter into praise and worship and fill yourself with the FATHER’s Presence again.

34 Openings include telephone and fax lines, computers, water pipes and sewerage, electricity circuits, Wi-Fi networks.

35 For additional study, see our book “J2F Understanding Water Baptism And The Baptism Of The Holy Spirit”
Additional Prayers

We also want to suggest the following prayers to be prayed through, in addition to those included in this booklet:

☑ Astrology and the various Star Signs
☑ Druidism
☑ Kundalini
☑ The Roots of Babylon
☑ Death, Hell, and the Grave
☑ Sodomy
☑ Harlotry
☑ Fertility Cults
☑ Jezebel
☑ Freemasonry
☑ Islam
☑ Kabbala

For more information on Genesis 6, fallen angels, and the nephilim, please see our article “TODAY, As In The Days Of Noah?!”, available for download at the following link:

http://www.kanaanministries.org/downloads/?did=233
In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very important to restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this calling seriously, and to begin BLESSING their families according to the Commandment of the LORD that the priests bless with the following blessing ...

The Priestly Blessing ...

Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 25 The LORD make his face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.”
"YHVH will kneel before you presenting gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge of protection, YHVH will illuminate the wholeness of His Being toward you, bringing order, and He will provide you with love, sustenance, and friendship, YHVH will lift up the wholeness of His Being and look upon you, and He will set in place all you need to be whole and complete."

36 Translation by Jeff A. Benner, for more information, please see [http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html](http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/12_blessing.html)
The Priestly Blessing

יִבְרָכֶנָּה יְהוָה בְּרֵאשִׁית:

and may he guard you the LORD may he bless you

May the LORD² bless you³ and keep you⁴

יְהוָה אֲרַי אֲלֵיֵךְ נַחֲלַת:

and show you favor on you his face the LORD May he shine

May the LORD make His face⁵ shine⁶ upon you and be gracious⁷ to you

שְׁלוֹם עִלָּיֶךְ אֲלֵיֵךְ רִשְׁמוֹ לְךָ שָלֹם:

peace for you and establish on you his face the LORD may he lift up

May the LORD lift up⁸ his face to you and give you peace⁹

---

¹ This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing.
² The name יִהֵו (YHVH) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (יהוה אלפא, תּוֹלְדוֹת), in contradistinction to the name אלהים (Elohim), which represents God's attributes of justice and power as our Creator.
³ The word for "face" (ברך) is plural with the 3rd person singular ending. It is considered metaphorical since God is incorporeal. The plural form is thought by some to indicate God's revealed and hidden attributes in creation.
⁴ The hiphil verb (ראיה) comes from the word "light" (איש), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you" with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3).
⁵ May God grant you grace or favor (לך), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph. 3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited.
⁶ Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy.
⁷ All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing.
⁸ Shalom (שלום) is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms. Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (שלום בסלמה), the Prince of Peace.
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